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INTRODUCTION

Since the middle ’thirties, whenever a German business group

wanted to make an agreement with any business concern beyond

the borders of Germany, it was required first to submit a full

text of the proposed agreement to the Reichsbank. The Reichs-

bank rejected or re-wrote until the agreement met its approval.

The Reichsbank approved no agreement which did not fit into

the plans of the Nazi State and carry that State another step

towards its goal of world domination.

In other words, any American firm which reached an agree-

ment or dealt with a German firm during the jatter ’thirties was

dealing, wittingly or unwittingly, with Hitler himself. When an

agreement was reached, it was reached on Hitler’s terms—other-

wise there was no agreement or no trade, for the Reichsbank for-

bade the German firm to sign the agreement or transact business.

American firms found a place in Hitler^s plans, or else they stood

alone against the powerful world cartels the Germans came to

control, doing no business with Germany at all.

In this fashion, before Hitler’s diplomatic war began to spread

his political dominion over neighbouring states (by annexations

or by weakening them in preparation for military conquest), and

long before Americans were dreaming of militai7 war, Hitler

was waging economic warfare. Now it is becoming clear that

his economic, diplomatic and military war are all elements in

one co-ordinated drive for world control—all of them clear,

ruthless and evil in similar ways.

It is clear now that his economic war, like his diplomatic war

and his military war, netted him many victories, either winning

him allies or weakening a future enemy—there is no such thing

as a neutral to the Nazi mind.

From hearings before the Senate Patents Committee, the

Truman Committee and other Congressional Investigating

Committees, and from information from the files of the Antitrust

Division of the Department ofJustice, we arc getting a picture of

Hitler's economic victories in America.

For Uiose busy souls who have not the time to read through
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the dozens or so volumes of hearings to digest the original

material, this book will help make clear the picture we arc

beginning to sec, will describe how Hitler waged his economic
war in America—winning or duping corporations here, weakening
this country as far as possible for conquest by diplomatic or

military war when the time would come that we should oppose
Germany.

In this book, a former German economist, once widely known
in the country of his nationality as a student of cartels and cartel

practice, interprets some of the things we arc hearing about, the

meaning of those victories in the light of a kiiowledge of German
cartel structure and an interest which he brought with him when
such inquiring minds as his were driven from Germany to clear

the way for Hitler’s Juggernaut at home.
Here he discusses and explains the methods, weapons and

objectives of Hitler’s economic war. Americans generally under-
stand as little ofmodem economic warfare as they understood of
blitzkrieg methods, weapons and objectives when Hitler descended
on Poland. They must learn modern economic warfai^e—^how to

defend and how to attack against Hitler’s weapons—as they arc

learning mechanized military warfare. And they must learn

quickly if we are not to perish. Reimann’s book can help us to

learn,

Creekmdre Path
Washington, D,C.

21, 194s
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PUBLISHERS’ NOTE

This book was published in the United States on

September 24th, 1942. All statements, therefore,

which the context shows to apply as at the date of

publication of the book must be taken to apply as

at that date, and not necessarily as at any subse-

quent date.



CHAPTER I

HITLER’S SECRET WEAPON

When Adolf Hitler stood poised upon the brink of the

adventure that was to make him ruler ofmost ofEurope and bring

him closer to world dominion than mortal man had ever been

before, he counted upon a secret weapon of which the world

had little suspicion. It was not a fearful death-ray, a motorless

plane drawing its power by wireless, or a mysterious poison gas

of unparalleled deadliness.

The secret weapon of the Third Reich consisted of the spider

web of cartels, patent exchanges, licensing arrangements,

divisions of territory, etc,, concluded between German industrial

concerns and those of other nations, most notably with American
corporations—agreements which were cunningly devised to

develop in Germany the new synthetic industries on which

total war depends, and to stifle or limit the output of these

same industries in other countries. In following this policy

German corporations were allowed and even encouraged to ally

themselves with foreign, particularly American companies.

The latter often accepted Nazi aid in order to obtain monopolist

control over strategic industries in America.

If, at the time of the attack on Pearl Harbour and the loss of

America’s source of raw rubber in the East Indies, we found

ourselves without preparations for a synthetic-rubber industry

(but with a paper claim on patents), the reason for this is easily

found in an international arrangement that gave to this country

a document and hypothetical profits in the future, and to Hitler

an expanded and fortified synthetic-rubber industry in the

present. If, when the United States entered the war, it found

a large armament plant “honour bound” not to sell certain of its

S
roducts to the British Empire, if it discovered that another plant

ad furnished data which enabled the German General StaflT to

keep an accurate check on the United States’ naval and air

corps expansion, if it found itself with inadequate sources of the

light metals without which an air force is impossible—all these

handicaps can be traced to commercial arrangements of this

same type.

Afl 9



These agreements produced other strange phenomena. Thus
we find that important secrets concerning the production of

synthetic rubber were actually revealed to Nazi Germany,
though they were concealed from the U.S. Navy Department.
And—^perhaps most surprising of all—at the time of Pearl

Harbour royalties on aviation gasoline sold to the RA.F, were to

be put aside to be paid to the giant German concern, I. G.
Farben, after the war.

Some of these agreements antedated the Nazi regime, but all

of them were expanded, modified, twisted under the prodding of
Nazi oflicialdom. Did American industrialists, caught in this

web, realize that they were dealing with no mere private concerns

like their owm, but also with the German government itself?

There is enough evidence to prove that at least some of them
knew that their contracts with Nazi corporations were subject to

decisions of the government of the Third Reich, which used these

corporation deals for its own strat^c purposes.

The Americans who negotiated these agreements, supposedly
only w^ith German industrialists but also—because even in pre-

war Nazi Germany industiy w'as state regimented—^with the

German government itself, were not fiends in human form.

The>" wxre simply businessmen who were seeking to “fortify their

competitive position” by taking advantage of the existing

patent situation in this country—which we shall examine later.

By these “arrangements” with Berlin they were both buying ofi'

German competition here and entrenching themselves against

attack by rival American corporations in the same or in adjacent

fields. Thus the development of new strategic industries came
under the control of corporations whose monopoly power de-

pended on international co-operation with Nazi enterprises.

What the reader must realize is that there was nothing shorts

sighted about the Nazi policy. When a German corporation signed a

coiitract, the hand of the state guided the pen; no German
company was permitted to gain a commercial benefit at the

expense of the interest of the state. Thus many of these agree-

ments eventually worked out so that the Third Reich received

production, while the American corporation obtained righU that

often proved to be illusory.

The Nazi leaders have been particularly shrewd in utilizing the

mythology ofcapitalism through the Reichsbank, the international

cartels, and individual corporation agreements in their straggle

for world rule. They took advantage of potent cartel agreements
10



in economic warfare—keeping their own efforts bent on strategic

production at homCj and thus strengthening their military

position.

Hitler apparently was counting on more than the mere agree-

ments with these American (and other) corporations which
operated to limit essential war production here. He actually

looked on American industrialists bound to him by such ties as

allies who could be depended upon to support and to insist upon a

policy of appeasement. Not only could these corporations look

forward to the crumbs from Hitler’s victory banquet, but they

could be depended upon to see that war against Hitler would not

pay. At the best a victorious war would reduce their German
counterparts to the position ofjunior partners, holding perhaps

49 per cent of the stock in their joint enterprise. Was it not

wiser to avoid thq risks and the inevitable losses ofwar, and accept

the junior share of 49 per cent that the German executives were
willing to offer?

So confident was Hitler that businessmen would regard another

world war as a bad investment that his calculations indicated

that England would not fight and America would not arm;
even after the war was in its second year he ventured to scold

Winston Churchill for not understanding England’s “true”

interests. And long after he had given up hope of educating Mr.
Churchill in an understanding of this “error”, he continued to

base his plans upon the assumption that the appeasement forces

in this country were too strong to be overcome.

Did these American industrialists want Hitler to win? It is

impossible to discuss here the ramifications of business, politics

and psychology, and the answer to that question does not properly

lie within the scope of this work. Yet it may be pertinent to

point to one rather obvious consideration. If a corporation

executive was convinced that Hitler would inevitably conquer,

the sooner the end was reached and the sooner world trade was
“stabilized” the better for all concerned—and especially for

those who had been canny enough to throw an anchor to wind-

ward and to appease the Nazis before their victory, rather than

having to approach them hat (and cheque-book) in hand when
they were flushed with triumph. Heroics and modern business

methods do not mix
;
a corporation executive is not supposed tq

deal with moral imponderables, but vigilantly to seek c\’'ery lawful

advantage for his stockholders. In the new decalogue of industry

the first and most important rule is not to bet on the wrong horse.



For corporation officials who commit this grievous sin there is no
atonement short of (official) death.

The author is quite ready to believe that none of these in-

dustrialists wilfully and knowingly violated this principle. There
is, therefore, a touch of synthetic pathos to the fact that, as

becomes increasingly apparent, Hitler’s business associates here

emphatically did bet on the wrong horse; they put their stake

on a gelding that started with a great burst of speed, but that

very patently lacks the stamina to win the race.

Adolf Hitler’s calculations were ultimately wrong. His error

was that he did not and could not compreliend the farces which
would rise against him in the world. Hisjudgment ofthe corpora-

tion executives wdth whom he dealt was not at fault, but he over-

estimated the influence they would be able to wield . For the simple

truth is that from the German invasion of Poland until Japanese
planes roared over Pearl Harbour—and in some cases since then

great many American industrialists acted upon the tacit

assumption that the war was over, that Hitler had been completely

victorious and was master of Europe (and beyond), and that

business prudence dictated acknowledgment of his international

supremacy as a fait accompli.

^'Mystery Plants^^ and Patent Monopolists

There was nothing really original in what the Gerrnan war
plants were secretly doing. Synthetics are not the invention of

any one individual or nation. Scientists in many countries were
working on the problem of breaking down natural products into

molecules and atoms, and reassembling the atoms in divers

combinations to produce new materials. On an international

scale, scientists and professional inventors formerly learned from
each otlicr. The discovery of a new process or in improvement
upon an old technique inspired research students the world over,

with the result that the same physical and chemical principles

were applied in nearly the same way in many countries simul-

taneously. Careful research organized on a large scale, experi-

mentation in laboratories and pilot plants, made it possible to

find Out whether the technique would work in large-scale factories.

But in Nazi Germany exchange of industrial information

with foreigners was prohibited—what Hiller wanted was a one-

way traffic. There were numerous plants in w^hich mysterious

experiments were conducted. The huge factories in Leuna were
a special source of rumours. From a great distance yellow-brown



clouds of mysterious gases were seen billowing from their gigantic

chimneys, often darkening the horizon. They filled the air with

the pungent odour of ammonia, and of many undefinablc

mixtures. Nobody knew what was being made. Thousands of
huge steel bottles concealed the output which left the factory

every night for unknown destinations. In other plants, also, new
technical experiments were conducted with the utmost secrecy.

The workers had to swear a solemn oath not to speak ofwhat they

saw or knew. Special guards carefully searched everyone enter-

ing or leaving the gates of the mysterious war plants, maintaining

constant vigil.

Today we know what those German war plants were pro-

ducing, what was hidden from the foreign world and from the

German people. New synthetics were produced and tested in

experiments—not mere ETsaiz^ but materials of better quality

than the best natural products : metals harder and lighter than

steeJ, synthetic nibber of greater resistance to oil and to pressure

than natural rubber, and new instruments made possible by the

superior quality of the new materials.

The secrecy with which the Nazi leaders s\irrounded their work,

especially in the field of synthetics, was to leave the foreign world

guessing how far German technique had progressed. Mere
secrecy, however, would not have been sufficient for this purpose.

The will to make use of new processes and inventions in foreign

countries had to be stifled, too. Thus wc see that in essence the

two secret weapons of the Nazis were actually complementary

—

one was intended to fortify the other.

The Nazi strategists, therefore, supplemented their drastic

domestic measures to screen their work with active interference

abroad to prevent, curb, or control technological developments

there. Numerous international patent monopolies, which, through

the participation of foreign enterprises, prevented technical

advance abroad, sei'ved this purpose. The special role of patents,

in helping to conceal the goosestepping-up of technical pi ogress,

must be noted here.

Patent laws were originally intended to promote technical

progress, in a period when new inventions were the work of

individuals whose genius enabled them to construct new machines

or discover new technical devices. Patents were an incentive,

protecting and encouraging such inventions. Today most

patents are obtained and controlled by large-scale corporations.

In America the owner of a patent is not obliged to make the
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new technique or technical improvement available for production^

He has, in fact, the right to refuse a licence to those who want to

utilize the new process* He can say *‘no*’ even if he himself

declines to use the invention or uses it only for strictly limited

purposes. In such a case the patent impedes technological

development. If it controls a vital stage in the process of pro-

duction, it may be an obstacle to the development of an entire

industry—an obstacle which cannot be hurdled by other inventors.

This negative nature of patents has now largely superseded

their old-time ^‘positive” effect* Most patents filed during the

last decade have been aimed at protecting enterprises utilizing

and relying upon older techniques. Many large-scale industrial

concerns tried to surround the industrial processes in their re-

spective fields with a high wall of patents, to discourage or curb

the rise of competition. Whenever a new method of production

was introduced, numerous “protective’* patents were filed in

order to prevent the development of rival production, llicre

are “protective patents”, “umbrella patents”, or “basic patents”

which control entire industries—and there are “buried patents”

which are filed and never used. These patents are purchased or

filed merely in order to prevent the rise of new competitive

techniques.

Thurman W. Arnold, Assistant Attorney-General of the

United States, has stressed the importance of “umbrella patents”

:

“They contain such ambiguous claims that they tend to cover an
entire industry”. The Krupp (German) armaments firm,

for example, held such “umbrella patents” in the United States.

They were utilized as a legal basis for law-suits against the Union
Carbide & Carbon Corporation, in ojder to compel this chemical
entciprise to join a patent cartel with Krupp, .The Nazi firm

offered cancellation of the law-suit as its quid pro quo to gain its

ends.

One ofthe most important divisions ofthe LG. Farbenindustric,

Germany’s great chemical trust, is its department for international

patent rights in Frankfurt-am-Main* Experts who have made a
life study of patent rights in particular countries are engaged in

the analysis and study of laws and legal decisions. The L G, is

believ^ to have the best library on patent systems anywhere in

the world. When I G. made a new discovery and applied for

patents, it did not rely upon a single patent* Additional patents

were filed, in order to block any technological development which
might compete with the new invention,
*4



The services ofAmerican patent law firms were hired in order
to close loopholes which might have been utilized by independent
manufacturers for the development of new competitive tech-

nology. Breed, Abbott & Morgan, well known as one ofthe largest

patent law firms, did so much work for I. G. Farben that Mr ‘ C.
Breed, one of the partners in the American law firm, also became
a member of the Boai’d of Directors of General Aniline & Dye-
stuffs Corporation, I. G.’s American subsidiary.

The leaders of the Third Reich thus found the ground well

prepared for their strategy. In most fields of synthetic production

I. G. Farbenindustric already owned numerous patents, and
they had been filed in patent offices all over the world.

The very fact that I. G. possessed numerous international patent

monopolies had a profound effect on American corporations,

inventors, and businessmen. They were discouraged from
financing experimental work and laboratory studies in fields

where they would be forbidden to utilize their inventions com-
mercially, for new production could be curbed or stopped by the

owners of the “umbrella patents”.

But patents alone would have been too weak a foundation

for the conspiracy against technical progress outside the Thii^l

Reich. It would have been politically impossible to forbid or

completely suppress new strategic industries at a time when all

the Great Powers w^ere preparing for the second world conflict.

Thus Nazi-controlled corporations, especially I. G. Farben itself,

organized research and experiments in foreign countries. They
exploited the technical and financial means of the Ibreign world,

and at the same time controlled new technical developments
abroad. In this way strategically important discoveries could be

reserved for the Third Reich, We shall later cite numerous in-

stances ofhow this practice affected important technical develop-

ments.

CHAPTER II

PRIVATE WORLD EMPIRES UNDER NAZI
CONTROL

It seems that history deceived the Nazi strategists who be^

lieved too fervently in their own propaganda slogans. They
were sure that the powcrfiil forces of private finance with which

15



they had established far-reaching commercial agreements
would decide political issues in countries where “decadent
capitalism"” was still functioning instead of totalitarian “order"’.

Nazi strategy, as we have pointed out, was based on the encourage-

ment of a definite line of thought among investors: “War Ls

suicidal
;
from the point of view of the capitalist investor, war

does not pay, and increases tremendously the investment risks”.

Nazi strategy, however, did accomplish its purposes in one vital

respcxt : through domination of private empires the world over it

succeeded in strangling technical advances in those countries

which, on the morrow, were to become Germany’s adversaries

on the battlefield.

The Nazis often expressed their contempt for international

capitalism, and in particular for “anonymous capital” (joint-

stock companies). But consistency has never been a Nazi weak-
ness, They sought collaboration with private businesses which
wanted safety for their vested interests through appeasement of

the Third Reich, coupled with control of economic key positions

in their own countries. This was an important factor in the

operation ofNazi world strategy.

These foreign Powers were not national states; they were
private corporations with world-wide financial interests. 'Fhe

Nazis had found a new name for them: “economic states”,

“private empires”, the centre of which was in every case an
executive office, often situated in a small “neutral” country

^

from which a network of subsidiaries controlled other vested

interests spread all over the world. For example, the headquarters

of the international Kreuger trust, which collapsed in 1932,
were in Sweden. Mr. Kreuger himself signed contracts with

many governments which wanted his financial support and were
therefore willing to grant him monopoly rights.

The national state had to acknowledge these corj^orations as

independent powers which had their own constitutions, their

own embassies, and policies which could not be identified with

those of any particular national state. This point has been
stressed by Alfred Marcus, a German economist to whom Nazi
politicians ha^i^e paid a good deal of attention. Marcus’s thesis

was that large-scale corporations with world-wide investments

were superseding the national state.

“We might define the organizations which have today

grown beyond the present sphere of economic power and
i€



become partners in agreements with national states as some
kind of ^private empire’ or ‘economic state’. They were an
expression of the idea that economic power has attained peculi*

arities which we otherwise used to connect only with the

political state. . . . Economic states which are not restricted

by national boundaries will try to repress the national state

as an economic factor so that they have absolute power in

their hands.

The Nazi c^conomist, Dr. Fritz Werr,^ extensively quoted A.

Marcus as his authority on “the economic state”. He par-

ticularly referred to the great oil powers, the Standard Oil

Company of New Jersey^ and Royal Dutch Shell—companies
with world-wide interests and great financial stakes in many
countries where they constituted first-rate political factors.

^

“I'hc agreements between the big oil companies, in particular,

show that any law of the state becomes meaningless for them,

and that all forms ofjurisdiction of the national state are done
away with. . . . Most treaties are ‘gentlemen’s agreements’,

and if one party abrogates such a contract or does not fulfil

his obligations, the other party does not insist upon rights or

laws accorded him by the legislation of a national state. Fie

brings forth, instead, considerations of ‘fairness’. . . . This

refers not only to agreements between the oil trusts themselves,

but to an even greater extent to agreement between these

trusts and (national) states.”^

The rise of the totalitarian state inevitably rcsulttxi in a decline

of private world empires. Their financial stnictures, however,

still remained in existence. These companies were still firmly

entrenched in the non-totalitarian world, but, as we shall see,

came partly under control of the Nazi regime.

In this situation, Hitler was convinced that he could break the

resistance of foreign states “from within”, for the economic states

could be compelled to co-operate with him.

^ A. Marcus, Kreugcr and Toll, Zuerich, 1932, pp. 3-4.
^ Fritz Werr, International Economic Combinations {Cartels and Concerns) and

States as Partners, Berlin, 1936.
® For the sake of brevity the Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) is often

referred to in these pages as “Standard OiF’ or “the Standard Oil Company*’.
It is not to be confused witli other oil companies bearing the word “Standard”
in their corporate designations. Wherever “Standard Oil” is employed without

modifying words, reference is to the Standard Oil Company ofNew Jersey.
^ International Bemomic Combinations, p, 113.
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Before Hitler’s rise to power most German business exo^utives

were pervaded by a spirit of defeatism and showed little eager-

ness to fight again for the world supremacy ofGerman militarism.

As rulers ofprivate empires, they were awed by the power ofWall
Street and frightened by the prospect of social revolution as the

probable outcomei of a new world war. It is true that at the same
time German militarists were known to be preparing for a
second world w^ar and the Reichswehr was secretly arming despite

the clauses of the Versailles Treaty,

German industries, especially in chemical production, received

special government protection, because ihe General Staff was
convinced of the importance of such industries for a futiire war
economy. But these policies were pursued by relatively small

thougli influential groups, which were not typical of the spirit

of other German businessmen during that period.

Most Geiman big industrialists and bankers of that era were
conservative, and were impressed by Spengler’s ideas of a “de-

cline of the West”, They had come to the conclusion that Fairope

could no longer maintain the white man’s rule in the world.

America must assume the new world leadership, with Westejm
and Central Europe acknowledging the United States as the

leading world Power. German big businessmen no longer

believed in their ability' to resume the Kaiser’s struggle for a

world Reich. They were afraid of the tremendous risks they

would have to take in case of another war. Elimination of

risks was tlie major aim in their business policies. They were
tir(?d of fighting competition that could not easily be defeated,

and they were always ready to compromise when confronted by
powerfiil competitors.

The German chemical industry was in one respect in an ex-

ceptional position, for I. G.’s extensive experimental works and
laboratories were to a great extent a special industry for the

manufacture of new inventions. But even I. G. executives were
not convinced that they could use revolutionary changes of

technique to revive the German struggle for world supremacy.

At that time they were for peace rather than for war. It seems

that they would have been satisfied with a “junior partnership”

in alliances or combinations with financially strong foreign

Powers, if they were given a substantial minority share in the

private division of the world.

The Third Reich did not allow the “economic state’* or
private corporations to act as independent powers within Grcr-
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many. The Nazi leaders, however, acknowledged international

finance as a first-rate political factor outside the Third Reich,

The Nazi mind was obsessed by the idea that big corporations

wexe the “secret power behind the scene” in the “decadent
capitalist world”. These corporations financed elections, and
weak governments had to rely for support on the “economic
state”. The latter had preserved the form of private business.

It defended tlie principles of “free enterprise”, and was opposed
to government policies which interfered with the management
of private enterprise.

During the days 'when Hitler was preparing to seize power
he had solemnly promised the leaders of economic states that

his dictatorship would obtain free expansion for them. In other

words, the totalitarian state w^ould not create a state economy.
In fact, however, the subordination of those private corporations

to the totalitarian state did not depend merely on the extent to

wliich they w^ere superseded by a state economy. The authori-

tarian power did not hesitate to regiment private enterprise.

German finance ultimately had to act in accordance with the

politics and interests of the Nazi regime even—and especially

—

when their interests clashed.

The Nazi state was extremely successful in its dealings with

private corporations. The outward fonns of private enterprise

were retained for GermaCti corporations. I. G, Farbcn, Knjpp,
and Siemens w^cre allowed to expand abroad, and to construct

their own world empires. But they were not on an equal footing

with private corporations of the United States or of Great

Britain. The German corporations were no longer independent.

They were agents of the Third Reich. As such, they w'ere in a

far stronger position in relation to foreign enterpiiscs. An
American private corporation, w^hich still preserved its inde-

pendence, was on the defensive at home and abroad. In its

own country it might be encountering commercial competition,

as well as the opposition—backed by the government—of con-

supier interests. Abroad, especially in Europe, it w’^as completely

dependent on the power of the totalitarian state. The latter

offered it co-operation on an international scale. Monopoly
rights based on patents and the control of wwid markets were to

he shared between them. It was not an easy offer to refuse

—

and there were almost no refusals.
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CHAPTER TH

CORPORATION EXECUTIVES AND
“POLITICIANS”

It sometimes happens that practical experience seems tempor-

arily to justify theories that are fundamentally wrong. This was

the fate of the Nazi strategists. They had vulgarized a popular

theory which was widely accepted in Germany under the Weimar
Republic, and which played an impot tanl role in Nazi strategy.

According to this theory, in all democratic countries the politi-

cians, journalists, and administrative executives were mere pup-

pets of a few trust magnates who represented “private empires*'.

The entire world was organized by them, and their will was
supreme unless a totalitarian state superseded their absolute

power. Failing this step, the democratic parliamentary state

would be dominated by a bureaucracy that only fulfilled the will

of international finance. Such a regime was internally weak, dis-

rupted by social conflicts or “pressure groups’*, with the result

that the financial forces would insist on appeasement of the

totalitarian states.

The idea that a few executives of private corporations, inter-

national trust magnates, or bankers codtrolled all key positions in

a parliamentary democracy where the\governments were mere
puppets in the hands of a single trust, and could therefore always

enforce their will upon the government, was derived from a

crudely debased Marxism. And Hitler further vulgarized this

mechanical materialism. Practical experience, how ever, seemed to

confirm his belief. It seemed to be clever policy to make a deal

with the master and not with the puppets who might be easily

thrown overboard. Hitler thus felt that he had obtained appease-

ment after having agreed upon a separate peace with powerful

representatives of international finance or of corporations in con-

trol of economic key positions abroad.

Therefore, in his war speeches Hitler always referred to British

and American statesmen who were against appeasement as “un-

scrupulous politicians who wreck whole nations and states’^

(Reichstag speech, July 19, 1940). He offered protection, on the

other hand, for vested interests. “At no time and in no place have

I ever acted contrary to British interests” (Reichstag speech,

October 6, 1939).



But Nazi strategists were deceived by their successful dealings

with corporation executives whom they considered the only
‘‘powers behind the scene” in foreign countries. It is true many
men of the City of London were for appeasement. One of the

most powerful American corporations (Standard Oil ofNew Jer-

sey ) was in close business association with the biggest Nazi cor-

poration. Therefore, Nazi leaders thought the “politicians” and
journalists who w^ere opposed to totalitarian rule and who insisted

upon opposing the Nazis’ claim for world supremacy could be
disregarded. For direct contacts with those who controlled eco-

nomic key positions had been established. In Nazi c^yes, the City

of London was more important than the House of Commons, and
Wall Street was deciding what Congress was to do. Churchill and
Roosevelt were mere “politicians” who did not understand the

“real interests” ol' their respective countries. I'hc financial inter-

ests that had allied themselves with Hitler had the money to

finance elections or to buy “public opinion”
;
they w^ere in close

contact with army leaders and they were calculating business-

men who realized that total war docs not pay. The tremendous
risks and immense losses could never be compensated by possible

gains. And furthermore, resistance against an authoritarian re-

gime requires such a strengthening of the national state that the

big corporations lose their old independence. This, in itself, would
predispose such businessmen towards appeasement. They had
already sacrificed foreign positions to the totalitarian state; now
they were clinging to their national monopolies which curbed new
technology or production.

Corporations which organize international cartels have a psy-

chology all their own. When their own government is a wishy-

washy affair, gutless and toothless, they feel strong at home but

weak abroad; W'hen, on the other hand, their government is stern

and omnipotent, they feel weak at home but brimming over with

confidence abroad. Here lies the explanation of the a})parent

mystery of how German businessmen w^ere so spectaculat ly suc-

cessful in their international dealings. Under the aegis of the

totalitarian state, they w^cre as lions lying down with lambs.

The American corporation executives with whom Hitler desalt

were wholly different from the aggressive businessmen of a bygone

agc>—men like the elder J. P. Morgan or the ciderJohn D, Rocke-

feller, who took the initiative in fighting competitors and who
were willing to take great risks while amassing their family for-

tunes. These former business leaders w^ere the .symbols of private



enterprise that was expanding aijd would not brook subordination

to any kind of authoritarian power. The inherited wealth of these

early titans, however, now consists of absentee capital seeking safe

and secure fields of investment. The new corporation executives

were administrators, lawyers, diplomat-businessmen who wanted
strong governments abroad for protection of vested interests and
a national regime that would not interfere with their private

monopolies. Their role encouraged the Nazi strat^ists in their

belief that they could win world supremacy without real war
against the old capitalist world. This w^as an illusion which should

have collapsed with the enforced retiremeai of one of the out-

standing private ‘‘emperors*’.

Sir Henri Deterding had built up Royal ]>utch Shell as lus

private wor ld empire. He was respected and protected by foreign

governments as the sovereign manager of that gigantic entci'prise.

He was interested in discovering and fostering those forces which
would eliminate once and for all the danger of social or colonial

revolutions. Tlierefore he was one of the earliest financial backers

of the Fuehrer—long before Hitler came to power. In later years,

when Nazi Germany rearmed, he was an ultra-appeaser. He
made great donations (at the expense of Shell) to the Nazis, and
he personally offered to supply the Third Reich with foodstuffi

and vital raw materials, the acquisition of which was to be
financed by foreign credits which he would undertake to aiTange,

The British Admiralty, however, which had a stake in Shell’s oil

resources, wanted to make sure that in case ofwar with Germany
and Japan, oil supplies vital to Great Britain should not be made
available to the enemy.

Sir Henri, who did not object to the Nazi regimentation of
private business, tried to defend the “rights ofprivate enterprise”

in Britain. This confirmed the suspicions of the British Admiralty
concerning Sir Henri’s reliability in the event ofa world war. He
was ousted from his chairmanship, and finally was compelled to

res^n from Shell’s world organization altogether. He lived out

his last few years in Holland, an embittered old man, stripped of

influence, making strenuous efforts to regain Dutch citizenship.

The Nazi strategists might have learned from this experience,

but they were blinded by their own fixed ideas. Deterding’s set-

back was a prelude to the failure to produce the appeasement
policy which the Nazis expected from the British government.
The American counterpart of Shell pursued a iore%n policy



which conflicted with efforts to strengthen national defence. Until

Pearl Harbour the foreign policy of Standard Oil of New Jersey
was apparently based on the expectation that the Third Reich
would become supreme in Europe. And it seemed to be sound
business policy for the great oil enterprise whose interests extended

almost throughout the globe not to antagonize the new world

Power.

Personal interests still play a great, and often decisive, role. In
lai'gc-scale corporations they are interwoven with the manage-
ment ofanonymous capital owned by holders of stocks and bonds.

One of the biggest absentee owners of Standard Oil is John D.
Rockefeller, Jr. The question, accordingly, has been raised

whether Mr. Rockefeller, as the largest stockholder of Standard
Oil ofNew Jersey, approved the international policies of the cor-

poration in which he had a large financial stake. It is known that

he was not in agreement with the ‘‘appeasers’* and even in pre-

war days wanted close collaboration with Great Britain. ButJolm
D. Rockefeller, Jr., has refused to express publicly any opinion on
tlie policies of Standard Oil. This was a matter of business, and
he apparently did not want to mix his private view's with the

management of his financial interests.

Three personalities had played a decisive role in the manage-
ment of Standard Oil since the totalitarian state became an im-

portant factor in world politics—^Walter C. Teagle, W. S. Parish,

and Frank A. Howard. Mr. Teagle is now retired, though he still

holds the honorary position of chairman. Mr. Parish is the real

head, the organizer and administrator who knows better than any-

one else the details of the gigantic organization. In his business

strategy, however, he relies on Mr. Howard, whom insiders con-

sider tfie head of Standard Oil’s “brain trust”.

Mr. Howard’s career reflects important trends in private cor-

porations. He came from the Middle West to New York, where
he can-pride himself on having “made good”. He was a young,
unknown corporation lawyer, eager to carve out a career and with
the greatest respect for the power of Standard Oil, when he be-

came the right-hand man ofMr. Teagle, then serving as president

of Standard Oil. Soon Mr. Howard himself became an executive

as Standard’s leading expert on patent rights; he also handled
foreign relations with I. G . It seems to be ofparticular significance
that Mr. Howard’s first great achievement was the conclusion of
a close alliance with I. G., as a result of which Standard Oil and
I. G. were to pool the control of all chemical patents in the whole
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world except in Germany itself. Mr. Howard could later boast he
had hel{5ed to bring together the biggest oil and the biggest

chemical power in the world, both agreeing on a “division of
interests’’" which obliged Standard Oil to help I. G. in its attempts

to dominate new key positions in the world economy, a domina-
tion largely based on the control of synthetic processes in pro-

duction.

After the outbreak of the present war, when the conflagration

was spreading from the European continent and Africa to all

other corners of the world, Mr. Howard considered it his special

duty to prevent Standard Oil from doing or saying anything that

might be considered “unfriendly” by I. G.
Even in early summer, 1941, the Jersey corporation still played

a special role in the hope of the Nazi strategists. The Nazi air

offensive against Britain had failed to end the war in blitzkrieg

fashion. Russia was still neutral. So was the United States,

though its lend-lease programme made it clear whom this countr^-^

was backing.

At that time I heard a number of rumours about LG. Farben
and Standard Oil of New Jersey. According to these rumours,

I. G. had succeeded in signing secret agreements with Standard

Oil which were to be effective during war-time and which were
to survive the war, thus influencing the policies both concerns

were to pursue.

In June, 1941, I decided to try to see Frank A. Howard, who,
as a leading Standard Oil executive, had negotiated the deals be-

tween Standard Oil and LG., and who was best informed on the

relations between these Powers.

My interview with Mr. How^ard was an unusual experience.

Mr. Howard was willing to answer questions, though he carefully

considered every word he said and sometimes reflected for several

minutes before he would give an answer. Yet he did not seem
surprised at a rumour I repeated to him

:

“I want to tell you another rumour I heard in Washington.

Perhaps you will be amused by it, but I want to tell it because it

may be of interest to you. There is a story in circulation indicat-

ing that Standard Oil of New Jersey must shift its policies in

accordance with the turn of the war** situation. The old ties with

German interests such as I. G. Farben must be cut. The old

treaties arc embarrassing. Therefore, somebody will have to be
blamed for these past ties. And that somebody will be you.”

Mr. Howard, wryly : “I am to become the scapegoat?”
24



‘‘Exactly* That is the story.”

Mr. Howard told me that he and Standard Oil were one hun-
dred per cent pro-British and for war against the Nazis, He em-
phasized that there were no longer any ties with the German
chemical trust. But several months later, as government investi-

gations were to disclose, Mr. Howard was instructing the Standard
Oil officials to act in accordance with special contracts with I. G.,

and Standard Oil was still supplying Nazi air lines in Latin

America with aviation gasoline.

Something should be said here about the personalities of 1. (L
executives, who often turned out to be much better negotiators

than their foreign counterparts.

The German chemical trust, T. G. Farbenindustrie, is an “old

love” of mine. The first book I wrote was on the power of I. G.
At that time I visited the lu^adquarters of the German chemical

trust in Berlin and discussed the ]3olicies and interests of I. G.
Muth one of its leading executives, fie did not like publicity and
attempted to persuade me to write about another theme : “There
are so many interesting subjects," he said. “Why must you write

about us? We would be delighted to help you write about some-
thing else.”

It was not difficult to explain why I wanted to write about I. G.

These big corporations were powerful social and political forces,

and therefore I wanted to know more about them. In addition,

the prime importance ofthe chemical industry in the event ofwar,

and the role of chemical developments in a second technical revo-

lution, made the chemical trust a major interest to me and to the

public. The executive of I. G. to whom I spoke at that time is a
disgruntled “old conservative” today. He has been replaced by
an army officer who happens to be an “old Nazi”.

The original executive managers of I. G. were first-rate chemists

as well as experts in international politics and perhaps the best

international diplomats that the Reich ever had. Old Karl L.

Duisberg, the founder of I. G. Farben, for instance, was one of
the world’s leading chemical experts. As a member of the Eco-

nomic General Staff under the Kaiser during the First World
War, he organized chemical war production in Germany, When
Hitler came to power he was still a leading executive, but already

an old man. His experience and prestige were highly respected by
the other leading men of I. G., but he was no longer its chief

strategist. This role had fallen to Dr. Karl Bosch, also a first-rate

chemical expert and a former member of the Kaiser's War Eco-
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nornic Council. Bosch became I. G.’s Ludendorff, while old Duis-

bej:^ was called the “Hindenburg of I. G.” The third in the tri-

umvirate was Hermann Schmitz, the financial genius.

Under Hitler a younger generation of executives came to the

top, supplanting the old triumvirate. Until then there had been

two schools of thought among the executives of I. G. Some still

believed in international trade and finance or revival of private

.

world empire. Others were “autarchists” who relied on national

monopolies and ‘‘self-sufficiency’*. Duisberg and Bosch were ad-

herents of international trade. They still clung to the belief that

trade in dyestuffs and pharmaceutical products was better busi-

ness than sqles of explosives. Though these old diehards did not

miss opportunities to get government subsidies for new strategic

industries, they also tried to keep L G. their private world empire.

Consequently, under the Nazis, Duisberg and Bosch were com-
pletely pushed into the background. Dr. Schmitz, as the only

surviving member of the old triumvirate, remained the financial

fox of Nazified I. G. Richard Illgner became the new' strategist.

He was the supple diplora^lt-b^lsinessmarl, without the scientific

training ofmen of the old school like Hans Haber, the inventor of

the synthetic nitrate process. Illgner was the prototype ofthe pure

“Aryan**, He was blond and stout like Goering, but he suffered

from some kind of inferiority complex. When he talked witli one
of the “old guard** or a real chemist he tried, without much suc-

cess, to hide his lack of scientific training. He was sure, without

being a chemical expert, to make a career even under the old

regime, for he had married a daughter of Duisberg and had been
the personal secretary offinancial chiefSchmitz. Within the I. G,,

Illgner represented the Nazi school of autarchists who considered

the belief in international trade outdated. It was easier to obtain

state subsidies than to compete on the world market. This young
school of Nazi executives had less scientific training or technical

knowledge than their predecessors, but more experience in diplo-

macy and politics. Illgner, a brother-in-law of Walter H. Duis-

berg, Jr., who was sent to America in 1929, became the real “man
behind the scenes** in I. GJ.’s management under Hitler.

During his first year in the United States Walter H. Duisberg

studied American patent laws and “the Washington scene”: Then
he became the leading executive of the American subsidiary of
I. G. Chemie, American I. G. Chemical {now General Aniline &
Film Corporation). In 1940, Walter Duisberg resigned first from
the chairmanship and later from the Board ofDirectors ofGeneral



Aniline in a vain attempt to convince Washington that this com-
pany was no longer under control of 1. G. The old board elected

Judge John E. Mack as chairman, and William C. Bullitt as an
aide- Both resigned after a few months when T4eon T. Crowley,

the official Alien Property Custodian, took over the control ofthe

corporation, which holds a key position in American manufacture
of imjxn'tant chemical war materials. (We shall deal with the

American subsidiaries of I. G. in greater detail in another chapter

—see pages 40 ff.)

I. G. executives were undoubtedly ingenious in the exploitation

of patents and ofnew possibilities for synthetic production which
were a threat to foreign interests. This fact has been acknow-
ledged by most critical observers. Yet the German big business

leaders were not the type of daring entrepreneur of the previous

era
;
they were skilful diplomats who knew their own weaknesses

and strength as"well as the weaknesses and strength of their coun-

terparts. In their foreign business relations they were especially

successful in manoeuvring into a favourable bargaining position.

They did not simply bluff, for they were subsidized by the state

and could appeal to their government for protection. They did

make blunders, but blunders they could not avoid. For the state

protection they readily accepted brought them finally into a posi-

tion where the protector could dictate to them and compel them
to take much greater risks than they would ever havx assumed in

their private business.

CH.^PTER IV

THE RISE OF THE I. G. WORLD EMPIRE

The German chemical trust began its rise to private world em-
pire as a poor relation of Standard Oil. Its strength was that it

could utilize the power of the state at home and even abroad in

order to strengthen its position ;
for patent monopolies compelled

the United States government to protect I. G. monopolies in

America. Thu^ the history of L G. before the onset of World
War II can written as a satire on American corporations and
the antitrust law.

In the ’twenties, I. G. was without liquid funds necessary for

technical reconstruction and the maintenance of its expensive
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laboratories. The Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, on the

other hand, was at that time one of the most powerful enterprises

in the world. Its assets amounted to over three times those of
1. G. Farben. It was backed by banks with almost unlimited

financial resources. L G. even lacked the support of Germany’s
leading banks

;
it had tried to avoid financial dependence on them

partly because (xerman banks during this period were themselves

dependent upon foreign financial support, predominantly that of

American institutions.

At that time it was certainly impossible to visualize a situation

in which the American oil company would accept a subordinate

role by letting I. G. haye the major share in world markets and
permanent control of most fields of synthetic production. When,
in the late ’twenties, I, CJ. executives were sent to New York to

negotiate a business alliance with Standard Oil, they must have

been fully aware of the weakness of their own position
;
I, (5. was

in urgent need of financial assistance in order to carry on its ex-

pensive laboratory and experimental work. Because of the loss of
most world markets, only a small part of the capacity of the dye-

stuff industry, which before the w^ar had been the backbone of

German chemical works, could be utilized. The German dyestuff

monopoly was a thing of the past. The only successful new pro-

duction was synthetic nitrates. But immediately after the war
competitive production in most countries made it impossible for

L (J; to achieve a new world monopoly. From experiments dur-

ing the First World War it had inherited a number of processes for

synthetic production of raw materials, but further experiments

with these processes were disappointing
;
despite German govern-

ment subsidies the new' synthetic production could not compete
with natural products.

Under such conditions I. G. executives had to seek a way which
would make available to them American financial resources. New
synthetic processes for producing oil and rubber, which at that

time were already known but not cheap enough to be competitive

with natural production, were utilized as the main bargaining
assets in negotiations with American and British companies.
Standard Oil, on the other hand, was much concerned about

the future of its investments. These spread over the entire world
and were exposed to intensified competition, while at the same
time they were vulnerable to political pressure groups and rising

social and national movements against private corporations.

Thus, at the end of the American era of prosperity
,
Standard Oil



executives were not confident about their business prospects.

Standard Oil’s world position was declining, while Shell had be-

come stronger. In America itself Standard Oil’s share in produc-

tion was decreasing too. Furthermore, there was a fear current

at the time that American oil deposits might soon be exhausted,

making Standard Oil refineries dependent on oil supplies from
rival companies or from abroad.

At such a. psychological moment 1. G. executives appeared on
the scene. What did they have to offer? They did not own or

control oil deposits, nor could they open up new oil markets.

Their only asset was a list of international patent rights in the

field of chemical production. 'Fhe Standard Oil executives were
strangers in this field where German chemical industrialists for

decades had been skilful masters.

Before the negotiations with Standard Oil began, I. G. had, in

great haste, completed its first coal-oil plant in Leuna (central

Germany). It carefully avoided letting the foreign world know
that synthetic oil was at that Lime a disappointing and unprofit-

able affair. Only many years later, after further experiments and
studies (largely financed by Standard Oil), did I. G. gain the

“know-how” and really have sonu lhiiig to ofl'er in this new in-

dustry. Standard Oil c.xccutives then and later were awed by the

chemical genius of the Farben trust. I. G. seemed to offer fre^h

blood to an ageing giant.

I. G, ejcecutives held out the patents they owned as bait to catch

tlic fish —a world-wide agreement with Standard Oil. At that

time it seemed to be obvious that in a combination of Germany’s
big chemical and America’s big oil power, I. G. was an equal
partner. Mr. Teaglc pointed out that Standard Oil would be a

“junior partner” only in limited fields. In principle, however, the

two concerns were to be on equal footing, with I. G, “controlling

the Gennan market”, and Standard Oil controlling the American
market. If this clause had been upheld, Standard Oil might have
obtaint?d the superior position for itself. For the American market
was obviously larger and a source of greater income than im-

poverished post-war Germany.
The relative strength of the German chemical trust in negotia-

tions with the American oil concern depended largely on the pro-

tection which American laws and American authorities gave to

I. G. Farben (and its new American associate) against the rise of

competitive production or new technological developments in

America. This was the greatest asset which I. G. could bring into
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a combination with Standard Oil. Mr. Teagle tried to figure out

how much this negative asset might mean in terms of money. He
obviously failed. It was a superhuman task. Said Mr. Teagle

:

^‘The I. G. are tlie only ones who can really appraise the rela-

tive value of their patents in the United States and the rest of the

world outside of the United States and Germany”.
August von Knieriem, ejtccutive of I. G. Farben, on the other

hand, had insisted that Standard Oil buy a pig—a $30,000,000
one in this instance—in a poke. He said :

“The scope of the agreement must be settled first before the

scope of the patents can be given”.

I. G. had specialized in exploiting patent laws all over the

world in anticipation ofjust such agreements. Its executivt^ were
able to manipulate the negotiations in sucli a manner that Stan-

dard Oil, for all its habitual caution, was merely taking a shot

in the dark.

That shot had two possible bull’s-eyes ; if it hit cither, Standard
Oil executives felt they would be well rewarded. One was the

aforementioned synthetic production of oil; the other was the

synthetic production of rubber which I. G. officials darkly hinted

would break the existing world monopoly of British-Dutch

interests.

CHAPTER V

THE SECRET CONTRACTS

November 9, 1929, the pact was signed between Standard
C5il and I. G. F’arben enabling the latter to dominate and prevent

vital chemical developments and to utilize the power of Standard
Oil for its own purposes. We shall later see that the clauses of the
pact were formulated in such a way that I. G. Farben could arbi-

trarily prevent or encourage new chemical developments; it could

charge the costs for expensive experiments to the jointly owned
American companies, while the results—contrary to the agree-

ment—^were often kept as an exclusive secret of I. G.
The new combination of 1 . G, Farben and Standard Oil was

much more than an ordinary commercial deal or an international

cartel. It was a “friendship pact*’, an alliance that was expected

to last for many decades. Both organizations were to grow ai^
to expand together, sharing risks and profits.
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I. G. Farbcn and Standard Oil promised to assist each other

everywhere in the world. They were to make common efforts to

gain world control of new synthetic production. I. G, Farben
suggested to Standard Oil, and Standard Oil accepted, a *‘divi-

sion of industrial activities” which any industrial expert would
have declined unless he were compelled to surrender to a stronger

competitor. The I. G. proposal was;
Standard was to get the majority share or the control of indus-

tries which produced oil or gas rather than chemicals. I. G, was
to have the majority or the control of spheres where chemical pro-

ducts rather than oil and gas were pnxluced, though the latter

might be—and often were—the basic raw materials ofthe ultimate
product.

I. G. executives themselves pointed out that such a division was
arbitrary, and that many—^perhaps even most—industrial chemi-
cal processes were borderline cases. Here I. G. was to have the

majority, though graciously conceding a “substantial participa-

tion”—of course only a minority—to Standard Oil.

This division was recognized in the first of the four “agree-

ments” drawn up at that time between the tw^o organizations:

“Standard agrees to transfer to I. G. control of the manu-
facture and sale of any new chemical development not closely

related to the present Standard business and I. G. agrees to

transfer to Standard control (outside of Germany) any new
chemical developments closely related to the oil industry, and
I. G. also agrees to share with Standard (outside of Germany)
any new chemical development using petroleum or natural gas

as a raw material, but under I. G.’s control.

“The Company (Standard Oil) recognizes the prefeircd posi-

tion of I. G, in the industries known as chemical, and I. G.
recognizes the preferred position of the Company (Standard
Oil) in the industries known as oil and natural gas.

“Neither party has any plan or policy of so far expanding its

existing business in the direction of the other party’s industry

as to become a serious competitor of that other party, but each
recMnizes that certain overlapping of activities will exist,

“If the Company (Standard Oil) shall desire to initiate any-
whcTO in the world a new chemical development not closely

related to its then business, it will offer to I, G. control ofsuch
new enterprises on fair and reasonable terms,”

When thfa pact was s^ned the oil industry was already firmly
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estabjlished. Its huge investments had to be protected against the

undue depreciation that might be caused by new competition or

declining prices and over-production. The chemical industries,

on the other hand, still were more or less a thing of the future.

I. G, had obtained Standard Oil’s agreement that I. G. would
control the new chemical industries. The future was to belong to

I. G. Farben, and the past to Standard Oil. The latter was prom-
ised, in recompense, additional protection for its oil interests.

Furthermore, as a result of the contracts, I. G. got a free hand
in Geimany for exp)ansion in chemical as well as in oil industries

without granting any share to Standard Oil. In America, on the

other hand, Standard Oil was not allowed to enter the field of

chemical production, I. G. was to control this development. The
German chemical trust could even claim a “substantial share” in

-pew works for the manufacture of synthctic-oil products. The
str*'Ct fulfilment of this obligation was secured by a special arrange-

ment .’",1. G. promised to transfer its patents which controlled new
I^rocessejs in ‘^the oil and natural gas industries”—not to Standard

Oil, but to newly formed company : Standard-I. G. (now Stan-

dard Catalytic ,Corp.), owned in common by both parties. This

company was obiljged to pay the immense fee of “20 per cent of

gross receipts, or a tlixed rate from hydrogenation royalties” to the

German trust. In otlier words, twenty cents had to be paid to

I. G. for every dollar i*^^aken in by Catalytic from the sale of syn-

thetic oil. I. G. could e?-cpect an annual income of many millions

of dollars paid by Amerio:an consumers of oil.

Another clause obliged l]>oth parties to “communicate to each

other all technical knowledge and experience, past, present and

future, patented and unp.>tented, of which the parties are now
possessed or shall thereaftQ^r be possessed in the sense ofhaving the

power to dispose of themi . .

This obligation was n/ot fulfilled by I. G. As a matter of fact,

Standard Oil never w^s able to obtain the execution of this obli-

gation, while 1. G. couild always (iosely observe every new experi-

ment made in the lalboratorics of the American company.

The second agreernent provided for a world-wide control except

in Germany of all i “present and future processes, both patented

and unpatented, {for the manufacture of products of the oil in-

dustry” by Standard Oil. This part of the secret contract was

later modified, ^^andard Oil did not in fact attain sole control of

the synthetic-oil,! processes even in America. I. G. was able to

become a “substantial partner” that could influence syntbetic-oil
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production in the United States. Standard Oil was, on the other

hand, obliged to transfer its present and future patents for the

hydrogenation process (see Chapter XII) to I. G. We shall see

later that the mutual obligation for exchange of ‘‘all technical

knowledge and experience, past, present and future, patented and
unpatcnted, of which the parties are now possessed or shall here-

after be possessed”, especially in the hydrocarbon field (synthetic

rubber, etc.), remained largely a one-sided affair. According to

this part of the deal, LG. apparently was the giver and Standard

Oil the taker, but there were no provisions which would guarantee

the surrender of technical experiences and the like. I. G, could

and did keep essential production secrets for itself.

The third agreement provided for mutual assistance in the

event ofan attack uyjon the patent rights of cither party. It read ;

“Both parties agree that in the event of an attack by a third

party brought against cither of them directly or indirectly’, in

attempted derogation of the title to patent rights transferred,

hereunder, they will co-operate loyally in defence of such

attack”.

But Mr. W. C. Teagle, then president of Standard Oil, insisted

on a special supplementary agreement which stressed certain im-

plications of the Standard Oil-I. G. pact.

He also emphasized that the “spirit of the agreement should

survive under changed conditions”, for instance, we may assume,

in case of international conflict. This conclusion must also be
drawn from the following letter that Mr. Teagle wrote to the

1 . G. executives who had come from (jermany to New York:

“Nov. 9, 1929.

I. G. Farbenindustrie, A. G., Frankfurt a. M.
c/o Dr. Hermann Schmitz and Dr. August von Kniericrn,

Savoy Plaza Hotel, New York.

“Gentlemen,
“Referring to the series of agreements dated Nov. 9ih,

1929, to which wc are parties, we wish to state that it is our
understanding , . . that each party proposes to hold itself

willing to take care of any future eventualities in a spirit of
mutual helpfulness, particularly along the following lines

:

“In the event the performance of these agreements or of any
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material provisions thereof by either party should be hereafter

restrained or prevented by operation of any existing or future

law, or the beneficial interest of either party be alienated to a
substantial degree by operation oflaw or governmental author-

ity, the parties should enter into new negotiations in the spirit

of the present agreements and endeavour to adapt their rela-

tions to the changed conditions which have so arisen, . . .

“Yours very truly,

“Standard Oil Company (N. J.)

“by W, C, Teagle, President.

“Accepted : Nov. 9th, 1929.

“I. G. Farbenindustrie.

(Signed) H. Schmitz, v, Knieriem.”

A solemn promise was made to help each other in the protection

of patent monopolies “in the event of an attack by a third party”

—the third party being, presumably, a rival firm or its own gov^

ernment. We have to conclude from the above agreement that

Standard Oil promised to help I. G. if the American government
w ould attempt to act against I. G. patents, in the United States,

and, vice versa, LG. promised to defend Standard Oil’s patent

rights in Germany. The latter promise was, of course, of little

practic,al value while Standard Oil tried to fulfil the spirit of the

agreement.

The fourth and final agreement obliged Standard Oil’s sub-

sidiary in Germany to purchase synthetic oil from I. G., and the

latter promised to buy imported crude oil in Germany only from
the American firm. I'his provision was important only because

it forced Standard Oil to support I. G.’s synthetic-oil production

in Germany.
Even at the beginning of the negotiations between both com-

panies Standard Oil was willing to acknowledge the primary role

of 1 . G. in the chemical field. An inter-office memorandum of

Standard Oil on a meeting held on March 21, 1929, between
Messrs, Teagle, Von Riedemann, Clark, Howard, and Haslam,
representatives of Standard Oil, on the one hand, and Messrs.

Bosch, Gaus, Schmitz, Von Knieriem, as representatives of I. G,,

on the other hand, did not leave the slightest doubt as to the im-

plications of the new pact. The memorandum of the meeting be-

tween the executives ofStandard Oil and I. G, Farbcn drawn up
at the office of the Standard Oil executives expressly stated

:
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‘‘Memorandum on Meeting of March 21st, 1929.
“Mr. Teagle stated that we were willing to be junior partners

in the chemical field provided our minority interest was suffi-

ciently large.

“Dr. Bosch (I. G. Farben) replied that they would offer us

49 per cent.**

In later years Standard Oil defended the far-reaching privileges

conceded to I. G. in 1929 by explaining its anxiety over the pos-

sible early exhaustion of America’s oil resources. But other con-

siderations were ofeven greater importance. I. G. astutely played

one private empire against another. For instance, I. G. continued

negotiations with du Pont in America, with Imperial Chemical
Industries, Britain’s leading chemical concern, and with the

British-Dutch Shell trust, discussing with the latter the establish-

m<‘rit of a common European front against America’s oil com-
panies. Furthermore, I. G. also implied that her mass production

of synthetic oil could be immediately started, and that other syn-

thetic chemical processes would soon supersede old law-material

monopolies. I. G. offered its assistance in bolstering the waning
power of the old raw-material monopolies. They were to par-

ticipate in the control of new monopolies in synthetic or chemical

production before any competitor could enter this sphere of

production.

Standard Oil, in addition to surrendering so large a share of the

world market in the industries of the future, paid a tremendous
price for patents and processes which were based on paper for-

mulas without experiments or tests to indicate their practical

value, I. G. received $30,000,000 in cash and stocks which could

be turned into cash. This huge amount, which saved I. G. Farben
from aci^tc financial difficulties, did not buy the patents which
I. G, possessed. Standard Oil did not even obtain the right to

exploit I. G.’s patents in America. Standard Oil was to discover

it had to spend in addition over thirty million dollars on research

for the I, G. processes. Thus Standard Oil made an outlay ofover
sixty million dollars for the development of processes which were
patented by I. G. and which remained largely the property ofthe

German chemical trust.

But Standard Oil executives believed that they had out-

gcncrallcd Deterding and Shell by signing exclusive agreements
with the German chemical trust. The latter had also negotiated

with Shell, skilfully exploiting the Shell-Standard Oil rivalry.
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Mr. leagle's report, given at a meeting of the executives of

Standard Oil, on his negotiations with Sir Henri Deterding, ex-

pressed satisfaction at the apparent victory over his rival
;
as a

result of his deal with I. G., Deterding had to “come in” as a

minority partner if he wanted to have peace with Standard Oil.

Mr. Parish, president of Standard Oil, denied the existence of a

world-wide cartel with I. G. Farbcn when he was questioned by
Senator O’Mahoney before the Truman Committee (April i,

>942):
Senator O’Mahoney : . The policy of the comi)any is to

nurture and to stimulate the business iii which you arc engaged
and to proceed w ith the policy to which you arc committed, of a

w^orldwude division of territory under a cartel arrangement with

I. G.”
Mr. F'arish: “No, sir.”

Senator O’Mahoney; “What was the contract of 1929?”

Mr. Parish; “It was not a world-wide cartel arrangement.”
But British and French cornpetilion had to face a united front

of Standard Oil and I. G. Farben, for the agreement ex})ressly

provided for closest international co-operation against any other

Powers which were “unfriendly” to wStandard Oil or I. G, Farbcn.

We shall later see that the advantages which I. G. Farbcn
could derive from the agreement were in other z'espects, too, much
greater than those of Standard Oil.

These contracts enabled I. G. Fardenindustrie to impede or

stifle, especially in the field of synthetic production, new techno-

logical developments which may revolutionize our entire indtis-

trial structure.

W. S, Parish, president of Standard Oil of New^ Jersey, in his

testimony before the Senate Committee to Investigate the

National Defence Programme (Truman Committee), declared:

“I w^ish to assert the conviction that whether the general con-

tracts made with I. G. did or did not fall within the border set by
the present statutes of the Sherman Act, they did inure greatly to

the advance of American industry and more than any one thing

have made possible the present war activities in aviation gasoline,

toluol, and explosives and in synthetic rubber itself.”

The author’s contentions, on the contrary, are

:

1. The pre-war alliance ofl. G. Farben-Standard Oil impeded
rather than promoted in America the chemical revolution on
which the effectiveness of war economy greatly depends,

2. I. G. Farbcn was able through these agreements to get the
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better of Standard Oil. I. G.’s quid pro quo consisted essentially of

the aid it promised to Standard Oil for the latter’s attempts to

gain a privileged position in the United States.

3. The collaboration between I. G. Farbcn and Standard Oil

aimed at the common conquest of new world monopolies. The
goal ultimately was to gain control of new strategic positions in

the world economy and ‘‘appeasement” of the Third Reich as the

supreme world power.

4. This world control to paralyze the advancement of chemical

revolutions was not effective in pre-war Germany. The Nazi
state organized and subsidized chemical industries which were
essential in totalitarian war, and at the same time it supported

I. G. Farben’s foreign policies which curbed chemical develop-

ments outside Germany. This is particularly true of the new
synthetic processes which were utilized by I. G. Farben to gain a

leading world position.

These conclusions must be drawm from a study of the material

collcxted by the Truman Committee, the Senates Patents (Bone)

Committee, the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice,

and by private sources. Essential parts of the overwhelming evi-

dence, proving the corrcctne\ss of the above points, w ill be quoted
in other chapters of this book. The point wdiicli should be stressed

here is that the secret contracts of 1929 wxre the beginning of a

new era in the relationship l^etween corporations with world-wide

inten^sts, a retreat of America’s biggest corporation and the re-

appearance of a German trust in the world arena. The ne\y ex-

pansion of I. G. Farbcn as a private world empire did not

strengthen the position of private corporations wdth world-w'ide

interests. On the contrary, it W’as the beginning of the end of the

private w'orld empire, though the facade remained intact.

CHAPTER VI

TRANSFORMATION OF I. G.

Under the Third Reich, I. G. became the most important
transmission belt for Nazi strategy in America

;
it was to play an

important role in the bid of German imperialism for world rule

because of the particular importance of chemical production in
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war, and because of the world-wide organization of I. G. In Ger-

many chemical or synthetic production was promoted by the

government on a gigantic scale. As a result, the German chemical

trust greatly expanded and became the leading national enter-

prise. It had to adapt its business policies to the requirements of

military" strategy. I. G. did not want new synthetic production

ofstrategic materials abroad, even ifsuch a policy meant a decline

of income from licences or patent rights. Foreign partners who
waited for the surrender of the detailed technical knowledge could

not expect the ftilfiJment of such pi'omises—until after the war,,

when Nazi supremacy would be consolidated. Until then, the

German trust insisted, it mustremain in sole control ofproduction

of strategic materials.

Thus the secret contracts between I. G. and Standard Oil be-

came a pact between a private world empire and a totalitarian

state.

Did the executives of Standard Oil who w'cre associated with

1 . G. before and after the Nazification of the German chemical

trust comprehend the changing nature of their associate? Yes,

and no. I. G. continued to do ^‘business as usual”. It often

seemed that I. G. was still an ordinary private corporation whose
executives criticized their own bureaucracy and their party regime
as freely as did their foreign business friends whom they trusted.

Mr. Howard of Standard Oil confided to me that I. G. execu-

tives, during the first few years ofNazi rule, still believed in some
kind of “conservative revolution” or a coup d^itat by the army,
wuth the support of the industrialists. Later, however, I. G.
officials realized that the Nazi regime could not be shaken off,

and they tried to make the best of a situation they could not

change.

In 1934 Germany had only begun to rearm. It was not yet

strong enough militarily to challenge other big Powers. This
handicap was removed during the next few years.

I. G. was not evasive about the significance of her new relation

with Standard Oil. She gave an open warning to her American
partner that I. G. was no longer an independent business' enter-

prise, and that Standard Oil had to take this into consideration.

In a letter to Standard Oil, the I. G. executives wrote at the be-

ginning of 1934: - . Another complication is the present

policy of the German government in requiring examination ami
approval of foreign contracts”.

According to Irving Lipkowitz of the Antitrust Division of the
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Department of Justice/ “this reference to the German govern-

ment’s direct participation in all of 1 . G» Farben’s foreign activi-

ties should have put Standard Oil on guard that its dealings with

its German partner from then on would go far beyond the scope

of private business, llienceforth I. G. Farben decisions should

have been regarded as German government decisions, and since

this was 1934 that meant Nazi decisions.”

The turn ofevents was unmistakable. Earlier the superior posi-

tion of 1 . G. was accidental. Now it became a matter of avowed
principle. Formerly "‘collaboration” and compromise rather than

preparation for world conquest was in the minds of I. G. execu-

tives. Now the foreign partner had to choosy between accepting

the terms of I. G. or bearing the consequences of a world-wide

struggle.

Earlier I. G. executives had openly indicated that it was not

worth while then to fight for German world rule. Now such a

conciliatory attitude was considered an expression of “capitalist

decadence”. The foreign business partner could “take it or leave

it”.

Standard Oil did not reply to the above warning, and accepted

fait accompli. This attitude was not surprising, for the German
government was behind 1 . G. in case of conflict with foreign com-
petitoi's. Standard Oil could have resisted the demands of I. G.
only if similar support by its own government were assured. In
such a case the system of free enterpi isc in America could not sur-

vive. Standard Oil was willing to defend its position as an inde-

pendent private power—at least in domestic affairs. Therefore
it did not want to enter into a struggle against I. G. Instead, it ex-

pected to remain the “junior partner” of L G. and to purchase
“protection” from the Nazi Reich for Standard Oil’s foreign

interests. This deal seemed less costly than antagonizing I. G.
Farben or the totalitarian state.

It often seemed that I. G. was more realistic about the possi-

bility of a new world conflagration than the leading men of Stan-
dard Oil. For I. G. executives were, of course, well informed
about the w^ar preparations of the Third Reich. The skilful busi-

ness diplomats of the German chemical trust expected war, at

least a “little” war in Europe which would leave the Nazis in con-

trol of the Continent. But they were not sure whether a world
conflict could be avoided. Accordingly, they prepared for the

war-time protection of their American interests.

^ Statement before the Patenu Committee.
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When the first war clouds appeared on the horizon, I. G. has-

tened to transform its Swiss branch, I. G. Ghemic, Basle, into a

formally independent and “neutrar* company and to transfer to

it its American interests. This was to prevent the seizure its

foreign properties, particularly of its patent rights, in case of a

second world war. Thereby the question of real ownership of

I. G. Chemie was of great interest to the United States govern-

ment. General Aniline could otherwise maintain' the fiction of

not being controlled by I. G. Farbcn during the first stage of the

war, since its parent body was an ‘‘independent’’ Swiss concern,

without apparent German afifiliatiems. As a result the United
States branch of I. G. was able to defend Nazi commercial in-

terests, in Latin America, for example, w^hen the blockade inters

rupted German trade with the Western Hemisphere. American
chemical products were sent to Latin Amtnica, where they were
delivered to L G. customers under German labels in order to

create tJie impression that the blockade had not interrupted Nazi
trade.

Only after Pearl Harbour did a spt^cial government decree put
an end to the fiction of “Swiss” ownership of I. G. Chemie.
General Aniline w^as declared “enemy property”.

Why was there such a long delay in the oflicial recognition of

the obvious fact? The slightest doubt about the real ownership

of General Aniline could easily have ])eeu dispelled if Standard
Oil had been willing to reveal the truth to the government.

Standard Oil w'as, of course, always well informed on the Ameri-
can interests of I. G. The Securities and Exchange Commission
had tried to clarify this point before the war broke out by ques-

tioning Mr. Teaglc, w ho was a member of the Board of Dir ectors

of General Aniline, subsidiary of I. G. Chemie, about it. This

investigation did not lead to definite results, though Mr. 1 eagle

was asked to reveal w^ho the owners of the company were. His

testimony left the impression that he felt under deep obligations

to 1. G,, with the apparent implication that I. G. Farbcn and
Standard Oil w^ould protect each other’s interests in case of war.

Mr. Teagle, in short, professed ignorance of the owners or con-

trollers of stock in this company, when questioned by the Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission r

Question: “Throughout your tenure of directorship you say

you did not know who the controlling owmers of the American
I. G. Chemical Corporation were?”
Mr. Teagle : “That is correct.”
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Qtjestion : “We do not know and you do not know at the

present time who controls that corporation? Is that not so?”

Mr. Teaole: “Tliat is correct. Yes.”

Ojoestion; “Have you ever made any attempt, Mr. Teazle, to

ascertain who were really the beneficial owners of the Class A
and Class B stocks?”

Mr. Teaole; “No, sir.”

Question ; “When you say you do not know who controls it,

Mr. Teazle, it is apparent it is controlled by European interests,

is it not?”

Mr. Teagi.e : “Well, I think that would be a safe, assumption.”

Queshon : “They [American I. G. Corporation] have election

of the members of the board of directors, do they not?”
Mr. Teaole: “They must have, yes.”

Question: “Do you know who votes for you?”
Mr. Teaole: “1 do not.”

^

Question ; “What do you do?”
Mr. rEAGLK : “I sign a proxy,”

Question : “And you assume the people in Europe do the same
thing, sign a proxy; but as to who is voting that stock you do
not know?”
Mr. 1’eaole : “The proxy is made out, I believe, in the names

of certain gentlemen who vote th(; proxies by the stockholders.”

The yes and no replies ofMr. Teagle, although no doubt techni-

cally accurate, were more than badinage by a busy capitalist.

They indicated a .spirit which was expected to survive the war.

Private empires will defend each other’s stakes according to their

own laws and rules, which know no national boundaries. But
these private world empires could no longer exist without seeking

“protection” from totalitarian states which co-operated in sus-

taining private monopolies abroad. Of course the Nazi strategists

insistcxl on a price which was especially valuable in times of war.

Then the procurement of strategic materials, especially of oil for

German submarines and planes, was aided by the ties Nazi cor-

porations had created with private world empires.
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CHAPTER vn

BUSINESS AS USUAL

IVIosT CORPORATION executives did not realize the nature of

total w^ar when the Third Reich overran Poland and the “phony
war” began. Like many conservative generals, they were still

thinking in terms of 1914-1918 experiences. At that time,

private corporations with world-wide interests had certain

opportunities to save their properties in enemy lands. It is known
that in then neutral Holland and Switzerland pooling centres

were formed, with “neutral” middle-men who arranged for

belligerent property to be transferred to “neutral” hands, or

exchanged betweep corporations to enable them to survive the

war without serious damage to vested interests. A well-known

Dutch politician, for instance, repeatedly travelled to Switzerland

as fepresentative of international oil corporations. It seems that

these “trusted middle-men” also played an important role in

international post-war deals between big corporations, especially

in the foundation of the alliance between I. G. and Standard

Oil. Such international deals have since become state affairs.

Corporate interests have been mobilized for the war effort by
the totalitarian state.

Was this fully realized by Standard Oil when the Second
World War began? At that time this American firm found itself

in the embarrassing situation of being the associate of a Nazi
cor{3oration and of the Third Reich in important undertakings.

Furthermore, a great many of its foreign interests were under the

thumb of the Nazi regime. It seems that before Pearl Harbour
Standard Oil executives still believed that they could arrange

with I. G. to “suspend” peace-time contracts which could not be
made effective in times ofwar and to protect each other’s interests.

Of course, such a proposition could not be made without the

knowledge ofthe government ofthe Third Reich. In other words,

such a deal had to assume that the Third Reich would survive the

war, as total victor or at least through appeasement which
would leave the Nazis in control of the European continent.

Otherwise, there was not the slightest chance for a war-time

understanding with the biggest German enterprise.

Then a strange situation arose. In case of total war—which



Standard Oil did not expect—German properties in America
would be taken over by the United States government as enemy
assets. In such a case Standard Oil would have to share the loss

with I. G. This risk of seizure of enemy property was greater for

Standard Oil than for L G., because American properties in

Germany were under state control and part of the Nazi war
economy. It did not matter w^hether the name of the firm were
c hanged . In America^ however, I. G. interests were split into

direct subsidiaries and into partnerships with Standard Oil.

rhe American oil giant suddenly realized that large vested

interests in America itself would be treated as “enemy property”,

and that patents which also protected Standard Oil monopolies
might be taken over by the government. Therefore Standard
Oil sent Mr, Howard as direct emissary for a special conference

with L G. at I’hc Hague.
This journey of Mr, Howard to war-time Europe is one of the

strangest episodes of World War II. He arrived as an associate

of 1. G. to receive the terms under which the German chemical
trust was willing to change the contracts and to let Standard
Oil become the sole owner of properties which up till then also

belonged to I. G.
What price had to be paid for such an agreement? What

kind of war-time co-operation or assistance was demanded?
Something had to be conceded that w’^ould be ofadvantage to the

Nazi strategists. The full content of these negotiations is still

shrouded in mystery. We know, however, that Mr, Howard made
a startling journey from Paris to London to The Hague and finally

selected—^with strange foresight—^Vichy as his place of rest.

Mr. Howard himself gave the story of these meetings to Mr.
Parish, Standard Oil’s president. After his arrival in France, he
at first went to Paris. He wrote: , I had several meetings

with the representatives of the Air Ministry, and endeavoured to

assist thenj in co-ordinating their programme with the French

programme of aviation supplies”.

It is reported that at that time the chief of the French military

oil supplies was a Standard Oil man. After the fall of Paris he
handed over the French oil reserves completely intact to the Nazi

executive who was responsible for oil supplies to the German
military forces in France, This Nazi oil administrator was in

pre*war times closely related to I. G. Farben.

Of course, Mr, Howard could not foresee the early collapse of

France, After his departure from Paris Mr. Howard went to
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London, where he took part in similar conferences with British

representatives. He did not feel too well about these meetings,

in view of the fact that simultaneously he was prepared to

depart to the secret conference with I. G.

‘‘In view of my close association with these supply problems,

both in France and England,” he wrote, “I was somew^hat
concerned about the impression which would be created w hen it

w'as discovered that I had left these discussions to undertake
discussions in Holland wdth Germans interested in the same
problems.”

Though Mr. Howard was “concerned”, he did not tell the

French and British administrators of military oil supplies about
his close association wuth 1 . G. and the implicatioi>s of an agree-

ment wdiich he w^as going to discuss at The Hagiu\ But w hen he
had difficulties w'ith getting a permit for the journey to Holland
for the meeting with I. G. delegates, he went to the American
Embassy in London and asked for support. The counsellor of the

United Stales Embassy, who heard about the strange request

for permission for a visa in order to participate in a special

conference with I. G., was “extremely concerned” and “very

doubtful whether the Embassy could permit me [Howard] to

proceed with my plans”. Mr. Howarcl himself also wrote, “I

had the impression at one stage that they were contemplating
calling in my passport”. But some intei'vention helped. “After

discussion with the Ambassador [Mr. Joseph P. Kennedy],
however, the situation was cleared completely. It was agreed
that I was entirely within my rights, and futhermore, that the

Embassy would not only permit me to go, but w^ould take the

necessary steps to explain the situation to the British Foreign
Office, in order to relieve me of all eml)arrassment and to

facilitate my obtaining the required permits for leaving and re-

entering England.”
This amazing document Mr. Howard wrote about his mystery

trip should be more fully quoted. The italics arc tlie author’s.

“October 12, 1939
Report on European Trip

“Mr. W. S. Parish

Rockefeller Plaza.

“Dear Mr. Parish

:

. I also had several meetings with the repre-

sentatives of the [French] Air Ministiy, and endeavoured to
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assist them in co-ordinating tlieir programme with the PVcnch
programme of aviation supplies.

“In view of my close association with these supply problems,
both in France and England, I w^as somewhat concerned
about the impression which would be created when it was
discovered that I had left these discussions to undertake dis-

cussions in Holland wdth Germans interested in the same prob-

lems, Both for this reason and because I required help to

obtain the necessary permission to go to Flolland, I called on
the counsellor of our Embassy in London and explained the

situation to him. He was extremely concerned about the matter,

and very doubtful whether the Embassy could permit me to

proceed with my plans. 1 had the vnpression ai one stage that they

were contemplating calling in my passport. After discussion w'ith

the Ambassiidor, however, the situation was cleared com-
pletely. It was agreed that I was entirely within my rights,

and furthermore, that the Embassy would not only permit me
to go, but would lake the necessary steps to explain the situation

to the British Foreign Oflice, in order to felievTt me of all em-
barrassment and to facilitate my obtaining the required permits

for leaving and re-entering England. The gentlemen in the

[British] Air Ministry, who I think had a suspicion of the

nature of my activities in Holland, also very kindly offered to

assist me in re-entering England, if the Foreign Oflice should

make any difhculties about my return, since they stated they

wanted to have a final discussion wu’th me before I left for the

U.S. In apfUTciation of this evidence of confidence, I offered,

through the Embassy, to conduct all of my discussions in

Holland in the presence ofa member ofthe staffofthe American
Legation at The Hague. This was not reciuired ofme, however.

“Pursuant to these arrangements, I was able to keep my
appointments in Flolland, where I had three days of discussion

wu'th the representatives of the I, G. . . . We did our best to

work out plans for a modus vivendi which would operate

through the terms of the war, whether or not the U.S. came in.”

When the author discussed this blitz trip to Europe with Mr.

Howard, the latter indicated that through Joseph P. Kennedy,
United States Ambassador in London, “the British” were
informed about Mr. Howard's planned meeting with I. G.
executives, but at that time the close association between I. G.

and Standard Oil interests was known only in part.
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Mr, Howard never sent a full report to London on the outcome
of the conference at The Hague. He claimed, however, that he
informed the State Department in Washington on the planned

‘‘sale’’ of two thousand I. G. patents to Standard Oil. This

transaction was only part of the new agreements, and could not

be kept a secret. The full implications of the negotiations in

Holland were not known in Washington. Mr. Howard wrote,

for instance, to Mr. Parish that he received an immediate permit

for the transfer of the I. G. patents because “the Department
had in its files at Washington a full statement of our relations

with the I. G. on these patent matters, which I had worked out

with Ambassador Gibson in Berlin in September of 1938”,

But this statement concealed the existence of Jasco, though

Jasco was the main link between Standard Oil and I. G. in the

field of synthetic rubber.

W. S. Parish, president of Standard Oil of New Jersey, stated

before the Truman Committee:

“Our contracts [with L G. Farben] of 1929 were to run until

1947. As you, gentlemen, doubtless know, contracts such as

these are not in law abrogated, but merely suspended when the

parties’ nations are at war. The parties to such contract must
therefore find some way ofgetting along with their own business

while the contracts are so suspended.”

In other words, I, G. Farben and Standard Oil expected that

in case ofwar their contracts would merely be “suspended”, and
be resumed after the war. Of course, I. G. Farben is working
for the war effort of the Third Reich, and Standai'd Oil for the

war effort of the United States. But, according to the above
statement, the contracts were to be continued after the war.

In such a case war-time policies are inevitably afTected by con-
siderations of expected post-war collaboration. Thus the question

arises: How far did I. G. Farben and Standard Oil promise
mutual assistance to each other for the preservation of their

world-wide joint stake during World War II?

Certain one-sided transfers of property rights seem to indicate

that there may have been a wider understanding on war-time
policies which were to lay the ground for a private post-war
settlement.
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CHAPTER vm

TESTING GROUND IN APPEASEMENT

Mr. Howard went to the Netherlands as representative ol’a

private world empire. But for the Nazis he was also an important

political force that seemed to be able to influence United Slater

government policies. Thus we may find a clue to an under-

standing of one of the mysteries of Nazi diplomacy during the

first stage of the war and to ‘'the nature of my [Mr. Howard’s]
activities”.

Standard Oil was* Hitler’s testing ground in appeasement.

This American company seemed to confirm the Nazi assertion

that the capitalist “have” Powers would never go to war and
would always be willing to compromise because they wanted to

protect their huge vested interests.

Mr. Howard, leading excculiv'e of Standard Oil, for instance,

still believed in the peace assurances of 1 . G. executives during the

conference in Holland after the beginning of the war. He was
once asked by the author on what basis he himself and the I. G.

executives with whom he negotiated could redistribute world

markets and patent rights after the start of the war. He indicated

that he and the I. G. representatives as well were convinced

that Nazi rule in the greater part of Europe would not be re-

sisted by the other big Powers. Tliereforelheonly major change

resulting from this war would be German expansion in South-

eastern and Eastern Europe.

Did I. G, Farbcn and Standard Oil take it for granted that the

war would end with a Nazi victory? Then most world markets

would automatically have fallen under control of I. G. Standard

Oil conceded such an outcome of the war by granting Latin-

American and Japane.se markets to the German trust.

When 1 . G, and Standard Oil representatives met in Holland

in October, 1939, they did not foresee the early collapse ofFrance.

Later, when France fell and Britain withstood the Nazi air attack,

the Nazis were masters of the European continent without

having succeeded in winning the war. Again I, G. was able to

negotiate a re-division of the world markets which fully acknow-

ledged the new Nazi conquests.

Mr. H. W. Fisher, manager of Standard Oil Development
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Company, stated expressly on January 20, J941, that the new
agreement with I. G. should acknowledge Nazi control ofmarkets
in South America and Japan.

‘'It should be noted that we cannot presume inability of the

I. G. to deliver. It is, therefore, necessary to refer South
American and Japanese customers to the I. G.”

With each new stage of the war, a re-division of the world was
decided as if a separate peace belw'een the private empires were
possible.

I. (». I'arben, for instance, expressed at the beginning of

February, 1941, “the keen desire to have France included in the

area in which hydrogenation patents are reserved to them
rather than in the area in which hydrogenation patents are reserve:d

to the Hydrogenation Patents C'ompany'’.

The Royal Dutch Shell Company, which had a minority
share in the control of the oil processes, “seemed reluctant, or

perhaps under pressure of th(r British Government has been
unable, to entertain favourably this proposal”. Mr. Howard, in

the name ofStandard Oil, however, “believes matters had reached
the point where they may yield”. In other words, as a result

of the conquest of France, the German chemical trust had gained
control of the French markets, and this should be acknowledged
as a permanent affair. An intcr-oflice memorandum of Standard
Oil on the results of a meeting of the Executive Committee of

Standard Oil on February 24, 1941, declared, as revealed by
Thurman Arnold, in a statement made before the Truman
Committee: “Committee felt it would be advantageous to effect

the arrangement .suggested by the I. G.”
When, after the defeat of France, the war did not end with a

victory for Hitler, the Nazis still made great efforts to utilize the

former business associates of I. G. in foreign countries in order to

reach a second Munich agreement,
I. G. was allowed to expand in conquered countries as a

“private” trust. The French and Czech and other chemical
works of conquered and “hostile” countries were not “expro-

priated”, but “bought up” by I. G., and were paid for with bills

requisitioned by the German Army or freshly printed in the

occupied countries. Then Mr. Farish considered it good policy

to transfer Standard Oil properties in France to I. G. Of course,

I. G. could not take over American property without a special

permit by the Nazi authorities.
*
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Many facts quoted in this book lead to the conclusion that I. G,
had offered some kind of separate peace to Standard Oil ; “You
will appease us, and in return we shall grant you a privileged

protection of your interests in countries controlled by us, besides

giving you exclusive participation in the exploitation of our
patents and helping you to gain special rights in your own
country”,

A strange situation arose. Germany was blockaded. The
United States was closely allied with Britain before war between
the United States and the Reich had been officially declared.

I. G. was turning out explosives and other vital war materials

with which the Nazis tried tf> control the seas, to cut off Britain

from America, and to establish their new world rule. During
this period I. G. still sent its cables to New York instructing

Standard Oil concerning patent agi t^emenis with other ArruTican

firms—agreements which were of vital importance for America’s

war economy.
What could the I. G, FaiBcn (executives have thought when they,

from their headcprarlcrs in Berlin, amidst a world at war, still

found it possible to use their American patents to interfere with

the production of strategic materials in America? It was ap-

parent that the will to appease the Third Reich was very strong

indeed on this side of the Atlantic.

The German chemical trust, foi* its part, had concluded its

war-time agreements as a kind of assurance against war risks.

Such agreements rcpix^seiited an attempt to ensure that, whatever

the outcome of the world conflict, the I. G. world etnpire would

survive.

Did some of the leading executives of Standard Oil harbottr

similar ideas? If so, when did they discard such conceptions?

W. S. Parish, president of Standard Oil, stated at the stock-

holders’ meeting on June 2, 1942 : “I never had any idea that the

I. G. Farbenindustrie, as an organization, was hostile to the

United States”. This statement was made in answer to a question

of Mr, Howard W. Armbrusler, holding a proxy of a minority

stockholder, who had asked Mr. I'arish, ‘AVould you or the other

officers of the company desire to state to this meeting when you

first became convinced or suspicious that the activities of the

German I. G. Farben in its relationship to Standard Oil of New
Jersey were hostile to the national security of the United States?

At what time did you first become suspicious of that fact?”

Mr. Parish thought that the question was not “proper”
;
Mr.
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Annbrustcr then came to the conclusion, ‘^You don’t care to

answer the question. That is satisfactory.”^

We may assume that Standard Oil no longer feels committed to

arrangements which granted a dominant position to I. G. in the

latter’s partnership with Standard Oil. Mr. Howard has assured

us that Standard Oil would even welcome an additional “consent

decree under which all relations with the I. G. under those

[pre-war] contracts arc brought to an end. , . . The contracts

are all terminated. Every obligation of either party to the other

in the agreements in question has been terminated.”

Agreements which were signed with the understanding that the

spirit of the contract was more important than the legal obligation

and that mutual assistance was to be given under all circumstances

may or may not have become obsolete. Interest in the preserva-

tion of private world empires still exists on both sides of the

Atlantic. It has resulted in actions which Standard Oil executives

may consider today major blunders or “miscalculations”. These
actions have certainly resulted in costly delays of new techno-

logical developments, essential for war production.

CHAPTER IX

WAR-TIME SALE OF TWO THOUSAND
I. G. PATENTS

The transfer of about two thousand American patents be-

longing to I. G. Farben and to Standard Oil deserves special con-

sideration, for these patents affect numerous processes vital for

the future development of techniques in most industries in this

country. During the first year ofthe war several hundred of these

patents were transferred in greatest secrecy to W. E. Currie, an
executive of Standard Oil Development Company, a subsidiary

of the New Jersey corporation.

At first, Standard Oil did not make this important transaction

public.

The author spoke to one of its leading executives on the

transfer of these patents in July, 1941, when this transaction was
not yet a matter of public record. Then he was told that the

* Sec Appendix, p. i6o.
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transfer was only a “formality*’ because most patents had
always belonged to Standard Oil.

When in 1941 -42 the Department ofJustice investigated these
and other “business deals” between Standard Oil and I. G.
Farben, the transfer of the patents from I. G. Farben to

Standard Oil became generally known.
The New York Times (May 5, 1 942) commented on the above

transaction as follows

:

“The company [Standard Oil] gained for this country more
than it gave away.”

This is a strange statement indeed. The writer of this comment
admitted that he did not know what I. G. Farben or Hitler

received in return for the two thousand patents. “Hitler must
have felt that he was getting a fair return

;
perhaps that he was

getting the better of the bargain.” As a matter of fact, Hitler or

I. G. Farben did not give away anything when the two thousand
patents were turned over to Mr. Currie and to Standard Oil.

The text of the patents was no secret. They would have been

automatically expropriated by the United States government
and offered to all American industries to be used by them if they

had remained I. G. Farben property in the United States.

Standard Oil itself later defended the “acquisition” of the two
thousand patents by stating that the company wanted to protect

its own share in the patent rights against the risk of losing them
to the Alien Property Custodian if they w^ere pooled with

“enemy property”. Thus these patents became one hundred
per cent Standard Oil property, though I. G. was promised it

would get its share in royalty payments from eventual exploita-

tion of the patents after the war.

The story of the two thousand patents is still more interesting

from another point of view. It seems that the transfer of the

patents was part of a larger deal whereby I. G. Farben preparexl

certain post-war settlements with Standard Oil.

Mr. Howard, who handled this transfer of the patents for

Standard Oil and who must have known what agreements

existed between the American oil and the German chemical

firm, has given us a few hints concerning post-war arrangements

which, of course, must not be upset by war-time actions.

In the testimony before the Truman Committee, Mr. Howard’s

transactions were clarified

:

Senator O’Mahoney: “Now I want to quote from the
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testimony of Mr. Parish [president of Standard Oil of N. J.]
given here the day before yesterday. When he was describing to

the committee the arrangements which have been made to settle

this dilFiciilty arising from the fact that the United States is now
engaged in a war with the government which controls I. G.,

Mr. Parish said--

1

am quoting:

‘‘
'I. G.'s representatives agreed to this only on condition

that their financial return would not be less than under the

old arrangement. Since there was no possible method of

immediately appraising the financial outcome of this trade,

^^'0 agreed to a future readjustment which would work out the

same financial result as the old arrangement, if it should appear
at any time that the trade had been inequitable.^

‘'Inasmuch as you have taken over some two thousand patents

from I. Gh, and by the testimony of Mr. Parish you have agreed

with L Gy. to make a future adjustment with respect to that matter,

I want to ask you who owns these tw'o thousand patents, I. G, ol*

Standard?’’

Mr. Howard : “Is that question directed at me, Senator?’’

Senator O’Mahoney: “Oh, yes, Mr. Howard; you are the

patent expert.”

Mr. How^^rd ; “I don’t think there is any question, Senator,

that we own those patents.”

Senator O’Mahoney: “Will you own them after the war?”
Mr. Howard: “Yes, sir, wc wall.”

The C'hairman: “Were they given to you in consideration of

that $30,000,000 you spent for the original patents?”

Mr. Howard : “In consideration of that, we acquired a three-

eighths interest in most of the processes relating to the oil-

chernical field and an 80 per cent interest in the other processes.

To accomplish this particular arrangement in 1939, we also

surrendered the three-eighths interest we had in the countries

outside of England, France, and the United States.”

The Chairman: “Is there anf equitable arrangement which
has to be met after the war wdth regard to these two thousand
patents?”

Mr. Howard : “The only arrangement which has to be met,
Senator, is a simple matter of money payments. The I, G. could

claim after the war, if the contracts were still running, an^
accounting, and say: ‘You made so-and-so much money out of
these patents in these three countries. We made so-and-so much



in the other countries. Under the original contract which you
traded us out of in 1929 we would be entitled to a greater sum
than we got. That trade you made with us in 1939 wasn’t fair,

and you have to pay us so-and-so much money.’
“That is the position tlial the I. G. were in, and it can’t be

helped. That claim cannot be made during the war for obvious
reasons, and if it were made it would be subject to the control of
the Alien Property Custodian. If made after the war, Senator, I

don’t know what the facts would l)e as to it.”

Thus a peculiar situation exists: Standard Oil is the official

“owner” of I. G. patents, but the profits which derive from their

use must eventually be transferred to I. G. Farben (after deduction

of counter-charges by Standard Oil). I. G. Farben can thereby

claim a share in profits reaped in America’s w-ar industries during

this emergency })y Standard Oil. It is, according to Mr.
Howard, “a simple matter of money payments”. These arc,

however, not so simple as Mr. Howard would want to make them
appear. The patent agreement sef^rns to be in accordance with an
arrangement which was to synchronize 1. G. and Standard Oil

world policies.

Such an assumjnion ^vould be in acnadance with a personal

statement ofMr. Frank A. Howard in a confidential letter written

from Europe after his conferenre with I. G. Farben executives

at The Hague, shortly before the invasion ol the Netherlands, on
the result of his deal with 1. G. : “^4 modus vivendi [between

I. G. Farben and Standard Oil] which would operate through the

term of the war^ whether or not the United States come in'\

What was the “modus vivendi” to be? Mr. Howard made it

clear in another statement before the Truman Committee. A
synchronization of Standard Oil and I. G. Farben policies during

the war, in preparation for a post-w^ar settlement and in order to

safeguard both parties’ interest in war-time was the main topic of'

his conference at The Hague.

“Whatever the sentiments of parties may be, war does not

abrogate contracts of this kind. It only suspends them. Each

party is, therefore, left wuth the obligation of finding some way
to live and conduct his own business during the period in

which this contract is suspended.” (Mr. Howard.)

The assigrunent of the two thousand patents did not end the

dependence of Standard Oil or of other American companies on

I. G, patents in the United States. Standard Oil even felt obliged
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to ask L G. for a special permit to make use of a patent which
was formally assigned to the Jersey company. On September 1 1

,

1940; about a year after the start of the European war, and after

the assignment ofthe two thousand I. G, patents to Standard Oil,

Mr. W* E. Currie of the Standard Oil Development Company
wrote to the I. G, agent in New York

:

^‘Dear Dr. Butler,

“On June 29, 1940, we wrote to Dr. Hochschwendcr
with reference to the possibility of airanging with the I. G. for a
licence under the above-mentioned U. S. patent, w^hich comes
under the AD class of the four-party agreement. On July 3
you replied advising that our suggestion in this connection had
been forwarded to the LG.... The patent in question is one
of those which has been assigned to us. Our dealings with Du
Pont would be facilitated ifwc could advise them that we have
the exclusive right to use the invention covered by the patent.

. . . If you think proper, w^oiild you be kind enough to cable

to I. G. in an endeavour to secure an answer to the proposal

which w’e made in our letter ofJune 26.

“Very truly yours,

“W. E. Currie.’’

This letter indicates that there arc still other agreements on
patents which ai'e formally the property of Standard Oil, but
which could not be licensed without a specific permit by I. G.
Mr, Howard explained this strange situation as follows

:

“The patent was one of those to which we [Standard Oil]

had no right to assignment, and if we received an assignment
at any time it would be subject only to agreement made at

that time as was proposed by Mr. Currie at that time.”

(Testimony before the Tniman Committee, April 2, 1942.)

The hasty transfer of patents and other interests which I. G.
assigned to Standard Oil and Standard Oil to I. G. was a trans-

action which depended on a final settlement after the war, with
the implication that both parties would wish to co-operate again
on a world-wide scale. Relations would be resumed with one
underlying idea in mind : Even if other empires should collapse,

the Farben-Standard Oil empires should be kept intact.

Such hopes were still alive after the outbreak of the war. This
must also be concluded from strange incidents with which we
shall deal in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER X

HITLER’S $23,000,000 OFFER TO
^ STANDARD OIL

After two years of war, with most of continental Europe, and
particularly Hungary, under firm control of the Nazis, I, G.
Farben executives in Berlin telephoned Mr. Howard in New
York in order to communicate an offer of 1 . G. Farben to

‘‘purchase” Standard Oil’s plants in Hungary, and to pay an
exceedingly high price for them, mostly in cash. Fhese Hun-
garian properties were already in possession of the Third Reich,

rand probably even of L G. It was obvious that such an offer did

not come from the headquarters of I. G. Farben, but from the

Wilhelmstrasse, the Foreign Office of the Nazi government.

What was the purpose of this proposal? Was it made in

execution ofother arrangements, or in order to create a precedent

for the acknowledgment of Nazi pillages in Europe? Payments
would be in gold and currencies which were part of the Nazi
Ijooty in occupied countries.

An inter-office memorandum of Standard Oil about this offer,

which was approved by a member of the State Department, but

finally vetoed by the Treasuiy, told the st03'y of the strange gift

the Nazis were willing to present to Standard Oil during the w'ar.

Memorandum

“Several months ago the I. G. Farbenindustrie inquired

over the telephone whether we wTJuld be interested in selling

our producing property in Hungary. This property, Avhich

produced in 1940 1,935,000 barrels of oil, is owned by a

Hungarian corporation (Maort) which is in turn 100 per cent

owned by the European Gas and Electric Company, an

American corporation, subsidiary of Standard Oil with a

minority ^ interest. After referring the question to the State

Department, we told I. G, that w'e w^ould be willing to discuss

the question with them, and they stated they would send a

representative to New York for the purpose. Their representa-

tive Mr, Penthal proceeded to Rio dcJaneiro but was uriable to

get a visa to visit the United States. Mr. Harden, Vice-

President of our company, went to Rio for the purpose of

ascertaining what proposal would be made.
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“The best offer from the I. G. Farbenindustrie, which from
our standpoint is highly acceptable, was to buy all of the

shares issued by Maori and to pay us the following

:

Gold, probably mostly German coins 5 13,500,000

S^vedish kroner, Swiss francs and/or Central or

South American currencies 5,000,000

Promissory note of I. G. Farbcn 5,000,000

“This promissory nott; will be payable in U,S. dollars with

interest three months aftta' the end of the war, and wall recite

that due payment ol' the instriunciii wall be guaranteed by
collateral represented by the American holdings and assets of

the T. G. Farbetnndustrie.

. . If the sale of our Hungarian property were approvec^

by the U.S. Government in principle, then \\c would expect

to be successful in obtaining a navicert from the British Govern-
ment concerning the consignment (gold from Lisbon),

. This premise was accepted by Mr, Ray Atherton,

Chief of' tlie Division of European Affairs, Department of

State, with w hom tlie matter w'as first discussed several months
ago.

“August 19, 1941.’’

Standard Oil tried to persuade the UniUxl vStates government
to believe in Hitler's word and to be satisfied wdth the naive

“assurance” that Hitler woxild use “old German coins” instead

of the booty from occupied countries for the transfer of gold from

Nazi Europe to America. Standard Oil wrote in a letter dated

January 19, 1941, addreSsSed to “Henry A. Wallace, Chairman,
Economic Defence Board” : “I’he question has been raised as to

the origin of the gold. On this point \vc have been assured that

the gold to be delivered to us in payment at Lisbon would be a

part of the original gold rcserv^e of the Reichsbank, w'Ould be
drawm wholly from 'within Germany, and probably would be

largely made up of old German coins,”

Mr, Farish correctly stated that any money the Nazis paid for

works W'hich they already owned and used—^with or without

official property titles—seemed to be “found money” for the

United States. He did not question the reasons which induced

the Nazis to let I. G. make the generous offer.

Did the Nazi government at that time stUl believe that Standard
Oil was the decisive power in United States policies and could be
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influenced by Nazi generosity? Or did I. G. want to fulfil some
obligation as part of a greater deal?

Part of the answer may be given if we examine Standard Oil
and I. G. Farben activities in Latin America during the first

stage of the war.

CHAPTER XI

OILING THE NAZI MACHINE IN SOUTH
AMERICA

w HKN THE mysterious ofler of L CJ. to 'Mniy'’ Standard Oil's

Hungarian works was cabled to New York, Standard Oil still

w'as supplying aviation gasoline to the Ocnrian and Italian air

lines in South America, then the only link between Nazi Europe
and the Western H(^misp))erc. Thus the Nazis, until late in 1941,
were able to circumvent the British blockade and to send Gestapo
agents, I. G. representatives, and strategic materials 10 and from
Europe.

Mr. William La Varre, Ghicf o\' American Republics Division

of the State Department, testified before the Truman Committee
on April 1942, as follows:

“The Lali Airline is a line that was established under the

patronage of the Nazi Government as an outcome of the

conference at Stuttgart in 1939. At that time, Hitler had called

all his German agents to Germany for a conference, and they

reported that the (Germans ^vele not getting so far in political

relations in Latin America, and they decided to give the

Italians the opportunity ofstarting a trans-Atlantic airway, and
that line was called to make it simple, and it runs from

Rome. It started to run from Rome, Italy, through vSpain,

down the coast of Africa, using the Cape Verde Islands as a

base, then across from Dakar to Brazil, and then to Argentina.

“The Lati Airline secured the type of fuel that it had to have

to make that terrific jump across the Atlantic, t68o miles with

a heavy load—they had to have gasoline that had between 87

and TOO octane, and the only place they could get that gasoline

was from the Standard Oil Co. ofNewJersey and its subsidiaries

in South America.'"’
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According to the minutes of an Executive Committee meeting
ofStandard Oil, the latter was fully informed about this situation

:

“Mr, Harden reported, for the information of the committee,

that supplies of aviation gasoline are being made available by
our interests to the ‘Littoria" [Italian aviation line] at Rio de

Janeiro. A local, apparently Nazi-supported, newspaper in

Rio has publicized this fact as indicating that the supply of

material quantities of aviation gasoline at that place to the

Italian Line is enabling a movement of mail, et cetera, from
Axis powers to the Western Hemisphere around the British

blockade, and speculates whether the British would be impelled

to interfere with the tank steamer bringing that material from
the Caribbean to Rio.’*

Thunnan Arnold expressed his view on the attitude ofStandard
Oil as follows

;

“In reading the Standard documents one has the feeling

that it is impossible to determine what conduct patriotic

American companies may be forced into by the cartel arrange-

ments”.

This charge was vigorously denied by Standard Oil. Mr.
Parish assert^ before the Truman Committee

:

“Deliveries to the Italian airline in Brazil in 1941 were
discussed with the State Department and with the American
Embassy at Rio de Janeiro. No delivery was made except in

confoimity with the policy of the Department. . .

Apparently there were conflicting influences witliin the State

Department, for the above contention was upheld by a statement
from that department presented by Mr. Parish when testifying on
August 20, 1942, before the Senate Patents Committpe, The
statement asserted that: “Mr. Parish’s testimony in this regard
is correct”.

Standard Oil issued an additional declaration which made it

appear as if Standard Oil only waited for a government action

“compelling*’ it to stop deliveries to the Nazi-Italian air line,

thus freeing it from the stigma of being “unfriendly” to the Nazis,

in order to avoid a suit of Condor against Standard Oil for

“breach of contract”.

“In October, 1941, when the State Department raised the

question of stopping deliveries to the Condor [German-owned
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air line in Brazil], the liability of Standard Oil Company of
Brazil to Condor lor breach of contract was pointed out. The
threat made by the State Department to blacklist the Standard
Oil Company of Brazil put that company under compulsion,
thus giving it a defence against any suit which Condor might
bring.”

The Standard Oil Company of Pennsylvania also advised its

customers in a special letter signed by its president, Mr. R. N,
Keppel, that Standard Oil had supplied Axis lines in Latin
America only in agreement with the State Department.
Yet representatives of the State Department had testified that

Standard Oil did not act in accordance with government policies.

The ordinary laymen will not find it easy to make his way through
this tangle of conflicting testimony. A possible hypothesis, of
course, is that one branch of the State Department was cither

ignorant of what another branch was doing or was working at

cross-purposes to it.

Standard Oil cannot claim that it was under contractual

obligation to supply gas to the Nazi-It ilian air line Littoria at

Rio de Janeiro. Mr. Harden reported an Executive Committee
meeting of Standard Oil on February 17, 1941, that:

“The present inquiry involves 2,500 l^arrels (six months’

requirements) of aviation gasoline from Ali Littoria, to be

delivered into customer’s storage in bond in Rio de Janeiro.

While there is no contract covering this business^ the custoraer has been a

regular customer. In view of the complications surrounding this

matter, Committee was of the opinion that the quotation

should be given f.o.b. Aruba, and not c.i.f.” [Authors italics.]

Furthermore, the earlier testimony of William La Varre,

member of the Latin-Anierican foreign scivice of the State

Department, before the Truman Committee, had indicated that

Standard Oil did not always co-operate with the State Depart-

ment and that it had tried to follow an independent foreign

policy. We quote from the record of the Truman Committee

:

Senator Mead : “I am a little confused, because if I remember

the Standard Oil’s testimony, they very readily and spontaneously

conformed with every Government requirement. Do I understand

you to say that some firms withdrew their supplies voluntarily

quite some time ago from these Nazi firms, and that Standard



Oil was not in that list that volunteered to withdraw their

supplies?”

Mr. La Varre ; ‘"Yes, sir. We had the Intelligence reports on
every agent and all the Axis business. We took six months and
had men go around the United States calling on the president of
every concern in Latin America, explaining to him W'hat we had
found, either that his employee was a German or a Nazi sym-
pathizer, or he was in the employ of and giving money to the

German embassies : and the record shows that 89 per cent of all

the American businessmen that were called on voluntarily

stopped immediately, in some cases at big losses because the

Germans were good firms; they could sell them. As Sterling

Products always said, they sell better than anybody else.

“But some of the American businessmen, 8g per cent of the

American businessmen, were willing to take the loss and find

some other agent and build it up again.”

Senator Mead : “Was Standard in that 89 per cent?”

Mr. La Varre : “No, sir
;
Standard was in the other.”

Senator Mead : “Did 1 understand you to say a moment ago
that you warned them on several occasions?”

Mr. La Varre : “Tw’ice.”

Senator Mead : “And they still persisted?”

Mr. La Varre : “Yes.”

Senator Mead : “That doesn't seem to conform with the most
co-operative spirit expressed by the Standard witnesses to the

committee.”

Mr. La Varre : “My only experience is, I have spent many
years in Latin America and have seen Standard Oil operating in

all the countries, and there is never any co-operation either with
our foreign ambassadors or wdth the State Department or with
the Commerce Department.”
Senator Mead: “Never any co-operation?”

Mr. La Varre: “Never any.”

A. A. Berle, Jr., Assistant Secretary of State, confirmed the

above testimony. Finally, on October 23, 1941, as the result of
the strong intervention of the State Department and the threat of
blacklisting Standard Oil companies, Mr. Parish informed the

State Department that the New Jersey company would in future

“co-operate wdth the Department in ever>' respect and whole- ;

heartedly”.

These oil supplies to the Nazis in Latin America were only an
incident at the time when Standard Oil apparently still believed
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that the Nazis would be victorious in World War II. Such an
outcome can no longer be expected. What, then, will be the fate

of the patent monopolies and of the control of synthetic processes
which form the basis for the international pools with I. G. Farben
as a dominant factor?

Tliesc questions will be answered only if we investigate the
war-time development of new industrial processes which are of
strategic importance and which were under control of Nazi
corporations. Such an investigation, unfortunately, cannot be
reassuring to those who would gladly believe that American
industry has been mobilized one-hundr(‘d-})er-ccht behind the

national war effort.

CHAPTER XII

THE SECRET OIL INTERNATIONAL

M TJCH HAS been written about chemical developments which
have enabled Germany to produce .synthetic oil. But new
techni(|ue is only part of the war-time story of oil. Patent

monopolies and an alliance with private world empires made it

possible for the Nazis to increase their c^il reserves l)cfore the out-

break of war, to I aise their own production and intensify supply

difficulties in regard to aviation gasoline in foreign countries

—

even in America. They actually succeeded in making foreign

states pay for the oil w^hich helpttd to bomb them.

The mystery role of oil which will be described in this chapter

is attributable only in part to the fact that the oil and chemical

industries have become closely interw^oven. The special “informa-

tion” submitted to the United States District Court for the

District of New Jersey by the Antitrust Division of the Depart-

ment ofJustice in its complaint against the Standard Oil of New^

Jersey stressed the new strategic role of oil as a result of chemical

developments. It asserted

:

“Today a wide variety of chemical products can be manu-

factured from petroleum and petroleum derivatives, and by-

products of the petroleum industry, formerly considered of

little importance, or as actual waste, have been found ofextreme

usefulness in the manufacture of chemical products. Thus



explosives, fertilizers, alcohols, solvents, plastics, synthetic

loibber, wetting agents, as well as a wide variety of other

chemicails, can today be produced more economically from
petroleum than from any other source.

“This revolutionary development in the petroleum business,

which was at one time confined to the production of gasoline,

kerosene, and various fuel oils, has resulted in the extension

of the petroleum field into the chemical field. If the normal
development ofthe art had been followed, petroleum companies
today would be engaged in manufacturing chemicals, and
chemical companies would be engaged in the manufacture of
synthetic petroleum products. In the later years of the third

decade ofthis century these new developments in the petroleum
field did not escape the notice of the leading chemical and oil

companies. A direct result of this fact was the combination
and conspiracy liereinafter described. In that combination
and conspiracy, Standard and I. G. were the principal parties.**

I'he new technique which was hamstrung by the “con-

spiraey'’ was initiated in Germany during the First World War.
At that time I. G. chemists discovered that gasoline could be
produced from coal by adding hydrogen. This “hydrogenation
process’' also made it possible to achieve up to a hundred per

cent conversion of crude oil into any kind of gasoline, lubricants,

or other oil products.

Therefore hydrogenation has a magic spell. It stirred the

imagination of oil executives even before they knew whether the

syndetic process was still only a paper formula or had become
practical. Ordinarily, cracking of crude oil always leaves at least

50 per cent of crude oil in the form of heavy oils or fuel

—

products less in demand than gasoline. Hydrogenation was the

ideal solution to the problem ofhow to adjust gasoline production
to crude-oil output.

Synthetic production of high-octane gasoline was in an
“experimental” stage at the beginning of the war, whereas it had
already reached the mass-production stage in Germany. As a
result, America, the greatest oil producer in the world, faces the

danger of an acute shortage of aviation (high-octane) gasoline.

The shortage does not arise from transportation difficulties,

but from insufficient production. Standard * Oil, which holds

the decisive patents for manufacture of high-octane gasoline,

announced at the beginning of the war that it could provide for
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sufficient supplies of aviation gasoline. This promise could not be
fulfilled.

How are we to explain the fact that in the field of synthetic oil

production the American partner of I. G. was not prepared
for mass production? Oil was the basis for the world-wide success

of Standard Oil of New Jersey. It controlled the oil patents out-
side of Germany, and was able to prevent competitors from
developing similar processes of their own. For many years
Standani Oil had been promising that its hydrogenation had
1‘rced us from the danger of a shortage of high-octane or aviation

gasoline. When the war began one could liave assumed the

demand for these high-grade gasolines w^ould rise sharply.

The question remained whether new facilities for production
should be created outside the domain ofStandard Oil enterprises.

But Standard Oil announced that it could meet all needs.

It must be emphasized that processes similar or even superior

to I. G.\s have been discovered in other countries. I. G.’s only

advantage was that of claiming some basic patents at an earlier

date than any competitor. I. G. attempted to use these patents

in Older to make the powerful Standard Oil finance both further

experimentation in synthctic-oil production inside Germany and
Nazi imports of oil.

Another competitive process V\'hich Standard Oil completely

n^lected in the past has already become ofeven greater practical

importance. This is the Houdry process, which is competitive

with Standard Oil and is used by numerous plants today. It

seems to shorten the time for the expansion of produc tion and to

reduce costs for gasoline. Standard Oil has in the past declined

to make use of this process, which has been developed by an

independent inventor and applied by Sun & Socony. Quick

expansion of the capacity to produce synthetic gasoline is possible

under tw^o conditions : If the facilities of the entire oil industry

are used, and if the whole chemical industry is allow^ed to par-

ticipate in the ta^k of creating a new^ industry. It seems that the

vast experiences of chemical works are not utilized for this

purpose.

Chamberlain’s ‘‘appeasement” of the Third Reich was ap-

parently only a pale shadow of the appeasement policies of

Stzindard Oil and Shell according to recent charges made by

the United States government.

The German chemical trust was to be granted a share in

royalties on high-octane gas equal to that of Standard Oil.
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This tax was to be paid by consumers of the “strategic” aviation

gasoline throughout the entire world. The royalties were decided

upon just before the outbreak of the war, and the grotesque situa-

tion arose whereby the Royal Air Force paid a royalty to I. G.,

and thus to the Nazis, for its aviation gasoline. I'he war-time
transfer of this money w as diHicult, so a temporary arrangement
was prepared by which Standard Oil acted as I, G.’s trustee,

retaining the German company’s share in royalties “for the

duration”—to be paid after the war.

This may, indeed, sound fantastic. But the government's

charges are explicit.

The international control of hydrogenation and synthetic-oil

developments by I. G. and Standard Oil had been endangered

by new* discoveries made by independent groups. Thus the plan
for the formation of the C. R. A. (Catalytic Refining Association)

arose. The short histoty of the G. R. A. is perhaps the most re-

vealing oil story of World War IT. According to the Dq)ai tment
ofJustice, Standard Oil promotai the C. R. A. in 193B, to “acquire

control of the new catalytic cracking, refining and reforming

process, and to utilize its position in H. P. [Hydro Patents] and
its domination of the hydrogenation process and its possession of

the present and future backing of I. G, to extend the control

and the restrictions ol'thc hydrogenation agreement to the broad

field of new refinery operations covered by the new process”.

The idea was to agree upon an exchange of information of

patent rights, on favoured royalty rates, and of course in defence

oftheir own “patent rights against competitors and infringements”.

Indirectly, the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, Shell, and Texas
were also participating in these negotiations. Standard Oil

strategy at this point, beginning in October 1938, tried to bring

together Standard (^il, Shell, and I. G. Such a combination

could apparently not be challenged by an outsider. The second

draft of the charter of the C. R, A. (August 15, 1939) provided for

Shell, Texas, and Universal to join the G. R, A. as active partners.

Competitive development of the new production was to be

prevented. But how was this possible if the patent monopolies

w'ere not .sufficient safeguards against equally effective or even

better competitive processes? In a few cases potential com-
petitors were persuaded to hand over their patents or processes

to the C. R. A. or to join it as members. But this watering of the

international monopoly could not be permanently continued

without reducing the share of the original founders of the C, R. A,
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to a negligible figure. Such a decay of the world monopoly could

be prevented only if the official governments backed it and
actively intervened against potential competitors. In other words,

this international cartel could guarantee the monopoly rights of

its members only if they could rely on the aid of the state.

M. W. Kellogg, an American participant in the new oil cartel

with L G. and Ruhrehemie, emphasized the fact that they were
practically dealing with the German government when they

signed contracts with I. G. and Ruhrehemie. Kellogg wrote on
June 1 8, 1937, before the final international agreements were
drafted : “I further wish to draw your attention to the fact that

the Government has taken material control over all patents in

Germany to be used for the best interests of all concerned, in*

eluding the Government’*.
It is obvious that governments which pursue such a policy

must themselves be protected against public criticism. Therefore

the following facts gain an especially sinister importance.

1. The first agreement of the G. R. A. was drafted immediately
after the Munich pact between Chamberlain and Hitler (October

12, 1938). The last revised draft was negotiated in 1941, after

almost two years of war in Europe, with Hitler in control of
the greater part of the Continent.

2. These agreements were Known to the Nazi government,
while the governments of the United States and Great Britain

were not informed. The Antitrust Division of the Department
ofJustice got knowledge of the international “deal** only during
a later period, as a result of its own investigation of the activities

of Standard Oil and I. G. Farben.

3. LG. was to be a prominent member of the C. R. A., with an
unusually high share in royalties. This was apparently part of
the price paid for the aid which the Third Reich would give to

the new oil international. When finally, because of the insistence

of the British member, 1 . G. was dropped from the ofiidal

membership in the C. R. A., I. G. remain^ in the' role of a secret

partner who could claim royalties through Standard Oil,

The outbreak of the war in Europe was embarrassing, but did

not end the plan to form an oil international with I. G. Mr.
Howard asked in a memorandum submitted to a meeting of the

Executive C4>mmittcc of Standard Oil on November 14, 1939 :

^*How we are going to make these belligerent parties ^ [in*

eluding Americans, British, Dutch, Germans] lie down in the
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same bed isn't quite clear as yet. We are now addressing our-

selves to that phase of the problem and I hope wc will find

some solution. Technology has to carry on—war or no war

—

we must find some solution to these last problems.^’

Mr. Howard conception of “technology” was apparently

limited to the formation ofa secret synthetic-gasoline international,

with Nazi interests as a dominant or “substantial” factor.

On November 3, 1939, Mr. Howard advised the other partners

in C. R. A. that Standard Oil had taken over I. G.’s share in

Standard-!. G. He withheld the significant fact that I. G. still

kept its claims on royaltic^s. Furthermore, I. G. was kept in-

formed and “consulted” on further developments. On January

12, 1940, Mr. Howard wrote to “Dear Fritz” (apparently Fritz

Ringer) of I. G. Farben:

“I am enclosing copies of two trust agreements, one dealing

with Standard-I. G. patents, the assignments of which were

given to me at The Hague, and the other with the Jasco

shares. This situation troubled me a great deal because I w^as

afraid that, through the unforeseen operation of past contracts

or through inadvertence in drawing future contracts, the

patent rights of S. I. G. or Jasco might become intermingled

with those of Jersey, and pass to others as a part of general

agreements bindingJersey and all of its 1 00 per cent subsidiaries.

It therefore seemed wise to set up some mechanism by which
special consideration would always have to be given bfefore

any action could be taken whi«h would affect the patent rights

of S. I. G. or Jasco. This has been accomplished according to

the terms of the Four-Party Agreement, and by placing 50 per

cent of the voting stock of Jasco in trust, subject to the terms

of the memorandum which we drew at The Hague, I believe

these arrangement.s will fully protect the interests and rights

of all the parties.”

The character of this “mechanism” has never been disclosed.

Wc can, however, draw our own conclusions from other facts

known to us. Mr. Patrick Gibson, a member of the Antitrust

Division of the Department of Justice, stated before the Patents

Committee that after outbreak of the war, I. G. still received

information on technical developments from Standard Oil

without any reciprocity.
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'‘Under the terms by which I. G. had authorized Standard
to continue the C.R.A. negotiations, 1 . G. was protected against

further disclosures of information, but I. G. continued to re-

ceive information from Standard. In the course of the further

negotiations with the C. R. A. partners, the decision was arrived

at by March i8, 1940, to discontinue further disclosure to L G.
At the time this was decided, and instructions sent out on
March 18, 1940, we noticed that Dr. Beller of I. G. was at that

very momeni in the Standard laboratories and had to be in-

formed of this decision.”

Evtm after having subscribed to this decision, I. G. was still

I
able to control the use of G. R. A, patents in America, and

f
Standard Oil still felt bound to the former agreements with LG.
On July 3, 1940, Standard Oil sent the following cable to I. G. in

Berlin : “On the whole, we think agreement is still practically

workable and satisfactory but we are increasingly concerned over

the basic legal situation”.

One week later, Mr. Howard spoke to Mr. Ringer in Berlin

over the telephone and “secured his approval to the C. R. A.

agreements in the form in which they w^ere initialled by all parties

and left with me [Howard] yesterday. The agreements will

therefore be released today and the co-operation of parties under
the agreements will begin at once.”

A special assurance was given by Mr. Howard to a British

oil representative in August, 1940, that payments of royalties

[in connection with the C. R. A. agreements] would be made to a

new company, identified as The Special Company, to be set up
and owned 50 per cent by Jersey and 50 per cent by Shell.

“No payments are to be made by The Special Company to any
German corporation or to any corporation in which any German
national or corporation is a shareholder.”

The real nature of this promise was commented on by Mr.
Gibson before the Patents Committee as follows:

“All of the statements as to stock ownership and as to the

immediate recipients of the payments are quite beside the

point. Since 1929 the substantial interests in S. I. G., that is,

Standard Catalytic Corp., have been governed not by stock

ownership but by overriding contract. The ultimate recipients

of the payments, Standard and 1 . G., themselves arranged

by contract the corporate intermediaries to receive payments.



The jointly held corporation has been a mere form for carrying

out the partnership. After all the formal rearrangements

made by Standard and I. G. after outbreak of the war in

Europe, the fact remained that I. G.’s interest in royalties

was just about exactly what it' was before the formal changes.”

The German partner did notown raineral-oir resources. It did

not produce crude oil, and did not promise to manufacture
synthetic oil or refined gasoline for other countries. Its technical

experience was not outstanding as compared with the combined
experience of all the other partners. I. G, promised, however, to

renounce any competition of its synthetic oil with natural oil.

This agreement had a political background. The other oil

companies, in partnership with I, G., believed that the Nazi
state w’ould respect their interests within the borders of the

Greater Reich.

The very day after the conclusion of the “final” settlement of

the Oil Powers d la Munich, Standard Oil, still according to

government charges, made a special arrangement with I. G.
which is even more amazing : Standard agreed to finance supplies

of ciaide oil and of aviation gas to the Third Reich. As a result,

the Nazis wbuld import these strategic war materials in excess

ofthe limited quantities purchastxi abroad and paid for in foreign

currency or gold. These oil credits of Standard Oil to the Third
Reich were to be repaid from the royalties which I. G. could claim

in later years as its share in the international oil patent pool.

The complaint of the United States District Court for the

District ofNew Jersey in the civil action against Standard Oil of
New Jersey, Jasco, Inc., Walter G. Teagle, Frank A. Howard,
etc,, states:

“On or about October 13, 1938, Standard and I. G. entered

a separate agreement between themselves in respect to the new
relationship. This agreement gave to I. G. a royalty share

additional to that reserved to it under the Four-Party Agree-
ment between Standard and I. G., assured Standard-I. G.
[now Standard Catalysts, a Standard Oil subsidiary] a further

period for the exploitation of fiitur^ I. G. patents under their

agreements, and required Standard to advance to T 6. the

lattcr^s research expenses. Standard's advance to I, O. was to

be made in the form of deliveries of oil by Jersey to I; G. in

Germany, and to be repayable only out of I, G.'s royalties

resulting from the pool in question.”
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Thus, if allegations of the government are correct, it is a
permissible inference that Nazi planes which bombed Great
Britain in 1940 may have been flown with aviation gasoline sup-

plied by Standard Oil.

Standard Oil also signed agreements aiming at the control

of synthetic-oil industry in the United States. Such a policy

was nec(jssary in order to biakc the international monopoly
air-tight; it also seetp^ tp be a wise policy because of the un-
certainties in inte^ational diplomacy. These relations did not

necessarily loosen flie ties with I. G. The Polymerization Pro-

cesses Corporation (Polyco), a purely American patent pool,

?^had been formed in 1935, for the control of a new process to pro-

duce heavier hydrocarbons (gasoline and other oil products).

The members were Standawi Oil ofNew Jersey, Kellogg, Texas,
Standard Oil of Indiana/and Phillipps Petroleum Company.
According to the contract among these companies, they were to

pool their polymerization patents. But Standard Oil did not

want to bring into the pool its former I. G. patents. Therefore
all knowledge of 1929 contracts with I. G. was kept a strict

secret, W. E. Currie, one of Standard Gifs patent attorneys,

stated in a memorandum for other Standard Oil executives

:

‘Tf the polymerization agreement is signed with deflnitions

which include the patent rights of Standard I. G. Compauyf
we must arrange to keep the patent rights of I. G. on polymeriza-
tion and catalytic cracking out of polymerization agreement.
Mr. Howard suggests that this be done by a quit claim by
Standard-I. G. to I. G. with respect to those inventions, then
taking them up in Jasco. There would be a general under-
standing that the parties will agree to some equitable arrange-

ment for securing the same effect as would have been secured

under the original agreements.”

Patrick A. Gibson of the Department of Justice therefore

concluded before the Patents Committee

;

“To prevent I. G.’s patents in the polymerization from
passing on to Polyco, S. I. G. quitclmmed back to I. G.
all of I* G/s patents in this field. Standard concealed from
the other parties to the polymerization agreement the

fact that it had the right to dispose of I. G.’s patents in this

field.”
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In other words, Standard-I. G. turned back to I. G. all patent
rights on gas polymerization, thus withholding thpm from the

American oil industry. I. G. was fully co-operative in a secret

deal to raise the claims to royalties at the expense of the other

American and British business partners. Of course Standard
Oil had to recompense LG. for the latter's participation in such a

secret arrangement.

The business procedure just described indicates an extremely

intimate relationship.

I. G. succeeded in obtaining from Standard Oil a private

recognition of conquests which the United States government
never acknowledged. Thus in March, 1940, I. G. asked for an
extension of its right to use synthetic gasoline patents freely within

German areas with the specific understanding that these areas

included Austria and the former territory of Czechoslovakia.

This question carnc up when I. G. asked Standard Oil to com-
municate the latest technical secrets or patent rights for the

refining of lubricants. Standard Oil had pooled the correspond-

ing patents and technical secrets with three other leading

American oil companies (Union Oil Company of Indiana,

Standard Oil of Indiana, and Kellogg). The technical experience

of these companies was also given to I. G. before and after the

beginning of the Second World War. As a result, I. G, or the

Nazi government could manufacture more and better lubricants

in Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia. The latter territories

w^ere especially well situated for the construction of strategic

works because they cannot be .so easily reached by British bombers
as targets within the former boundaries of the Reich.

A few days before the “official” outbreak of the war—and when
German troops were about to march into Poland—I. G. trans-

ferred its holdings of Standard-I. G. stocks to Standard Oil. As a

result, Standard-I. G. became a hundred-per-cent American-
owned company. A supplementary agreement was concluded,

insuring I. G. against any loss in its claim for royalties. These
were to be fully paid to I. G. if it remained a partner—the war
was not to separate the former associates. This last-named

“special agreement” was concealed by Standard Oil from other

partners -especially from the British Shell Company, which
might have objected to making the British pay royalties to I, G.
while the latter was to supply gasoline in preparation for German
air raids over Britain. The fact was that part of the money the

American Army and Navy—and, in part, also the British—paid
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for their aviation gasoline was to be set aside on behalf of the

Nazi trust.

If we may credit additional charges in the same case against

the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey brought by the

government, the Third Reich even obtained, with the con-

nivance of Standard Oil, processes which were guarded as im-

portant secrets by American and British companies. We refer in

particular to further improvements in the manuficture of aviation

gasoline, without which the Nazi air fleet might have been

handicapped.

Shortly before the “official” beginning of the war an important

discovery was made. Better aviation gasoline can be manufac-
tured if the process of sulphuric acid alkylation, “for making
high-quality blending agent”, is applied. It is most extensively

used “because of its high economy in operation and its high

yields”.

The process was a British invention owned by the Anglo-

Iranian Oil Company, and controlled jointly with two American
companies, Texas and Universal. Standard Oil did not ow n any
patents in this field. It simply threatened to infringe the patent

and start independent production, unless it w^ere admitted to the

new patent pool. After obtaining, in this way, full knowledge of
the new process, Standard Oil, according to the United States

Department of Justice, promptly communicated it to I. G. for

use in German plants without the knowledge of the original

inventors of the process and owners of the patents.

There was, however, always the fear that the other competitors

might go into new synthetic production. Therefore, conferring

on the possibility of the production in China of synthetic oil

from coal, Mr. W. A. GarlLslc ofStandard Oil wrote to Mr. P. W.
Parker of Standard Vacuum Oil [a company owned 50-50 by
Socony Vacuum and Standard Oil] on March 18, 1937:

“In general the production of oil from coal (or tar) is

uneconomic. Such anti-economic production is against the

interests of the Oil Companies ; that in general, therefore, it is

in order that the Oil Companies should try to prevent countries

getting interested in uneconomic production of motor fuel.

If, nevertheless, the Government should be interested in going

ahead with synthetic production then the best solution is to

.
apply the I. H. P. process rather than any other solution. That,

in other words, if the Oil Companfe think it feasible and de-
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sirable to start any action to prevent China from going in for

synthetic motor-fuel production^ they should be very carefiil

not to get from the smoke into the fire, namely if—failing
success of the Oil Companies’ action—synthetic production
should be carried out by competitors, Fischer, instead of

under licence from I. H. P.”

This Fischer process was finally absorbed by the Oil Inter-

national as a result of an agreement among ‘^the principal

parties, Standard Oil, Shell, Ruhrehemie, I. G. Farben and
Kellogg”, Thus two American oil concerns and the leading

British-Dutch oil concern were combined with the German
chemical trust and the leading German magnates of the Ruhr,
the heart of German armaments productions, where the main
funds for the financing of Hitler’s ascendancy to pow'cr had been
raised. Again the Nazi concerns kept for themselves their exclusive

rights for the unlimited exploitation of the new processes within

the Reich, while I. G. remained a leading partner in the com-
panies which controlled the new industrial developriients in

America and the rest of the world (outside of Germany). The
American rights were taken over by a newly founded Hydro-
carbon Synthetic Corporation, wdth 50 per cent of the stock of
the new company going to Standard-I. G., 25 per cent to Kellogg,

and 25 per cent to Shell. Ruhrehemie was satisfied with a mere
share in royalties.

The rights outside of the United States, Canada, and Germany
were transferred to a Dutch company, International Hydrocarbon
Synthetic Corporation (I. H. S.), which was uri3er German
control (50 per cent Ruhrehemie, 50 per cent I. H. P.), with

I. G. participation in royalties.

Standard Oil, I. G., Shell, Kellogg, and Ruhrehemie A. G.
(under the control of Germany’s steel magnates) agreed that the

last-named 's coal-oil patents (Fischer-Tropsch process), for

instance, should be assigned to a newly formed Enterprise,

Hydrocarbon Synthetic Corporation. This process is especially

suitable for small-plant conversion of coal into oil. Hydrocarbon
Synthetic Corporation was under common control of Standard
Oil, i. G;, Kellogg, and Shell, while Ruhrehemie A. G* was
otherwise compensated- 'This happened in October, 1938,
shortly after Munich, when the Nazi power seemed to be in-

vincible. What price was paid to the German steel industrialists

by Standard Oil, Shell, and Kellogg for the refusal of Ruhr-
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chewxie to sell licences for the coal-oil patents outside ofGermany?
This question has been left unanswered.

Something must be said here about the scope of the Hydro
Patents Company. This company, founded by Standard Oil,

had sold licences on hydrogenation patents to other American
oil companies under the condition that they became stock-

holders in the Hydro Patents Company.
We quote from the “Information” of the Antitrust Division,

Department of Justice, sent to the District Court of the United
States for the District of New Jersey in the complaint against

Standard Oil and other companies

:

“ ‘The Mutual Licensing Plan ofthe Hydro Patents Company
for the Hydrogenation Process w'as calculated (<2) to prevent

the utilization of coal for the production ofpetroleum products,

and thus exclude coal operators from the oil business; {b) to

prevent any person from utilizing the hydrogenation process

to the detriment of Standard or I. G, by upsetting the existing

status quo in the oil business
;

(r) to prevent competition among
oil refiners

;
(d) to secure for I. G. in Germany and for Stan-

dard in the rest of the world, including the United States, the

benefit of all present and future methods and discoveries in the

practice of hydrogenation, then the only feasible method
for the production of synthetic gasdline and other oil products,

thereby preventing other oil companies from manufacturing
and selling cheaper or better synthetic oil products in competi-

tion with I. G. in Germany and Standard in the rest ofthe world,

including the United States; and (e) to prevent oil companies
from utilizing the hydrogenation process for the manufacture
of chemical products.”

A special arrangement was to guarantee that Standard Oil

and L G. would always control further technical developments

in the new industrial field. All licensees of Hydro Patents were
obligated to employ a subsidiary, the Hydro Engineering &
Chemical Company, “to prepare and supervise the necessary

plant design and engineering”, A fee of 4 per cent of the total

capital expenditure for the hydrogenation plant and equipment
was to be paid for these services* The arrangement enabled I* G.
and Standard Oil to acquire the technical experience of all other

companies. For as pointed out by “Information” of the Anti-

trust Division

:
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“Licensees were also required to furnish engineering reports

upon operation and performance in all of their hydrogenation
plants. Engineering was given the right to inspect all of the

plants and processes of licensees in the practice of hydrogena-
tion, and was thus given a complete intelligence service upon
all hydrogenation in the United States ; furthermore, Engineer-

ing was obligated to transfer all of this information to S. I. G.,

and S. I. G. was in turn obligated to transfer all of this informa-

tion to L G.”

In later years synthetic developments had rcach<^d a point

where new synthetic processes which did not utilize hydrogena-
tion had become practical. Thereupon Standard Oil insisted

on extending the claim for royalties to “intermediate zone pro-

cesses’* which had little or nothing to do with the hydrogenation

patents. This was resented by the licensees.

At the stockholders’ meeting ofHydro Patents on February 17,

1939, various licensees of Hydro Patents resented Standard Oil’s

claim for royalties on synthetic processes which did not use

hydrogenation. Mr. Howard, who functioned as chairman, put

forward the argument that I. G. might withhold patents and
processes unless royalties were paid for them. He did not reveal

that these patents were already at the disposal of Standard Oil.

When the Second World War began, large-scale hydrogenation
plants were transforming coal into oil in only two countries:

Germany and Japan. In most other countries the hydrogenation
patents w^erc utilized only to curb the new production methods
from being put into practice. There is no American plant where
coal is transformed into oil—there is not even a pilot plant for

experimental purposes.

It may be said that America has an abundance of crude oil

and therefore does not need a substitute. Such an answer is not

satisfactory, even if we acknowledge that there is no immediate
danger of an exhaustion of oil deposits. The transportation

problem, for instance, could have been eased if the new methods
of production had been applied. Another point is still more
important.

The Nazi air force could thus gain from the technical ex-

periences and secrets of industrial research in other countries,

and was in part financed by the victims it was bombing. This was
all a part of the secret oil international which divided, redivided,

and redistributed world markets, patents, and technical ex-
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periences in peace-time, with special provisions to tide over
‘‘suspension” in war-time.

Paraflow

The German chemical trust also concluded other working
agreements with Standard Oil which were intended to survive

the World War and to guarantee the status quo or at least a con-

tinuation of the partnership after the war. The case of Paraflow

is typical.

Paraflow is a synthetic-oil product (originating from the

chlorination of paraffin wax) that is of great military importance;
for it lowers the freezing point of lubricating oil—highly im-
portant if tanks and planes are to be kept running in sub-zero

weather. vStandard Oil developed the process for manufacture
of Paraflow from an I, G. product. Though Standard Oil held

the decisive patent rights, a new pact was concluded with I. G.
on the division of the world markets. After the conquest of

Norway, I. G. obtained a greater supply of whale oil from which
a new competitive product called “PV'O” could be produced.

What was the reaction of Standard Oil to this ‘'unfriendly”

act of I. G.? H. W. Fisher, manager of the Standard Oil De-
velopment Company, warned I. G. not to disturb the monopoly
agreement by establishing a/'price or potency competition which
would greatly reduce the large profits from this [paraflow]

enterprise”. Then, on November 15, 1940, a new division of the

world market was offered to I. G., for the Standard Oil Develop-

ment Company suggested the following “Paraflow Agreement” :

, . Whether or not it is advisable at the present time to

attempt to arrive at a permanent arrangement to replace the

present Paraflow Agreement, a temporary arrangement,

recognizing war conditions, is considered advisable by both

parties, and the following suggestions are made by Develop-

ment to I. G.

:

“1. I. G. be permitted to sell Paraflow (but not PVO)
in the countries specified below in which it is, at present,

impossible for Development or its sales agents to effect

deliveries from the United States

:

“Albania, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Den-
mark, Danzig Free City, France (including Algeria
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and Tunis), Greece, Holland, Hungary, Italy, Jugo-
slavia, Liechtenstein, Norway, Poland, Roumania,
San Marino, Switzerland and Turkey.

“The principle being followed here is that since

Development is unable to supply its customers directly,

it is arranging to supply them temporarily from
another available source. If Paraflow is supplied

the status quo ante helium is disturbed as little as possible

which is very desirable in an interim arrangement.

The sale of PVO in these territories would materially

alter such a status quo.'"''

The high price for Paraflow may easily have encouraged com-
petitive production. Other similar and even better processes

might have been invented. This had to be prevented. There-
fore one of the leading officials of Standard Oil (Dr. E. Licber)

advised another employee of his company :

“It seems to me that our best hope in protecting our patent

structure under the existing circumstances is intensive research

work to uncover all the possible pour depressants and to literally

‘flood' the patent office with our applications. There is, how-
ever, great danger in filing too few applications.”

The price for Paraflow was kept so high by Standard Oil

that about 50 per cent of the net sales in 1 939 and 1 940 turned
out to be net profit, even though the price had been reduced
from $3 in 1931 to $1.90 in July, 1937, the last price reduction

for the new product.

Another incident is especially revealing because it shows to

what extent Standard Oil felt itself dependent on the “good
will” of I. G.

Despite the numerous protective patents, Standard Oil

could not prevent Socony-Vacuum from bringing out an ap-

parently better and cheaper product, called Santopour. Mr.
Fisher of Standard Oil therefore offered to Socony-Vacuum an
agreement according to which Santopour was to be withdrawn
from the market while Socony-Vacuum was to get a share in the

Paraflow profits.

“Our [Standard Oil’s] conclusion is, therefore, that the best

policy is to retire Santopour as quickly and as quietly as possiblc>

and to market only Paraflow of present potency,” Soqony-
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Vacuum suggested that they utilize its own process and with-
draw Paraflow from the market. This offer was declined by
Standard Oil because then, under the Socony-Vacuunfi patents,

I. G. would not receive a royalty, and Standard Oil was afraid

that this would be an “unfriendly acP’.

Paraflow was an oil product which was to fall under the
control of Standard Oil according to the original contracts with
I. G. Yet Standard Oil did not feel free t# act independently
even while marketing this oil product in America.

Synthetic Oilfor Japan

The patent monopolies and international agreements which
curbed production in America were not effective in totalitarian

states. The latter wxre able to obtain licences and technical

co-operation which was refused to competitors in America.
How do the Japanese, for instance, obtain their aviation

gasoline ? Did they obtain licences or know ledge of the technical

details for synthetic production? W. S. Parish, of Standard Oil,

denied this, and told the Truman Committee: i

“The Japanese never obtained a licence for lOO-octanc

gasoline by the hydrogenation process. Before the outbreak
of war in 1939, the I. G. negotiated with them a licence agree-

ment involving $2,000,000 in royalties. This involved our
consent, which we withheld after placing the proposal before

the State Department.”

The following letter, however, speaks for itself:

“Thames House
Millbank, London, S.W. i.

“ist June, 1939.

“International Hydrogenation Patents Agreements—Royalty

Payments to Standard-I. G.-Japan Gasoline K.K.

“Mr. Ross H. Dickson,

26 Broadway,
Nw York.

“Dear Mr. Dickson,

. A licence was granted to Japan Gasoline K.K.
by Univet^ Oil Products Company and by International
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Hydrogenation Patents Company. The licence covered both

hydrogenation and polymerization, and U. O. P. and I. H. P.

agree^d that they would split the total royalties received

fifty /fifty. Japan Gasoline K.K. made a payment on account

of the licence granted by both parties ol' $300,000 for which
they had the right to manufacture 300 barrels per day of iso-

octane. They have an option, however, which incidentally

expires on July 1939, on payment of a total of $600,000,

i,€., $300,000 over and above the $300,000 which has already

been paid, to receive an excl. licence under the rights of both

of these parties for Japan.
. . I know that Mr. Howard is familiar with the dis-

cussions which took place between Mr. Nieuwchnhuis and Dr.

Ringer.

‘'Sincerely yours,

“W. A. Carlisle.”

It is true that the above letter does not specifically mention
loo-octaaie gasoline. But we must conclude either that Mr.
Parish was quibbling or that theJapanese did get their loo-octane

gasoline.

Japan’s notorious lack of oil, and in particular of av iation gaso-

line, seemed a serious obstacle to any strategy involving mass air

raids against far distant objectives. The mystery of such raids,

however, can now be solved. Japan was able to utilize the syn-

thetic processes of I. G., as well as of Standard Oil and other

American companies, in preparing its air attacks against the

United Nations.

The Survival of Liechiensiein

The story of the secret Oil International would not be com-
plete without referring to Liechtenstein, Europe’s mystery state.

Liechtenstein, with its capital, Vaduz, is the most remarkable
country in war-time Europe. Situated in Central Europe, almost
encircled by the I'hird Reich, it is the only place in the old world
where people feel safe, with unprotected frontiers, with only a
few policemen maintaining internal order—^in short, an idyllic

country. How did it escape Hitler’s armies? With a population
of only 12,000, it could never have tried to defend its national

existence. But we must not forget that the administration of this

tiny state offered hospitality to corporations which sought a
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neutral centre for private empires, free from the struggle ofnational
states and from taxation. This little country in war-torn Europe
had been selected by 1 . G., by Standard Oil, and also by Shell

as one of the centres for the super-national world empires. Its

only apparent function is to enable private world empires or

large corporations to escape from the risks of war and also from
taxation.

The State of Liechtenstein, since it is “protected” by the Nazis,

is sheltering an important international corporation which
deserves our sjjecial interest, the International Hydrogenation
Patents Go., Lid. This company was founded by Standard-

1 . G. (now Standard Catalysts), by Standard Oil and I. G.
as partners. Later a third partner joined the company, British-

controlled Shell.

The “neutrality” of Liechtenstein has been respected by
Hitler, Consequently the International Hydrogenation Patents

Company (L H. P.) is still in existence. It had formed a subsidiary

company in Holland, the International Hydrogenation Engineer-

ing and Chemical Company, “in order to give technical assist-

ance” to other firms which may obtain a licence from 1 . H. P.

This arrangement follow^s the usual pattern to form a special

firm which becomes the sole owner of the “know-how” or of

technical experiences vital for the use of complicated chemical

processes. Such a device helps to extend the life of a monopoly
beyond the time when patent rights expire.

L H, P. was expected to play a great role; for it was intended

to control the exploitation of I. G.’s synthetic-oil patents in the

eijitire world, outside of Germany and of America. This long-

term speculation did not materialize. For the only assets of

1 . H. P. were the 1 . G. hydrogenation patents. They were
“sold” by Standard-I. G, to the new company in Liechtenstein

for the sum of $ 1 1 ,500,299. i o. At the same time Shell became the

third partner in I. H. P. Thus the two biggest oil concerns in the

world joined hands with J. G. in the control of the synthetic-oil

patents. As producers of and traders in natural oil they were,

of course, interested in curbing rather than promoting the new
synthetic processes for production of gasoline from materials

other than crude oil.

Shell, for instance, is the main supplier of oil for the British

fleet and for the British home market. It is, therefore, not

especially interested in the manufacture of synthetic oil from coal

in England. But such a development would have been extremely
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useful for Britain’s economy. The British Isles lack dqjosits of

crude oil. They have, however, an abundance of coal. Synthetic

production ofoil from coal would have been much more important

for Great Britain than it was for Germany, and the greater

financial resources of pre-war Britain would have made it rela-

tively easy to finance a new synthetic coal-oil industry on an
even greater scale than I. G. could do this in Germany. Such a

development of new raw-material resources would have im-

mensely increased the economic strength of England in war-

time. The task of her commercial fleet would have been greatly

eased if Britain had had domestic sources of oil. The control of

the synthetic hydrogenation patents has stifled this new industrial

development which would have strengthened the coal-mining

companies and Imperial Chemical Industries, I. G.’s rival

power in Europe.

The total state directed the foreign policies of German corpora-

tions and strictly supervised their activities. But they still could

utilize their “individual initiative” in pursuance of private

interests and in order to ally themselves with vested interests

abroad. Thus L G. Farben was permitted to utilize its synthetic-

oil patents for a combination with Standard Oil. At the same
time, the Gennan steel industrialists, under the leadership of

Krupp and Stahlverein, were enabled to promote a competitive

process for synthetic-oil production, and to ofl'er it to American
competitors of Standard Oil. M. W. Kellogg Company, which
had developed its own processes for synthetic-oil production,

acquired the patents of Ruhrehemie A. G. Then Mr. Howaid
realized that he had deceived himself (or was deceived) when he
Ixilieved that I. G. patents secured a basic control of synthetic-

gasoline production. He wrote in a memorandum from Paris on
February ii, 1936

:

“Wc must face the fact that the I. H. P. [International Hydro-
genation Patents Company] has definitely lost its complete
control over the production of synthetic oils. While it remains
the most important factor in that it controls the only com-
mercially demonstrated processes, and the only one producittg

a full line of liquid fuels, the combination of the Fischor

process as a means of producing gasoline, and of the Pott and
IJhde processes as a means of producing heavy oils, makes a
very serious breach in the hitherto satisfactory control of the

situation. We are therefore faced with the problem of What



programme we should adopt in the light of these changes in the
situation.”

This ‘'admission” acknowledged the fact that the American
development of synthetic-gasoline production did not depend
on the ownership of I. G. patents, and that Standard Oil had
acquired them under an erroneous assumption. They did not
secure “satisfactory” control of the new industry. Whatever
Standard Oil had paid to I. G. for the apparent monopoly rights

was more or less based on a false speculation. Mr. Howard him-
self raised the question: What can we do next? The core o/the
problem was how to secure effective control of the entire field, Mr.
Howard reported to the Executive Committee of Standard Oil

on October 28, 1938

:

“The high points of the matter are that Jersey and Shell

acquire sufficient effective control of the hydrocarbon synthesis

process in the world outside of the United States so that their

position as leaders in the entire field of synthetic petroleum

production is assured.”

I. G. and Standard Oil realizerl that they alone, relying

merely on their patent rights, were imable to stem the drive for

synthetic production of gasoline and of other new synthetics.

On June 10, 1938, Fratik A. Howard of Standard Oil wTote to Dr.

Butefisch of I. G.

:

“We feel very strongly that it is to the advantage of our
group to organize the first general plan of handling this

catalytic development and licensing situation. If we can work
the matter out along the lines indicated in these memoranda,
we may find it to our advantage to offer the same general

scheme, with any necessary adjustments of the figures, to some
other strong and aggressive oil companies who may be ex-

pected to contribute something worthwhile to the catalytic

cracking development within the very near future.”

Standard Oil and I. G. could not prevent other companies
from working independently on the development of synthetic

production. Their aim was to combine the research facilities,

experience, patent rights, and corporate powers of other corpora-

tions in an international cartel.
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Such a strategic plan could only succeed if the governments
in their own and foreign countries were ‘

'co-operative^’. The
full aid of the Nazi government was secured by the fact that I. G.
was a leading partner and that Standard Oil conceded to it the

completely unrestricted independent development of synthetic

production within the Third Reich. I. G. could take advantage
of the combined experience and technical secrets of the foi eign

associates.

When British chemists ol Imperial Cihemical Industries (I, C. 1 .)

discovered another process for synthetic oil similar to the process

controlled by Standard Oil and I. G,, the development of a

British synthetic oil industry mde[)endent of the big oil Powers
and of L G. became possible. I. (". I. had obtained a number of
patents which were competitive with I. G.’s Bergin process.

I’herofore Standard Oil and I. G. made a special deal with

L C. 1.5 with the result that the latter surrendered all patents and
operating rights outside the British Empire to I. H. P. In

return, Imperial Chemical was allowed to utilize the I. H. P.

patents with the specific obligation that I. G. I. would not erect a

a plant capacity in excess of 25 per cent of the total peacetime

consumption of oil within the British Empire.
This agn^ement was signed in April, 1931. During later years,

oil interests “convinced” the British government that it was
“inadvisable to erect hydrogenation facilities in England for the

production of synthetic fuel”. The outbreak of the present war
found England almost completely unprepared for synthetic

production of oil.

Thus we sec that whenever new' processes for synthetic oil

were discovered, Standard Oil and I. G. tried to bring the

corresponding patents under their control and prevent the con-

struction of competitive plants. All synthetic processes for oil

were finally pooled, so that the new industry, even before it had
come into existence, w^as already under complete control of one

sii^le group, with Standard Oil, I. G., and Shell as the dominant
forces.

Documents and files which deal with these and other “agree-

ments” between private empires and representatives of the Nazi

state have been deposited in the vaults of lawyers and banks
Liechtenstein, the neutrality of which, we recall, is respected

even by Adolf Hitler.
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Curbing Americans Manufacture of Explosives

Who has ever heard of the methane steam process? Only a
few experts know about it, though it has much to do with the

Third Reich’s military prowess and America’s delay in armaments
manufacture during the first stage of the war.

First, a few I'acts about the methane steam process.

It is of great strategic importance for the Third Reich, for it

can be used for an interesting variety of purposes: The methane '*

steam process makes it possible to convert synthetic ammonia into

explosives or fertilizer; or to combine hydrogen and petroleum
to make gasoline or aviation gas; finally, to manufacture hydro-

genaicd food fats.

The real histoiy of the methane steam process begins in 1937,
almost five years after Hitler’s rise to power, and shortly after the

inauguration of Hitler’s Four-Year Plan for the rearmament of

the Third Reich. At that time Standard Oil and I. G. both held

a number of patents which were needed for the new synthetic

production. An agreement was concluded which left the ex-

clusive right for manufacture of synthetic ammonia, nitrogen

derivatives, explosives, etc., to I. G., except synthetic production

of gasoline, which was in the “sphere of interest” of Standard

Oil. The agreement granted the usual one-sided privileges to the

German trust. I. G. had the exclusive right to use the process

also for synthetic production of gasoline in Germany. Standard
Oil, on the other hand, did not own the right for hydrogenation

in the United States—except in the limited field of oil or

gas.

I'hus I. G. was in a position to curb America’s manufacture of

explosives up to Pearl Harbour. I. G. as a commercial enterprise

might ha\e been interested in granting licences and in receiving

royalty payments from American manufacture of explosives or

other related synthetic products. In this case, however, the

military interests of the Nazi strategists prevailed. American
production ofammunition had to be delayed. Therefore repeated

requests of American companies for a licence to use the process

were declined.

The Hercules Powder Company wanted to construct an am-
monia plant for synthetic production of explosives or fertilizer,

and therefore a^ked I. G. for a licence as early as 1933, the year

when Hitler came to power in Germany. The answer was
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. . Because of ovir other nitrogen interests we were not in

a position to permit yoixr firm to use our process and experience

for the production of hydrogen apd ammonia synthesis.’’

Three years later, in April, 1936, a similar request received a
negative answer :

^

. We have again reached the conclusion that, because

of our other interests in the nitrogen field, we are not in a

position to put at your disposal the experience you desire.”

Then, on December 9, 1939, when Europe already was at war,

the American agency of I. G., Ghcmnyco, reported to the mother
company in Germany that the Atlas Powder Company had a
project for the construction of a plant where the synthetic process

would be used.

“The Project of Atlas Powder will be carried out iiTespective

of whether Chemnyco asks permission of the I. G. executives

in Berlin.

“We do not know whether under these circumstances you
would still refuse to promote in any way the buildir^ of basic

nitrogen plants in the United States.”

Then 1 . G. took a final delaying action. Negotiations were
resumed with the Atlas Powder Company on the granting of a
licence, only to be broken off abruptly in the middle of 1940..

The American agent of I. G. wrote from his New York office to

the Atlas Powder Company on June 1
1 , 1 940

:

. . I. G., for the time being, are not in a position to

grant a licence. To their regret they are also not able to

indicate at what future time negotiations on this matter might
possibly be resumed.”

I. G. made special efforts to obtain guarantee that the syn-

thetic production of explosives, etc., would not be utilized for

military purposes—for instance, for the manufacture of arma-
ments.

Was Standard Oil aware of this situation? W. E. Currie,

executive of Standard Oil Development Company, under whose
name numerous foimer I, G. patents had bed^ registered after
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the start of the war, reported to the Standard Oil executives on a
meeting he had with a leading man of I. G., Dr. Hochschwender

:

‘‘On April iith Dr, Hochschwender told me that he felt

sure I. G. would not agree to permit the granting of licences

under its hydrogen manufacturing patents, except with respect

to prirticular installations about which it had been advised and
ofwhich it approved. Accordingly, he said he thought it better

not to pass on to I. G. the suggestion in our letter of March 28,

1941/*

This was apparently a mystifying situation. I'he 1. G. patents,

especially those in the field of synthetic production of oil and
nitrates, had been transferred to Standard Oil immediately
after the start of the war. Many former I. G, patents, however,
did not become the formal property of Standard Oil. They were
registered in the name of Mr, Currie, the same Standard Oil

executive who was kept informed by I. G. on its refusal of licences

for manufacture of explosives and other synthetic products to

American companies. Did Mr. Currie let I. G. exert control

over the use of patents which M'ere registered under his name?
It should be noted that only after Pearl Harbour did Mr. Currie

and Standard Oil publicly claim the patents as their genuine
properties.

CHAPTER XIH

WHY A RUBBER SHORTAGE?

America was not prepared to start mass production ofsynthetic

rubber when the Japanese attack cut this country off from crude-

rubber supplies. The decisive reason for this unpreparedness

was the control ofbasic patents by I. G. Farben and Standard Oil,

As late as Pearl Harbour it was not even known which synthetic

processes were practical and best suited for mass production,

Tncre was no time for further research or experimental production

in pilot plants. This obviously should have been ,done by the

owners of the patents before the war started. On the contrary,

they discouraged other enterprises from entering the field of

low<ost synthetic rubber. As a result the United States govern-



merit is now spending approximately $650,000,000 to finance

hastily constructed new works without sufficient preparatory

work. It must be expected that the work will not progress as

speedily and as economically as would have been possible if the

synthetic-rubber patent monopoly had never been effective.

Expenditures thus wasted will run into many millions of dollars,

without counting the incalculable losses arising from the delay in

supplies of rubber.

Before the partnership with Standard Oil, I. G. Farbcn already

owned patents for the production of synthelic rubber. The patent

applications had been made when the Farben trust itself did not

yet know how to produce the new material. They had, however,

as thoroughly as possible barred all approaches to the synthesis

ofrubber, in order to discourage the rise of an American synthetic

rubber industry.

For many years before the war broke out, I. G. Farben had
watched closely the progress of foreign enterprises which took an
interest in synthetic rubber, always carefully examining new
possibilities for taking out patents to discourage competition in a

field wffiich they considered their ow^ri domain.
A net of foreign subsidiaries and associates or business friends

informed I. G. of foreign developments wffiich w^cre essential for

I. G. ptitenL strategy. E. M. Clark, vice-president of Standard
Oil of New Jersey, for instance, warned Dr. Carl Krauch of I. G.

Farben on April 30, 1930, to examine the “patent situation”,

because Du Pont was doing research on the new process.

“My dear Dr. Krauch

:

“I havejust learned in an off-hand way that the Du Pont
interests arc doing considerable research work on producing
artificial rubber from Butadiene. I am giving you this infor-

mation, which I believe to be accurate, with the thought that

you will wish to carefully review your patent and applications

for patents situation.”

This letter revealed how systematically LG. followed synthetic-

rubber developments outside Germany in order to hinder them
through application for more and more patents.

Mr. Parish of Standard Oil has assert^ that synthetic rubber
was a German discovery and that Standard Oil did some kind of
patriotic deed when it made available the results of 1. G. Farben^s

technical genius to American industry.
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“Standard has no apologies to make for the part it has
played and is now playing in the development of synthetic

rubber. It brought to this country from Germany the I. G.
Buna rubber invention now being used in the Government
rubber programme. Should this programme be supplemented
by Butyl rubber, it will be because Standard, through its

experience gained in working with Vistanex, another I. G.
invention, succeeded in developing the Butyl formula.”

We shall see how closely the facts bear out this assertion. Let
us first examine the .supplementary claim that Standard Oil did

the “pioneer work” in the field of synthetic rubber because there

was no other American group to take the risk in the new techno-

logical venture.

Mr. Howard, who carried on most of Standard’s negotiations

with I. G., has himself given documentary proof of the falseness

of this allegation. In October, 1935, Dr. Fritz ter Meer, an
executive of I. G. Farbcn, came to America and “called on Mr.
Howard to discuss the synthetic-rubber process which has been
his charge”. He reportc'd that “the product is of very supt^rior

quality, especially for tyre treads, showing an abrasion of wear
resistance 50 to 100 per cent better than that of the best natural

rubber”. But there were several handicaps, especially “from a

cost standpoint”, about which Dr. ter Mccr “was reluctant to

give any definite figure”.

At this stage, Standard Oil wavS approached by R. T. Vander-
bilt, who offered to finance an American synthetic-rubber

industry. Mr. Hov/ard wr6te about the fate of this offer in a

letter addressed to Mr. Tcagle, but also submitted to Mr. Farish

:

“As regards direct efforts to do something with the I. G.’s

synthetic rubber in the United States, 1 recently had a call

from Mr, R. T. Vanderbilt. He has picked up enough gossip

on this synthetic rubber project from various sources to have a

pretty good idea of its status. He is very much interested in the

rubber business and urged me to permit him to take over this

synthetic rubber development in the United States on almost

any basis. He is very anxious to spend his money trying to do
something with it here and is confident that he has the

chemical ability in his organization to contribute things which
the Germans could not contribute. I mentioned this to Dr.

ter Meer, and we agreed that it is not desirable to bring any
outside organization directly into this development on a full



scale because this would entail giving them the benefit of a

large amount of technical information which even more than
the patent situation constitutes the proprietary value of the

synthetic rubber project.’*

At this point we must refer to Jasco, Inc. We might designate

this firm as I. G.’s and Standard Oil’s mystery company, the

existence of which was not to be publicized. Xhus, Standard
Oil handed over a “strictly confidential” survey of its “inter-

locking interest in Germany in the production of synthetic

products important in time of war” to its own government
through the Embassy of the United States in Berlin. This was
done on November 4, 1938. The chart and the text of the

“confidential information” of Standard Oil did not mention the

name “Jasco, Inc.” nor the important function Jasco was to play

in the development of synthetic rubber.

The secrecy about Jasco has a very interesting background.
For this company was to become the centre ofthe I. G.-controllcd

synthetic-rubber monopoly in America, with Standard Oil as a
partner obliged to follow the wishes of 1 . G.
Jasco, Inc., was one of the greatest successes of 1 . G. Farben in

America. It illuminates well the role of Standard Oil’s relation-

ship with the German chemical trust. It was a jointly owned
share-expense company (50 per cent by each partner) founded at

the end of September, 1930, for the specific purpose of “the

investigation, testing, development and licensing ofnew chemical

processes brought to it by the parties”, especially of synthetic

materials made from “crude petroleum, natural bitumen or
natural gas or produce therefrom”.

But I. G. had formulated the clauses of the Jasco firm in such

a way that it remained in sole control of important results of
experiments and research financed largely by Standard Oil. In
practice, I. G, could send her experts to the laboratories and
pilot works ofJasco. They were paid by Jasco, but remained in

the service of I. G. Farben. They conducted their research and
experiments with the materials and money of Jasco. This was
done quite in accordance with the clauses of the agreement signed

by Standard Oil. For the text of this agreement expressly stated

:

“Technical employees, executives and specialists in the

employ of the parties will be assigned to perform services^

connected With the work of the Joint Company while remaining
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employees of the parties respectively, and the joint company
will reimburse the party in question for the reasonable co$t to

it of the services so rendered. Technical employees of the

parties performing services for the joint company will in all

cases be bound by contract to assign their inventions to their

respective employers to the end that such inventions may be
brought within this agreement, to the extent to which they

come within its terms, by the employer/’

I. G/s synthetic-rubber strategy in America was clear: The
patents it controlled were to be used in order to delay the

development of an independent synthetic-rubber industry in

America until the Third Reich had gained a major victory in

Europe and was acknowledged as the new^ master of the world.

Then the patents could be used in order to make America’s

synthetic-rubber industiy^ a sub-branch of the new German
world monopoly No. i : synthetic rubber.

Standard Oil apparently hoped to become the junior partner

in the new world monoy^oly, for it was willing to guarantee to

1. G. “a 25 j)er cent overriding royalty first paid to I. C. before

the pro rata sharing of returns. Also L G. has the deciding voice

on policy questions with reference to their own inventions/* ^

Standard Oil, we may assume, did not realize the full conse-

quences for this country of giving a Nazi concern a “deciding

voice” on a matter of such great military importance. Otheiwise

the Jersey corporation might have opposed the monopoly claims

of the German trust. It might have aroused public opinion or

have asked the U.S. government to enact measures against the

threat of a Nazi synthetic-nibbtir monopoly.

Standard Oil, on the other hand, was apparently afraid of

arousing public interest in the m^'Steries of synthetic rubber. For
then the rubber companies and automobile manufacturers and
other competitive interests could have insisted on measures which
would have made it impossible for any single corporation to

control the new industry. The “substantial minority” share

which Standard Oil was granted from I. G. Farben might have

become valueless. Standard Oil preferred to keep silent.

Such an attitude was also in accordance with (Expectations of a

major Najjsi victory. Thus we can understand acts which appear

today as major miscalculations. This refers in particular to the

1 “Extract from Executive Committee Memorandum*^ of Standard Oil of
New Jersey of April 4, 1938.
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insistent efforts ofStandard OiJ, first, to maintain the ‘'good wilf*

of I. G. Fai'ben by one-sided services for the German trust

;

second, to attempt to prevent the rise of independent or competi-

tive synthetic-rubber production
;
and third, to believe that

L G. would finally fulfil its obligation to hand over the secrets

of synthetic rubber and a full report on the experiences of

German I. G. plants. The following letter of Mr. Howard,
written to one of the leading executives of I. G., speaks for itself:

'Frankfurt a. M.
Gruneburgpl atz

,

Germany.

''April 20, 1^38.

“Dear Dr. ter Mccr:
“I acknowledge with thanks your letter "of April 9th,

Dr. Hochschwender and myself will do our very be^st to keep

the situation here under control so that we will have an
opportunity of making the most favourable arrangement and
of securing for your process the recognition which we all desire

for it,

“1 wish you early success in your negotiations, and hope
especially that, without w^aiting for final conclusions on all of

the (tuestions involved, you may be able to grant us the

authority to proceed in a preliminary way with the rather

lengthy discussions here which must be had with the various

interested rubber companies preparatory to organizing them
into a co-operative group.

. . My view is that we cannot safely deday the definite steps

looking towards the organization of our business in the U.S.

with the co-operation of the people here who would be the

strongest allies, beyond next fall—and even to obtain this much
dtday may not be too easy.

“With best regards, I remain

“Very truly yours,

“Frank A. Howard.”

Later, when testifying under oath before the Truman Com-
mittee, Mr. Howard made it clear that through the Jasco
Company, Standard Oil had to follow the instructions of

1 . G. concerning production of synthetic rubber in the United
States.
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“The patents \ve:re iissigned to an American corporation,
Jasco, subject to the control ofthe originator of the patents as to

the exploitation of those patents in the United Stales, and sub-
ject to a 25 per cent overriding royalty to him. That meant
tliat while the patents were owned by an American corporation
in which we were an equal shareholder with the Germans, the
control of what to do about those patents was in the hands of
the Germans, who had a five-eighths net interc^st, we having
only a three-eighths net interest in the patents. We therefore

could not do anything in the way of either licensing or using
the patents ourseh^es or creating any industry here under them
without the consent of the German 1 , G. TJiat was the trade.''

Buna

Mr. Howard asserted bedore the Truman Committee that

Standard’s Development Company, together with I. G., had
spent plenty of money cjn exj^eriments Ibr the development of the

new synthetic processes.

“Our . . . function was to try tu develop under our own
direction but partly with their moiu'y in the United States a

process of making the necessary raw material, butadiene, from
oil, cheaply enough to give the product some hoj)c of commer-
cial success here. From 1931 on, we were engaged in that task,

spending our money on it, and their money also, in the United
States, and in the meantime they wxre carrying tlie burden
of experimental development and research on the actual poly-

merization of the ruljbcr in Germany.”

This testimony referred to the research and experimental work
of Standard. The final experiments, howwer, w^ere done in

Germany. The strange arrangement was explained by Mr.
Howard as some kind ofsacrifice by I. G. Standard Oil “unfortu-

nately” was unable to obtain the results of the “burden of the

experimental development and research on the actual poly-

merization in Germany” from I. G., when these results were
needed in America at the outset of this w'ar.

Several years had passed. Standard was still experimenting

while I. G. was building plants in Germany for mass production

of synthetic nibber. Nobody in America knew how far these

plants were a success, what synthetic rubber cost to produce, and
which processes were particularly suitable to mass production.



When the Farbeii chemises left Standard’s laboratories and
returned to the Reich they took with them valuable results of the

research done at American ‘‘pilot works”. Standard Oil was left

with the text of the patents which were registered in Washington*

They were readily available to anyone who wanted to see them.

But Standard Oil executives did not possess the “know-how” or

the missing links ofthe process vital for actual production . Though
to be valid a patent must describe each necessary step in order to

accomplish the result claimed, these details can be—and often

are—given in such general terms that the patent is useless except

to the person possessing this all-important “know-how”.
It must be emphasized that I. G.’s act in withholding the

“know-how” w^as in violation of the spirit and in violation of the

text of the agreement between Standard Oil and I. G. Fhe
Farben trust openly declared that the secrets ofGerman chemical

production could not be revealed, nor their experiences with
synthetic-rubber production, though they had been to a great

extent the result of experiments in America for which Standard
Oil had paid its share.

Mr. Howard showed full understanding of the obligations

which the German chemical trust had toward the Nazi govern-

ment in Berlin, acknowledging the fact that these obligations

had to be fulfilled though they were in conflict with the con-

tractual obligations between the two companies.

Even in 1935 L G. Farben had informed Standard Oil that

“the Hitler government docs not look with favour upon turning

the invention [Buna synthetic rubber] over to foreign countries

because of military expediency”.

Only in 1938, three years later, did Mr. Howard complain of

the delay or reluctance of I. G. in turning over the synthetic-

rubber processes—the “know-how”—to the jointly owned enter-

prise in America. He had relied on the patent monopolies of
I. G. But the longer production was delayed, the more the value

of these patents decreased. For several American companies had
made great progress in independent manufacture of synthetic

rubber. Thus Mr, Howard, in a report to the Executive Com-
mittee of Standard Oil, “deplored the fact that the German
government’s restrictions on I. G.’s freedom of action have pre-

vented our making material progress in the American field,

particularly as there is some indication that the American rubber
companies are making independent progress”. Therefore Stand-
ard Oil, in 1938, became more “insistent”.
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“At our insistence,’* stated Mr. Parish, early in December,
1938, “Dr, ter Meer, head of I,G.’s synthetic-rubber development,
came to the United States and arranged with five leading rubber
companies for an experimental programme for manufacturing
tyres with synthetic rubber”. Dr. ter Meer returned to Germany,
leaving behind promises for an early start of synthetic-rubber

production which at that time was already in full swing in the

Reich,

In a cable of October 16, 1939, after the outbreak of the war,

Mr. Howard again asked I. G. for the technical secrets of Buna
production. The only result of this demand was the answer of

I. G., sent by cable:

“Referring to your question with respect to technical

information about Buna, we have to inform you that under
present conditions we will not be able to give such information”.

Hence, at the outset of this war Mr. Howard was in a very

embarrassirig situation indeed. For many years Standard Oil or

Jasco had left it to 1 . G. Farben to develop synthetic-rubber

processes. After the outbreak of war Mr. Howard had negotiated

the transfer of the rubber patents to the sole ownership ofJasco.

Thus the danger for both Standard Oil and I. G., that during the

war the patents would be declared “enemy property”, was
averted. They were now owned by a hundred-per-cent American
company, which Jasco had become. But Standard Oil did not

yet know how to produce synthetic rubber efficiently.

Mr. Parish confirmed the fact that I. G. did not comply with its

obligations.

“
1 . G. fell more and more under the control of the German

government—or perhaps as the German government itself

drew nearer to the war—there was an apparent reluctance to

respond to further requests for information on these [synthetic

rubber] subjects.”

Standard Oil finally started its own independent research, and
was quite surprised to find out “that we [Standard Oil] had even

more knowledge than we realized, and that our technical staff

had the ability to fill in the gaps in the information more readily

than we realized”. In other words, the research staff of Standard

Oil in America had never been wholly dependent on the secrets

and experiments of I. G.

I. G. obviously w^anted a delay in America’s synthetic-rubber
'
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production until the war had been won by the Third Reich.

Then there would be time enough for the construction of sub-

sidiary production of synthetic rubber in America under joint

control of I. G. -Standard Oil. The New Jersey corporation, on
the other hand, realizexl the danger of the growth of competitive

synthetic production in the United States. In war-time patent

rights cannot effectively be used to prevent or unduly delay the

construction of a new industry.

Great efforts were made by Standard Oil to gain control of the

new synthetic industry on the basis of an agreement with the

leading rubber companies, l^hese were the most important

consumers of synlhetic rubber. If they went into production

themselves they had distinctive advantages as producer-con-

sumers. There wer<‘ enough independent oil producers from
whom raw material for synthetic rub}>cr production could be
purchased. Furthermore, other raw materials are suitable for

mass production of synthetic rubl)cr, too—for instance, grain.

It is plain that Standard Oil would have lost another market for

its oil unless the new synthetic-rubber industry could be brought

under control of the oil industry.

It was, however, Du Pont which devclpped the first com-
mercially sucoessful synthetic rubber. Costs of pioduction for it

(Neoprene), however, arc relatively high, and the new material

was of interest only to consumers who needed Neoprene because

of qualities missing in natural rubber. B. F. GoodricPi, a promin-

ent company in the rubber industry, also developed an indepen-

dent process.

During the autumn of 1941, when the possibility of an acute

rubber shortage was already visualized, Standard Oil plants

apparently could not yet start mass production of synthetic

rubber. Rubber and chemical companies, on the other hand,

were willing to invest in the new industry, and applied for a
licence from Jasco. These were offered the release of the pro-

cesses by Jasco, as if this company knew how to make synthetic

rubber on a rnass-produedon basis. These negotiations were a

“delaying action”, intended to bring the rubber industry under
permanent control of Standard Oil.

The “general plan” of Standard Oil was the formation of an
enterprise financed by the rubber companies but controlled by
Standard Oil.

Mr. Howard, in an inter-office memorandum of Standaixi Oil,
* revealed the reason that is “holding us up” :
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“The thing that is really holding us up, however, is not the
lack of a plan either from Goodyear or ourselves, but the

inability of our German partners to obtain permission of their

government to proceed with the development in the United
States”.

Then Goodrich appeared on the scene with its own synthetic

rubber. Standard Oil claimed that its patent rights had been
infringed and began suit.

Thus two years after the start of the Second World War,
Standard Oil was still trying to utilize I. G. patents in order to

prevent Goodrich from manufacturing synthetic rubber. (Good-

rich claimed that it had developed different processes in its own
laboratories. But Mr. Howard cabled to I. CG. in Berlin in

October, 1941, asking the Nazi trust for assistance against

(Goodrich. The text of the cable is an interesting revelation of the

intimacy of the relations between Standard Oil and I. (G. and the

apparent willingness of both to co-operate for the protection of

each other’s interests.

“Gable Oct. 22, 1941, from Howaid to I. G. Farbenindustrie,

Ludwigshaferi on Rhine, Germany.

“PC Seventeen Ja SCO has filed suit against the B F Goodrich
(Gompany and Hycar Chemical Company, its affiliate for

infringement of the following US Patents 1 864 naught

78191 167219357331938 , . . stop In connection with this suit

please send us copies of the German patent applications

exactly as they were filed in the German patent office on which
those US patents were based stop The copies should be

certified by a US Consul stop Assume you have the original

US patent grants not necessary to forward these to us stop

Goodrich has proceeded with unlicensed commercial produc-

tion of Buna type synthetic rubber claiming product is its own
independent development stop It is important for us to know
with dates which Goodrich representatives visited your plants

what they saw and what information you gave them.

Drawohaf.”

Thus a peculiar situation arose. America was openly backing

the Allied Powers. Pearl Harbour was only two months ofi'.

Synthetic rubber had become one of the most important war
materials. Yet Standard Oil attempted to force Goodrich to stop

manufacture of artificial rubber. Even after Pearl Harbour, the
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legal action against the expansion of synthetic-rubber production

outside the realms of Standard Oil still was pending, until the

Department of Justice interfered. Finally, in a consent decree,

Standard Oil temporarily agreed to renounce its monopoly claim

during the war and for six montlis thereafter.

The Future of Butyl

The future of synthetic rubber will be greatly influenced by the

discovery of Butyl at the laboratories ofJasco. Standard Oil has

claimed that Butyl will solve the problem of how to produce a

standardized, cheap synthetic rubber in great quantities.

According to a Standard Oil statement, ‘‘Butyl rubber was the

outgrowth of research conducted, first co-operatively and then

separately, by the German I. G. Company and Standard in an
effort to find a way to vulcanize a rubber-like product called

VLstanex, which had oi-iginated with the I. G. Company. Standard
discovered that by adding a minute percentage of another
ingredient and changing the process there could be produced a

^true rubber capable ofbeing vulcanized.”

When the process was discovered somewhat before the present

war, some Standaid executives were doubtful whether they

should forward their own synthetic-rubber secrets to I. G. while

they were not informed on the experiences of the German
synthetic-rubber industry. Mr, Howard, who was at that time
again visiting Europe, wrote after his return from a.meeting with

“the I. G. gentlemen in Berlin” to Standard Oil headquarters in

New York that full information on Butyl and any other processes

should be sent to Berlin without delay. Mr. Howard was appar-

ently aware that this procedure might arouse opposition. He
therefore urged his friends in Standard Oil to consider his letter

--.which we publish below—as “confidential”.

^^Confidential

“Ix)ndon, 15th March 1938.

“Mr. R. H. Russell,

N.Y.

“Dear Bob,
“At my meeting with the I. G. gentlemen in Berlin on the

Buna question, it developed that very rapid strides were
being made in all phases ofthe Buna development, and there is

even a prospect that this development will very soon stand on its
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own feet economically in competition with natural rubber
under manufacturing conditions and costs in the U.S. . . .

“In view of the very genuine spirit of co-operation which Dr.
ter Meer displayed, 1 am convinced that it is not only the right

thing to do but the best thing from every standpoint to pass on
to them full information on the copolymer at this time. I do
not believe we have anything to lose by this which is com-
parable with the possible benefits to all of our interests.

“With best regards, I remain
“Youi's very truly

“Frank A. Howard.”

While I. G. or the German government was “reluctant” to

send technical information on synthetic rubber to Standard Oil,

the latter was anxious not to lose the opportunity for the formation

of a new private monopoly, and therefore continued to hand
over full information on Butyl rubber to the Third Reich.

“Standard Oil failed”, however, according to a statement of

Thurman Arnold before the Truman Committee, “to disclose full

information as to Butyl rubber to a representative of our Navy\s
Bureau of Construction and Repair.” Mr. Arnold quoted a

letter taken from the files of Standard Oil

:

“Some time ago we received a rather detailed report on the

preliminar)^ work carried out by the Navy’s Marc Island

Laboratories on the evaluation of the three synthetic rubbers

submitted to them, Le., Buna-S, Perbunan, and Butyl rubber.

Last week Mr, Werkenthin of the Navy’s Bureau of Con-
struction and Repair in Washington spent the day with us

here at Bayway to discuss the Mare Island Laboratories results,

and to get some first-hand information on the compounding
and general handling of these synthetic rubbers.

“Mr. Werkenthin was particularly interested in ascertaining

how far we had proceeded in the development of Butyl rubber.

, . , Because of the possible application of Butyl rubber to

some of the Navy’s requirements, Mr. Werkenthin had been
instructed also to look into the manufacturing process. You
will recall that I took up this question with you before his

arrival. As agreed upon, I took Mr. Werkenthin over to the

‘K’ plant when it appeared that I could hot very well steer his

interest away from the process. However, I am quite certain

that he left with no picture of the operations other than that a
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considerable amount of distillation and refrigeration is involved

in the handling of the light hydrocarbons^ and that refinery

gas rather than straight butadiene is the raw material.”

The attempt of the German government to prevent even
experimentation in synthetic-rubber production in the United
States for commercial use and to keep its own technical experi-

ences a secret would have beeen alarming to the American public

if these facts had been made known. Such a revelation would
certainly have made it difficult for I. G. to continue the policy of

broken promises. But Standard Oil followed a policy of silence.

Even during the second year of the war Mr. Howard thought it

important to avoid any criticism of the I. G. or of the Nazis, and
to wait patiently for Berlin’s “permission” to start production of

synthetic rubber in America. Mr. How^ard’s letter of April 30,

1938, is remarkable for the manner in which he stresses the

“loyalty” that Standard owed to I. G.

:

“Until we have this permission [from Germany], however,
there is absolutely nothing wc can do, and we must be
especially careful not to make any move whatever^ even on a

purely informal, personal, or friendly basis, without the consent

of our friends. We know some of the difficulties they have,

both from business complications and interrelation with the

rubber and chemical trades in the United States, and from a
national standpoint in Germany, but we do not know the

whole situation, and since under the agreement they have full

control over the exploitation of this process, the only thing

we can do is to continue to press for authority to act, but in the

meantime loyally preserve the restrictions they have put on us.”

From the mere busine^ss point of view Standard Oil seems to

have acted against its own interests. Why should it give away a

valuable process to I. G. without a quid pro quo? Why did Stan-

dard Oil fail to use the new process at least as a bargaining object

—for instance, in order to compel I. G. Farben to hand over the

“know-how” of its German synthetic-rubber production?

Mr. F’arish explained to the Truman Committee that the Butyl

process was and is valueless for Germany; for the Reich has not

sufficient crude oil from which Butyl can be manufactured, and
therefore I. G. would be unable to make use of the new process,

^ “While the Butyl rubber was recognized by us from the

beginning to have commercial possibilities, it had no value to
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Germany’s self-sufficiency programme because the main raw
material for the manufacture is isobutylene, which comes
liom oil refining and which is not available in Germany in

the large quantities necessary. The same thing is true of

Italy.”

But is the Butyl process really without practical significance

for the Third Reich? Our answer cannot be the same as that of
Mr. Farish ifwe assume that Butyl really is important as a cheap
substitute for natural rubber. For the German shortage of crude
oil does not exclude the possibility that the strategists of the Third
Reich may use some of their surplus crude oil in Rumania for

production of Butyl rubber. The German shortage of oil is to a

great extent a transportation problem. Only 50 to 60 per cent of
the Rumanian output of crude oil can be transported to Central

or Western Europe under present conditions. Thus a great deal of

Rumania’s oil production would be superfluous unless it is

possible to relieve the strain on the transportation system, for

instance by consuming more oil in Rumania itself and by
improving the transport facilities. Both can be done if the Nazis

construct Butyl mbber plants in Rumania itself. Then the

surplus oil which would otherwise be useless for the Reich’s war
economy could become the raw material for the manufacture of

synthetic rubber. Such a Rumanian rubber industry would be of

immense value, especially for the Eastern and Southern Armies
of the Third Reich and for the efficiency of German planes. It

seems certain that the skilful experts of the “New Order” will not

miss the opportunity to produce Butyl in Rumania, especially

because such a plan can be xealized relatively quickly. Therefore
Standard Oil’s explanation of the one-sided transfer of war-time
production secrets to I, G. has no real foundation, and a better

explanation must be sought.

Standard Oil’s voluntary surrender of the Butyl secrets to I. G.
becomes understandable only if there was a desire to secure the

good will of the German chemical trust in the expectation that

after the war collaboration would continue.

It is not yet ce^aiii whether Butyl is the solution of the problem
of cheap synthetic rubber. Experience in mass production of

Butyl is still lacking. Yet it probably is an important step forward
in the new industry.

The method of production of Buna-N and of other speciality

rubbers is, under present conditions, relatively complicated and
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expensive. A manufacturer of such a synthetic rubber made the

following calculation (in a statement to the author)

:

“Natural rubber costs about 20 cents a pound. Of course,

we do not know how far costs of production will be reduced if

we really go into mass production and make 50,000 or 1 00,000
tons of synthetic rubber instead of a mere 2,000 or 5,000 tons.

“An Airplane Company, for instance, voluntarily returned

$17,000,000 to the Navy because they found out that they had
manufactured the planes at a third of the costs of production

they had calculated. They had based their calculation on their

experience in small-scale output. They had no experience in

mass production. Before the w^ar they did not dare to go into

this venture. They only did it when they got mass orders from
the Navy, Thereafter they themselves were surprised at the

extent to which costs declined when they worked on a ten times

larger scale than before,”

Butyl, in particular, can be produced in great quantities at

relatively low costs and without complicated processes, as Mr.
Howard himself stated

:

“At the present time the raw-material cost for Buna rubber

is supposed to be perhaps 15 or 16 cents a pound, maybe a little

higher than that. The raw material cost for the Butyl rubber

probably is not more than 3 cents a pound. The manufacturing

cost ofthe two is, roughly, the same. The difference is, however,

that the Buna rubber has been developed to the point where
Buna is really a satisfactory substitute for natural rubber for

heavy duty
;
that is, for a real tyre that will run just the same

as natural rubber tyre. The Butyl rubber, despite our hardest

efforts, has not yet got to the point where it will stand hard
punishment. Therefore you have got to accept it as a light-duty

tyre, not suitable for heavy service work.”

It seems that the real costs in mass production will be below this

estimate.

The quality ofBuna is still far superior to Butyl. Yet for a long

time Stahdai^ Oil has understated the technical possibilities 6f

Butyl according to the view of many experts. Far fewer experi-

ments have been made with this material than with Buna. Before

and after Pearl Harbour, “for more than a year, Standard has

known that Acushnet [Process Company] had quickly and



successfully solved the problems of rapid vulcanization and
adhering Butyl to metal. There is no evidence that this knowledge
was ever passed to the rubber companies which tested Butyl

tyres.

The strategy of Standard Oil was to delay the development of

the Butyl process in America, according to Robert Hunter of the

Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice. Standard Oil

had offered to. issue licences for the Buna patents (production of

high-quality and relatively expensive synthetic rubber) to all

rubber manufacturers. At the same time information on the

possibilities ofButyl production was withheld in order, apparently,

to divert the interest from the new material.

Overwhelming evidence has been supplied by Mr. Hunter in

support ofhis contention that Standard Oil pursued a particularly

intricate policy toward the rubber manufacturers. They were
offered a chance to participate in the development of the Buna
type of synthetic rubber. They were to finance the Buna plants.

At the same time, the Butyl process was kept a secret. It is

apparent that Butyl was to be the big stick which Standard Oil v

wanted to keep in reserve to whip the rubber manufacturers into

line. The rubber comf)anies would have found out too late that

the owner of the Buna patents was in possession of another patent

permitting the manufacture of a cheaper synthetic rubber which
could undersell their product.

The superiority of Butyl over Buna from the mere cost point of

view was known to Standard Oil as early as 1938. E. V. Murphree,
of Esso Laboratories, wrote to Mr. Howard on August 19, 1938:

^‘CJonsidering the rapid progress which is being made in

improving the properties of the copolymer, and considering

the raw materials from which it is made, it is my feeling that

it [Butyl] represents a more promising material than the I. G.

Buna, although it has not been tested nearly as thoroughly, I

have written to you previously pointing out the desirability of

tying up with some rubber company in order to carry this

development along more rapidly. I still feel that such an
arrangement is very desirable.”

It is reported that the Butyl experts of Standard Oil were and
still are “enthusiastic” about the possibilities of the new material,

but they also felt disappointed with Standard Oil because at that

time it did not heed their suggestion to experiment with Butyl at

an American rubber plant. H. W. Fisher, manager of the



Commercial Department of Standard Oil, wrote to Mr. Howard
on May 5, 1938:

“Dr. Frolich and I both concur in the opinion that we have
reached a stage in the development ofcopolymer where it would
be very advantageous to be able to establish contact with one
or more of the major rubber companies. Phil Young advises

me, and Dr. PYolich concurs, that w^e have filed sufficient patent
applications on the manufacture of the material and on the

major ustis so that we can feel free, from a patent point of view,

in presenting this material to outsiders, at least in a limited

way.’

Again, on June 22, 1939, R. P. Russell, Vice-President of

Patents Development Company, a subsidiary of Standard Oil,

wrote to Mr. Howard

:

“I have talked this matter over with Messrs. Fisher, Hopkins,

and Murphree, and I think we are all agreed on the following

:

We ought to be working vigorously with a U.S. tyre manu-
facturer to explore the possibilities of application of our
various copolymers for applications in the tyre business."”

Mr. Howard refused to concur with this request of his own
experts who did not sufficiently understand his strategy. During
this period only I. G. and Nazi rubber manufacturers were
enabled by Standard Oil to experiment with Butyl.

When war in Europe broke out, practical tests with Butyl had
not yet been made in America. It was already certain that Butyl

had a great future, but it was impossible to state how far infantile

diseases of the new material would withhold it from practical use.

On March 7, 1940, during the second year ofthe present war in

Europe, Mr. Howard still advised the Executive Committee of

Standard Oil “to hold off some time longer on any disclosure of

Butyl rubber” as “our natural course”.

A full year passed without any further action, despite the

announcement of Standard Oil’s own experts that Butyl was
sufficiently developed to be tested by American tyre, manufac-
turers. Finally, onJune 3, 1940, an agreement was made with the

Firestone Company to experiment with a few Butyl tyres. On
the following day, W. S. Farish, president of Standard Oil,

notified the American public for the first time about the discovery

of Butyl,
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Again months passed without any further action being taken to

promote the synthetic material, although it had become a strategic

war material. Finally, three months after the announcement by
Mr. Farish, the construction ofa Butyl pilot plant was taken under
consideration. Mr. Howard mentioned such a project at the

meeting of Standard Oil’s Executive Committee on August 6,

1940. He said, according to an inter-ofHce memorandum, that

‘'it would be his preference that we [Standard Oil] not invest

any considerable sums in the manufacture of Buna rubber,

but give such aid and advice as might be helpful. He [Howard]
preferred, in view of the greater possibilities of our interests in

Butyl rubber, to advise the Cjommittee that we are considering

building a plant to manufacture 10,000 tons per annum of

Butyl rubber, l)ut that if the Government would be interested in

giving protection to the extent of 5^^ per pound to the whole
rubber field, our interests might be willing to construct a plant

to manufacture up to 30,000 tons of Butyl rubber per annum
on a five-year contract basis.’’

The project for a small Butyl pilot plant was later again post-

poned. “With the permission of the Committee we [Standard

Oil] should, however, like to hold these plans for the 30,000 tons

Butyl project in reserve for the time being”, wrote Mr. Howard
on October 7, 1940, to the chairman of the Synthetic Rubber
Committee at the Advisory Council to the Commission of

National Defence,

Mr, Farish finally reported to the Truman Committee that

“at the present time, April 1942, the rubber companies know
how to make Butyl rubber tyres which will last as long as 10,000

miles when used on passenger cars which are operated at less than

35 miles per hour”.

The competitive position of Butyl against Buna can be derived

from the following calculations of Standard Oil experts. A plant

fot^the production of 300 tons of rubber daily or 109,000 tons

annually would require an investment of $49,600,000 if the Buna-
S process is applied, compared with $23,600,000 for the Butyl

process. Buna-S can be produced for 14.4 cents a pound, Butyl

for about 7 cents. Outstanding experts like Mr. Houdry are

convinced that synthetic rubber can actually be produced at a

cost of 4 to 5 cents a pound.
An astounding conclusion can be drawn from the above cost

figures: Synthetic rubber is already competitive with natural
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rubber. This fact was not fully revealed in the estimated costs of

production which Mr. Howard communicated to O. P. M.
According to his inter-office memorandum ofJanuary 16, 1942,

Mr. Howard advised O. P. M. that the costs of production of

Butyl must be estimated at 15 cents a pound, one and a halftimes

more than the cost figures of Standard Oil experts. A few weeks
later Standard Oil found out that the production of Butyl would
cost much less than it had previously announced. Production
could be doubled without additional outlay of fixed capital, thus

reducing the discrepancy between official and real costs of

production.

It is technically possible to start mass production of synthetic

rubber, in particular of Butyl, within a few months. The only

condition is that refineries which are already in existence be

utilized. Ofcourse, construction ofnew plants as projected by the

oil companies which were members of the international oil cartel

(G. R. A.) would delay production for at least fifteen months or

even two years. Many independent manufacturers and experts

have raised the question why the quicker and cheaper way for

mass production of synthetic rubber was not followed when the

synthetic-rubber programme was laid down. A number of

independent oil manufacturers were prepared to initiate such a
project. At the begining of 1 942 they supplied convincing evidence

that they were able to start production ofsynthetic rubber within

six months, involving only relatively small outlay of capital and
little use of scarce materials. Refineries already in existence were
at their disposal. First-rate experts sponsored the plan, yet it was
rejected. The impression prevailed that Standard Oil did not

want any “outsiders” to manufacture Butyl. No licence for

Butyl had been issued eight months after Pearl Harbour.
According to the testimony of a leading independent oil manu-
facturer from Texas, the scheme of Standard Oil is “to get the

Government to build as defence plants—^which Standard wotild

havti a right to buy at greatly depreciated value after the w^

—

catalytic plants which will produce the highest priced Butadiene
during the war (taking fifteen months to two years to build) but
which arc easily converted into extremely satisfactory gasoline

producers”.

We have not dealt here with what to many agricultural states

seems to be of paramount importance—how to use the crop
surplus ofgrain for production ofalcohol and ofsynthetic rubber.

Secretary of Agriculture Wickard announc^ that “about
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80j000,000lDusheis ofwheat or corn would be required to produce
200,000,000 gallons of alcohol, which in turn could produce
220.000 tons of butadiene. This would xnake approximately

240.000 tons of synthetic rubber,” The 8oo,ooo-ton synthetic

programme provides for only one plant where industrial alcohol

is to be used for manufacture of rubber. The factory is under the

management of Union Carbide & Carbon, one of the leading

chemical corporations.

The hearings of the Gillette Committee have dealt with

technical possibilities for production of alcohol and rubber from
grain. It should in future be possible to utilize national crop

surpluses in new industrial processes and for synthetic production

of rubber, and in this way contribute to solving the supply

problem for synthetic rubber and high-octane gas. The synthetic

oil and rubber processes may thus initiate a new' integration of

industry and agriculture.

Standard Oil asserted before the Truman Committee that the

co-operation between I. G. Farben and Standard Oil in the field

of rubber and other synthetic processes had not impeded, but,

on the contrary, advanced the knowledge about the new processes

in America. Therefore Irving Lipkowitz, member of the Anti-

trust Division of the Department of Justice, commented in his

testimony

:

“Standard Oil ought to tell this Committee whose idea it

w'^as to dismantle the plant [Baton Rouge] at tliat time. Also,

what steps were taken then to dispose of the plant without

.
dismantling; why, in any event, it could not have remained

intact a little while longer, considering the fact that it had been
standing idle for 4^ years, before September 15, 1939.

“At Baton Rouge, research had been conducted by a Jasco

staff wliich was composed of both Standard Oil and I. G.

Farben people. But in Germany, 1 . G, Farben conducted its

research without the direct participation of Standard Oil

technicians, the results of such research w^ere available to

Standard Oil only in so far as I, G. Farben saw fit to report

them. ... In that connection, it is significant that Standard

Oil cautiously qualified its reference to the progress being

made in Germany with the phrase, *so far as we know’.”

The story of the experimental pilot plant of Jasco at Baton

Rouge is especially illuminating. Several million dollars were

invested in this plant because I. G. Farben originally believed that
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acetylene was the best raw material for synthetic rubber.

Acetylene is the initial starting compound for the production of
acetic acid. Standard Oil needed huge quantities of this acid,

and used the Baton Rouge plant to make it, starting with acety-

lene.

The results were apparently disappointing from the viewpoint
of synthetic rubber. But acetic acid has astonishing qualities. It

is basic material for many other synthetics—rayon, safety photo-
graphic films, several types of plastics, paints, lacquers and
varnishes, materials of strategic importance for a Avar economy .

Frank A. Howard prided himself on the j^rogress of work in the

Baton Rouge E plant.

“We believe that the Baton Rouge E project has a good
chance of turning out to be the lowest-cost acetylene producer
in the world. We propose to put this E project into definite

commercial form within the next few months by enlarging the

plant into a 20 or 30 ton per day^ acetic acid plant.”

Standard Oil wrote to the Western Cartridge Company on
January 30, 1936, that “we believe our process for making acetic

acid and hence for making acetic anhydride is the cheapest

existing process”.

During several years important experimental work was done
at the Baton Rouge plant. It was of great strategic importance.

Yet in 1939 it was decided to discontinue this work. The decision

was executed after the start of the war in Europe.

This successful pilot plant was closed and dismantled, the

Department of Justice charged, in accordance with a request of

I. G. The German trust insisted it had discovered that the cheap
production at the pilot plant was “disturbing the market” and
was impeding another company, Union Carbide & Carbon
Corporation, with which I. G. Farben did not want to compete.

In reality, however, an agreement had already been worked out

with the latter company, according to which Union Carbide
would market the output of Baton Rouge. Nevertheless, in spite

of amazingly successful work at Baton Rouge, production and
research halted. The valuable and costly experiences were
apparently thrown away. Jasco had paid the bill for this “experi-

ment”. It was, however, not quite useless, for I. G. Farben had
built another factory in Germany, bigger than the Baton Rouge
E plant, but according to the same model and applying the

methods which had been derived from the experiences in Baton
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Rouge. This happened over two years after Hitler had come to

power in Germany, just at the beginning of the armaments race.

Later, during the sixth year of Nazi rule in Germany, the

German-Swiss electrical concern, S. A. Brown, Boveri & Cie.,

was interested in the manufacture of the above synthetic product,

and obtained a licence fi-om I. G. Farben for the construction of
Browm, Boveri plants in Germany. Designs and sketches for a new
factory, largely based on the experiences of the Baton Rouge E
plant, were handed over to the German firm. Then Allis Chal-

mers Manufacturing Company, an American firm, also wanted
to take advantage of these experiences, and applied for licences

and technical assistance. The answer was a flat “no’’. I. G.
Farbenindustrie wTOte on November 25, 1938, from the German
headquarters to an 1 . G. representative in Baton Rouge:

“Allis Chalmers Manufacturing C’^ompany had approached

Brown, Boveri, Mannheim, wdth a view to obtaining designs

and sketches about the rectifier plant. B.B.C. has refused to

grant Allis’ request. We agree with you that such designs must
under no circumstance be handed over to Allis Chalmers.”

The I. G. agent answered along the same lines to his superiors

in Frankfurt a. M. (Germany)

:

“It seems to me that there is Jess likelihood that B.B.C.

Mannlieim will impart to competitors of ours the experience

gained in conjunction with us than there would be in the case

of Allis Chalmers, with which company neither Standard nor

I. G. has so far had close business relations.”

Standard Oil was quite aware of the important results and of

the great possibilities of further w'ork in Baton Rouge. It did not

w^ant to shut down and dismantle the plant. When, however,

I. G. Farben “expressed the opinion” that the work in Baton

Rouge should not be continued. Standard Oil granted this

request, the Department ofJustice says.

The following cable of Mr. Pickardt, representative of I. G. in

Baton Rouge, addressed to the Nitrogen Division of I. G. in

Germany, dispelled any doubt

:

“Standard suddenly proposed not to stop operation of the E
plant, but to continue operation. . . . We expressed the opinion

that in the interests of Jasco and I. G. it was not justified

to continue operation of the E plant in the present form.”
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At a later date another representative ofL G, Farben indicated

that the work started in Baton Rouge shotild be completely

discontinued. Otherwise the results of the work would have to

be made available to Jasco and Standard Oil, and this was to be
avoided. ITie following letter makes this clear:

‘‘Dr. C. L. Brown,
Baton Rouge.

“Dear Dr. Brown,
. . You will note from Dr. Hochschwender’s letter

[Dr. Hochschwendcr was one of the leading execuUyes of

Ghemnyco, I. G.’s agency in America] that the I. G. has done
some work on this [acetic anhydride] and that he is to get

further information. Dr. Hochschwendcr does not feel for the

present that Jasco should do any work on this problem. Since

any work we would ordinarily do would come under the Jasco
field, I suggest that we abandon the problem for the present.

“Very truly yours,

“E. V. Murphree.”

Officials of Standard Oil, testifying before the Senate Patents

Committee, denied that the Baton Rouge plant was closed

because of I. G.’s orders. They said it had proved a failure and
that plans to dismantle it had been made before the war.

Standard Oil’s experiences with Baton Rouge did not diminish

its interest in the Jasco partnership with I. G. The grip on the

patents which prevented any other firm from working in the

same field sustained the belief that Jasco would eventually be in

control of something bigger than synthetic production of raw
materials for photographic materials or lacquers, namely of

synthetic rubber.

Only later historians will be able to write the full inside story of

synthetic rubber, of the G. R, A., of Jasco, Standard Oil, and
I. G. Farben. We have pointed out basic facts which reveal the

impediments to the rise of synthetic production. We shall now
have to leave this sphere and devote our interest to ottier materials

which are also pivotal for total war and for the new industrial

revolution.
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CHAPTER XIV

LIGHT METALS

Close examination of a captured Nazi armoured car led to

results that surprised the experts. A heretofore unknown metal
alloy had been used for the construction of this car. It was ex-

tremely light, and yet as strong as the best steel. This discovery

may have given a clue to the apparent mystery of how Nazi
motorized forces were able to extend their radius of activities far

beyond what had been expected.

Many miscalculations would have been avoided if the new
possibilities opened up by light metals had been more carefully

studied in America. They were explored to the utmost in Ger-
many, where large-scale experiments with new alloys made of
light metals had been made before the war began. The construc-

tion of the I o,ooo-ton warship Graf Spec (sunk early in the war)
largely relied on use of light metals. Submarines are apparently

able to leave Germany with a greater load of fuel than is possible

for submarines constructed in England or America.

Production of light metals was in special favour in Germany.
Anton Luebke, a Nazi expert on German war economy, boasted

in his book, The German Raw Material Miracle^ that the Third
Reich had defeated the foreign world even before the war started.

One of his arguments was the fact that Germany had become the

main producer of light metals.

“Today [1939] Germany is the biggest producer of light

metals in the world. . . . In 1933 German production equalled

the total output ofFrance, Norway, and Canada, and amounted
to about 50 percent of the total output in the United States.

In 1935, however, German production was four times the

French production, six times the British and Norwegian produc-

tion, foTir times the Canadian production, and 16,000 tons

bigger than the output in America.”

But in the field of light metals the Third Reich had reached an
even greater superiority over the rest of the world than the above
figures indicate. In the United States, production of light metal?

was limited almost entirely to aluminium. But aluminium is only

one of the light metals, and the heaviest of them at that. There
are other metals and alloys which arc lighter and as strong as, or
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even stronger than aluminium. I’hese alloys contain magnesium
and beryllium. In the Third Reich, magnesium has been used in

the manufacture of aerial bombs, telephone switch parts, en-

graving plates, and various instruments.

Mr. Luebke claimed that on the eve of the Second World War
Germany was producing almost three-quarters of the world out-

of magnesium—over four times what was produced in America.
According to his report, the Reich produced 21,000 tons of mag-
nesium in 1937, compared with 5,700 tons in 1933. These figures

are considerably higher than estimates published by the United
States Bureau of Mines. According to the latter's figures, Ger-

many produced 19,000 tons ofmagnesium in 1940 against 1 2,080

tons in 1 937. But even the Bureau ofMines came to the conclusion

that in 1937 Germany had 61 per cent of the world production of

magnesium, compared with only 10 per cent in the United States.

In 1940 Germany still had a share of over 50 per cent, against a

share of 14 per cent for the United States.

With respect to beryllium production, Germany held an even

more dominant world position than in aluminium and mag-
nesium. Beryllium is the king among the light metals, and it i?

relatively cheap, for it is derived from raw materials that occur in

great abundance all over the world. Aluminium is about one-

third as heavy' as steel, magnesium is about 50 per cent lighter

than aluminium, and beryllium is the lightest metal in the atomic

table, though beryllium alloys have a hardness with whiefi no
other metals can compete.

I'he revolutionary changes in technique made possible by light

metals can scarcely be exaggerated. Giant stratosphere planes can

be manufactured which will weigh less than a small double-seater

of today. Mammoth tanks may be moved with the ease ofa racing

auto. Tooling machines will become simpler, lighter, arid less ex-

pensive. New possibilities for decentralized manufacture arise,

simultaneously increasing industrial efficiency. These technical

changes may sound fantastic today. They have, however, already

start^. Total war threatens defeat for those who do not make use

of them. Even the victorious Power will have to pay a high price

for any unnecessary delay in the development of light metals.

“As a matter offact,’’ stated Mr. Andrew J. Gahagan, president

of the Beryllium Corporation, “we could write the history of the

world in terms ofmetallurgy. The iron deposits in England made
it possible to produce iron cheaply, and made the industrial revo-

lution. The development of steel made trains possible; the de-



velopment of beryllium alloys is going to mean new and improved
types of motors, telephone instruments, airplanes and a thousand
and one changes in our life.”

The Reich had subsidized extensive research work on the new
technical possibilities opened up by light metals. Nazi victories

in international automobile races were largely the result of such

improvements. German automobiles running in international

races were equipped with beryllium-nickel valve springs. Yet
Germany had touched only the mere beginnings of these techno-

logical developments. Natural conditions are as favourable, or

even more favourable, for other countries, in particular for

America. It has been calculated that 3,45 per cent of the earth’s

crust to a depth of ten miles consists of magnesium. It can be ex-

tracted from sea water (0.14 per cent). In Germany it is largely

manufactured from by-products of the potash industry (brines).

In the United States salt brines can be extensively used as raw
material. Technically, it would have been easy to produce the

new material here in even greater quantities than in Germany.
How was it possible that the United States did not even reach the

German level of production and was less [prepared for using the

new material than the Third Reich?
All three light metals in which Germany had the leading posi-

tion at the outset of the war were, in the United States, subject to

patent monopolies which prevented or curbed the expansion of

the new industries, and these monopolies were to a great extent

related to Nazi interests.

America’s aluminium industry was dominated by one single

enterprise, Alcoa (Aluminium Company of America). Its spokes-

man expressed the view at the beginning of the war that the

capacity of the industry ensured sufficient supplies of aluminium
even in an emergency situation. A year later aluminium had be-

come one of the scarcest strategic materials. Every scrap of alu-

minium had to be collected. Alcoa had completely miscalculated

the potential demand for aluminium and was unprepared for the

sudden need for more production. Was this accidental, and have

the underlying reasons which held up the development of the

industry in the past been eliminated?

Alcoa’s control of America’s aluminium industry relied on the

possession of patents as well as on the ownership of raw-material

resources. It owns extensive bauxite mines in Arkan^ and in

South America. A comparison with the structure of the German
aluminium industry is illuminating. The latter also is under con-



troi of one enterprise, the government-owned Vereinigte Alu**

miniumwerke (Velag), It formerly manufactured aliuninium
mainly from bauxite imported from Hungary". The expansion of

the German aluminium industry during the late * thirties was,

however, based on new or modified processes enabling Velag to

utilize cheaper and more accessible domestic raw materials—for

instance, alunite and even clays. These processes are also exten*

sively used in Japan. In America, however, such an expansion of

the aliuninium industry did not occur. How can we explain this

fact? Did Alcoa fear that such an expansion would r^uce the

importance of bauxite and make it easy for competitors to enter

the industry without owning bauxite deposits?

Thurman Arnold stated before the Patents Committee

:

“To Alcoa\s monopoly, the use of the processes covered by
those patents would have been disastrous, for its monopoly is

basically a monopoly control of bauxite resources
;
its control of

processing arid fabricating facilities would have been much
easier for a competitor to challenge. As a result, when a poten-

tial competitor appeared in this country with the Haglund
patents for making aluminium from something besides bauxite,

they finally reached an agreement with him on a very remun-
erative basis. He received, I believe, about a million dollars and
employment as a consultant at a fancy figure. The process

never went into production
;
and Alcoa only recently was refer-

ring to the processes as ‘experimentar, although we are^ in-^

formed that Italy has had them in production since 1928J*

Under war-time conditions the government has provided for

financing a number of aluminium plants. It seems, however, that

the influences which formerly curbed the rise ofthe industry have
not vanished. The Chief of the Aluminium and Magnesium Sec-

tion in O, P, M. was Arthur H. bunker, a dollar-a-year man who
receives an annual salary of sixty thousand dollars from the Leh-
man Corporation, an investment trust that has been, and prob-

ably still is, a stockholder ofAlcoa. Frank Eichelberger, president

of Kalunite, Inc., bitterly complained before the Truman Com-
mittee that despite the national emergency his compaity was un-
able to proceed with the construction of aluminium plants where
new processes which are unpopular with Alcoa were to be used.

Mr. Bunker told the Truman Committee that he had no specific

knowledge ofthe experiences in Germany orJapan on production
of aluminium from clay or other raw materials besides bauxite*
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He said, ‘‘You could make aluminium fix>m clays, and you could
have a great many headaches doing so’’. What are these “head-
aches”? To this question he was unable to give an answer because
Alcoa had not operated a pilot plant where the nature of the
“headaches” and the possibilities of getting rid of them might
have been studied.

According to Dr. Landis, an expert quoted by Mr. Bunker,
Germany was producing only 3,000 tons of aluminium from
clays, “different in their nature from the clay with which we
had to deal”. This figure does not seem to be accurate, or at

least it is outdated. The sites which were chosen for new alu-

minium plants in Germany indicated that production from clay

was greatly extended, though Germany never w^as in desperate

need of an Ersatz for bauxite. It always could rely on the bauxite

deposits in Hungary and other neighbour countries. It seems, on
the other hand, that Alcoa has never really investigated why
American clay should be so different from clay in Germany.
The aluminium industry can be expanded relatively quickly

because a great variety of raw materials may be utilized, and
only a relatively small number of experts are needed for a single

plant. Such an expansion of the industry would make it impos-

sible for Alcoa to maintain its monopoly control after the war.

Serious charges have been made that the war-time expansion

of the aluminium industry has been held up as a result of Alcoa’s

efforts to preserve control of the industry. Paul J. Raver, Admin-
istrator, Bonneville Power Administration, for instance, testified

before the Truman Committee aboxit the vain efforts to utilize

favourable natural conditions in the North-w^est for the construc-

tion of aluminium plants independent of Alcoa. The project pro-

vided for “the availability of qualified plant managers and super-

visors, outside of the Aluminium Company ofAmerica. Reynolds

Metal, for example, has certain facilities for training additional

men.” According to I. W. Wilson, vice-president of Alcoa, only

a dozen supervisory officials had to be trained experts, but Mr.
Cortesi and Mr. Jones, then of O. P. M., with whom the project

was discussed, insisted on using no one except officials of Alcoa in

managerial posts, according to the testimony of Mr. Raver, The
project was rejected because Alcoa had declared that it could not

spare any personnel.

The post-war struggle for private monopoly already throws dark

shadows on war-time plans. This point was stressed by Mr. Raver

before the Truman Committee on August 23, 1941. He said:
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‘‘Alter the war emergency is over and production for defence

is curtailed, the Government plant or plants will presumably
stand idle, unless the private concerns take them over and run
them. In other words, these Government plants will be real

war babies after this emergency, unless they are now designed

and planned, in their installation, in such a way as to enable

private capital to take them over and continue to operate

them after the war emergency is over.

“From a monopoly point of view, it seems to me that if we
had several plants out here [Portland, Ore.], operated by inde-

pendent operators, we have a much better chance of those

plants continuing in operation after the emergency is over than

wc do if the entire operation is under the control of the present

monopoly that controls that business in the United States, . . .

If the Aluminium Co. control the entire aluminium production

in the North-west, it will be their choice, when this emergency
is over, as to w^hat plants will continue in operation, and the

Government, not having developed any other operators, will be

at their mercy in that decision.”

According to Mr. Bunker, testifying before the Truman Com-
mittee, there will be in future five operating companies in

America’s aluminium industry'' (Alcoa, Reynolds Metal Corpora-
tion, Union Carbide & Carbon Corporation, Bohn Aluminium
and Brass Corporation, and Olin Corporation), instead of two
as at the beginning of the war. But among these five companies
Alcoa remains in control of the greater part of the industry. It is

unlikely that the other four companies will engage in a price-

cutting competition among each other and against Alcoa.

The facts on magnesium are even more revealing than those on
aluminium.
This metal, that is cheaper and lighter than aluminium, was

originally developed in America. At the end oCthe First World
War at least eight American firms were producing magnesium and
selling it at a price of $5.00 per pound. Two years later the new
industry was controlled by only two enterprises, one of them the

American Magnesium Corporation (A. M. C.), a subsidiary of

Alcoa since 1919^ the other the Dow Chemical Company. The
firms were competitors. As a result the pqce fell from $5.00 to

$1.60 in 1920 and 55 cents in 1927, compared with 20 cents for

aluminium. Then A. M, C. and Dow stopped competition, and
came to an understanding according to which A. M. C, discon-
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tinued production of magnesium and agreed to purchase mag-
nesium it needed from Dow. According to charges brought by the
Department of Justice against A. M. C., Alcoa and Dow had
agreed that the price for magnesium was always to be one-third
higher than the price for aluminium. This clause made sure that
no real market would be created for magnesium. Alcoa feared
that its investments in aluminium would suffer 1‘rom competition
with magnesium. Such an arrangement could become effective

only by having ascertained that foreign—in particular, German

—

producers would not take advantage of the high price schedules

for magnesium and export to America. Thus a situation again
arose where an American corporation utilized the aid of German
interests in order to protect its American monopoly. The result

was a drastic curtailment of production.

Norman M. Littell, Assistant United States Attorney General,

stated in a lecture before the Indiana State Bar Association

;

“And so it is that with a productive capacity in the aluminium
industry inadequate to meet the numerous demands of the ex-

panding airplane industry, we are also simultaneously con-

fronted with a limited capacity for the manufacture of mag-
nesium, the only competing metal ! This is all the more appall-

ing when it is realized that of the sources for magnesium, brine

deposits and magnejsitc are plentiful in this country.”

In Germany the government was the main producer of alu-

minium, while magnesium was supplied mainly by I. G. Its mag-
nesium business in the Reich was quickly expanding. The price

was not higher than that ofaluminium. Only in the United States

was magnesium much more expensive than the older light metal.

In 1928 Alcoa was in contact with I. G. about an agreement

which was to protect the monopolistic market control in this

country. As a result, S. K. Colby of Alcoa wrote to Walter vom
Rath, leading executive of American I. G., the United States

subsidiary of I. G. Farben, on January t8, 1929:

“Confirming our several conversations regarding the desir-

ability of an entente cordiale between our respective companies,

but more particularly referring to the possibility of a mutual

interest in the manufacture ofmetallic magnesium to which the

Dow Chemical Company of Midland, Michigan, must be a

party . .



The final result of these negotiations was the formation of the

Magnesium Development Company (1931), in which Alcoa aiid

I. G* pooled their magnesium patents. At that time the primary
interest of I. G. was to strengthen the rise of its private world
empire and to obtain a permanent monetary return from the

American magnesium monopoly. At the same time it was also*

interested in keeping America’s production of the lighter-than-

light metal on a low level, thus weakening the competitive

strength of all American manufacturers. Magnesium Develop-

ment Company never intended to produce magnesium- It 'was

only a patent-holding company. Dow Chemical Company, which
also held some magnesium patents, was the only firm that was
granted a licence. A special agreement with Dow provided, how-
ever, for restrictions of production and of sales. The maximum
capacity to which Dow was allowed to extend its magnesium
plant was 6,000 tons a year. This stipulation was still effective in

1940, when German production of magnesium was estimated at

60,000 to 75,000 tons, or over ten times the maximum capacity of

the industry in America. Dow had also carried out the obligation

on which I. G. Farben especially insisted, not to export mag-
nesium to any European country, except 150 tons to a British

customer of Dow—and, of course, Germany. The Reich pur-

chased a great part ofDow’s magnesium output, so that American
industrialists had little opportunity to become acquainted with

the properties of magnesium.
Alcoa and I. G. were wholeheartedly co-operating in the joint

enterprise in order to restrict the growth of the industry. I. G.’s

policy was clear: the less magnesium produced in America, the

greater the military strength of the "ITiird Reich. But why did

Alcoa fall in line with I. G.’s policy?

America’s big aluminium supplier apparently feared that alu-

minium and bauxite interests would depreciate if magnesium be-'

came an important light metal. The relative cheapness and
greater effectiveness of magnesium would certainly have com-
pelled Alcoa to reduce the price for aluminium, if the two light

metals had been competitive, but this competition was suppressed

before it started. Aluminium was a young industry compared
with the old-established iron and steel plants

;
yet it had already

created vested interests that sought to protect their stake in the

aluminium industry by preventing the rise of a new rival, mag-
nesium.

The Magnesium Development Company was an important key
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position for I. G. and the Third Reich in America, Did Alcoa
realize the peculiar character of its partnership with I. G.?
M. D. C. was one of the most important sources of information
for the Nazis on war production in America. One of the leading
experts of M. D. C, was Heinz Menking

;
he was employed in

accordance with a suggestion of I. G., at a salary negotiated by
the latter. Mr. Menking was an especially trusted Nazi party
member whose correspondence with I. G. was signed with “Hcil
Hitler”. Nazi experts or ‘^engineers” often came to America, and
Mr. Menking oi* M. D. C. arranged visits for them to American
aircraft plants, which were the main customers for magnesium
alloys.

In J 934, when the first preparations for the new German arma-
ments programme under Hitler were being made, Mr. Menking
was requested by his superiors in Berlin to send a special report

revealing the uses of magnesium in American aircraft engines.

Mr. Menking prepared and sent his report on March 15, 1935.
This work, which was financed and supported by M. D. C., wa.s

ofgreat military importance
;
it tabulated with German thorough-

ness all parts of particular engines fabricated in the United States

from designated magnesium alloys, and mentioned in particular

seven American concerns. Mr. Norton, vice-president ofA. M. G.,

made sure that this report was sent out as “extremely confiden-

tial”, because, as he wrote, “it is customary in the U.S.A. never

to use information of this sort in publicity without the written

approval of the company whose product is mentioned”. This

approval was, of course, never asked for.

President Harvey of M. D. C. wrote in a letter of October 20,

1936, to his Los Angeles sales manager, W. C. Lynch:

“We are not particularly keen to ask for [War Department]

permission [for Menking to visit aircraft factories], inasmuch as

it would throw into the open the fact that Mr. Menking is a

German citizen and in our employ.”

After Pearl Harbour, Alcoa, Dow, and M. D. G. temporarily

renounced their control ofmagnesium patents, after having signed

a consent decree. But “a reasonable royalty might be charged

after the present emergency”.

The least-known light metal, beryllium, may have the greatest

fature. Mr. Andrew J. Gahagan, president of the Beryllium CSor-

poration and the Beryllium Corporation of Pennsylvania, a sub-
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sidiary, reported at the hearings before the Ti-uman Committee
how he and his associates w^ere trying to develop beryllium. They
began with independent research in this field when they dis-

covered that a little-known company, the Metal and Thermit
Corporation, had already applied for the corresponding patents.

Thereupon Mr. Gahagan approached this company in order to

obtain a licence for the production of beryllium. The negotiations

with Dr. F. H. Hirschland, president of the Metal and Thermit
Corporation, lasted over three years. Finally Mr. Gahagan found

out that the Metal and Thermit Corporation was not the real

owner of the patents. It was only holding them for Siemens and
Halske, Germany’s biggest electro-technical concern.

Mr. Gahagan then travelled to Berlin, where he experienced

further surprises. Siemens & Halske had txansferred the patents

to the Heraeus Company in Hanau, near Frankfurt-am-Main.

Financed with government money, Dr. Erich Rohn, a former

member of the German Army Staff, for which he did most of his

experimental work, *^has the most wonderful metal-working plant

at Hanau, the equivalent ofmany millions of dollars in this plant,

and equipment that will produce alloys, that I [Gahagan] don’t

believe can be duplicated anyw'here else in the world”. Mr. .Gaha-

gan finally took over the American beryllium patent rights. But
his production of beryllium remained at so low a level that beryl-

lium is still almost unknown in America. It seems that in this case

the original German owner of the patents, after a delay of years,

was willing to give away patent rights to an American company
which w^as not extremely potent financially and therefore could

not exploit the patent rights on a large scale.

Mr. Gahagan told the Committee that the patent rights had
not been used against the few competitors who also started pro-

duction of beryllium because he “didn’t want to create a sales

resistance”. But he also hinted that in future other producers
would have to expect suits for infringement of his patent rights-

The contrast betw^een Dr. Rohn in Hanau, who, closely related

to the Army Staff, was supplied with almost unlimited funds, and
Mr. Gahagan was strange, as the latter was an individual business-

man seeking a licence which he could exploit only on a small

scale.

This, in brief, is the story of light metals in America. It makes
clear why the proud words of Dr. Luebke, the Nazi expert, on
German supremacy in this vital field were no hollow boast.
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CHAPTER XV

GENERAL ELECTRIC AND KRUPP

THERE IS something fundamentally wrong with American in-

dustry,” wrote an expert of Krupp, Germany’s cannon king, dur-
ing the second year of Nazi rule in Germany, when the Third
Reich began to prepare for total war. At that time Krupp made
an investigation of the war preparedness of foreign countries and
their ability to convert their industries from peace to war-time
production. Dr. E. Ammann, Krupp’s expert, studied .one par-

ticular angle : cemented tungsten carbides. This metal alloy had
been known for over ten years. It did not revolutionize tech-

niques, as did synthetic processes. Its immediate effects were,

however, ofeven greater importance, for it increased the efficiency

of the old industrial technique. The new material was a great

success because of its extreme hardness. Tools the edges of which
were filled with the tungsten alloy worked belter and longer, In

the same manner it improved many other instruments and im-

plements essential for warfare.

The “magic of tungsten carbide’' is due to its hardness and to

''the fact that it has a melting point of about 2,800 degrees centi-

grade”, wrote Fortune in January, 1942. The article continued :

‘‘These two properties make it so far superior to high-speed

(tungsten alloy) steel as a cutting edge for machine tools that

there is hardly a basis for comparison. In many machining

operations substitution of tungsten carbide for high-speed steel

multiplies the rate of production at least 500 per cent. And
Germany retained unquestioned leadership in the use of tung-

sten carbide after the Armistice, even though Krupp licensed

other producers throughout the world. Britain, France, and

the U.S. were sluggish about retooling, and it is estimated

that in 1 938 Germany had twenty times as much tungsten car-

bide in use as in the LT.S. This—according to many experts -

is one of the great secrets of German rearmament. Theise ex-

perts also think that without tungsten carbide it would have

taken the Reich twice as long to achieve half the results. Fur-

thermore, fragments of shells picked up on various battlefields

indicate that Germany is using tungsten carbide for projectile

tips and even may have developed a superior lightweight

armour plate consisting ol thin layers of carbide and steel.”



The report which Dr. Ammann submitted to the Krupp execu-

lives revealed to what extent America and Germany had at that,

time made use of the new material

:

“It is striking that the United States, in spite of having the

most important iron-working industry and excellent cemented
carbides at its disposal, is employing cemented carbides only

to a very modest extent.”

Consumption of cemented carbides per unit of produced steel

w'as twenty-two times greater in Germany than in America. The
situation was even more unfavourable lor the United States if we
take into consideration the fact that “scarcely 5 per cent of the

entire turnover in Germany is used for drawing dies, while in

America about 35 per cent is used”. Dr. Ammann added :

“It must be said that American industry certainly had time

and opportunity enough to check on the advantages and the

economy of cemented carbides in American factories during
the ten years since cemented carbide w^as invented. The highly

.developed American machine-tool industry surely was in a

position to provide the necessary machinery. If cemented car-

bides were introduced generally American domestic production

of tungsten would be sufficient to cover the entire tungsten

requirements of the American machining industry.”

During later years the situation did not become more favour-

able for America. By contrast, German industry took full advan-
tage of the invention. It began to use the alloys to harden steel,

and made large-scale experiments and
.
special installations in

order to take full advantage of cemented carbides. At the same
time the material remained almost unknown in America except

among experts and a few large corporations which, because of its

high price, bought the material only on a limited scale. In Ger-
many the price was declining from about $45 a pound, at the

time when the above report was written, to less than $40 when
the war broke out. In America the price was raised from $50 to

over $450 a pound, and only later reduced. At the beginning of

the war the price still was at least five times as high as in Germany.
As a result, the efficiency ofmost American industries was below

the level of German industrial efficiency and the quality ofmany
war materials was inferior to that of corresponding Geman pro-

ducts. Furthermore, German industrialists had acquainted them-
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selves thoroughly with the new product over a period of almost
twenty years. America was more or less lacking in this knowledge.
It was relatively easy to increase production ofcemented tungsten
carbide. It, therefore, is now used by many factories and for

various purposes, especially in machine tools, in shipbuilding, in

plane and motor-car factories. Within two years Americans con-
sumption of this important material has risen more than fifty

times. It would, however, be false to conchide from this fact that

we are dealing only with things of the past if we raise the ques-

tion: Why was there such a delay in the development of this

material in America? For it is impossible to find out the possi-

bilities for effective use of this material within two years, after

having neglected research or experimentation for twenty years. It

would seem that these studies should be made by all the varied

enterprises w^hich can contribute their experiences. There is,

however, only one cnteiprise at present in the United States

which has more or less monopolized this .work : the Garboloy cor-

poration, a subsidiary of General Electric. It has succeeded in

supplying America with greatly increased quantities of cemented
carbide and it has organized a technical service which teaches

or facilitates the use of the new materia). How far does this work
correspond to its potentialities? How far is America now keeping

pace with corresponding developments in Germany? This ques-

tion cannot be answered reassuringly because of a past the con-

sequences of which have not yet been eradicated.

How was it possible for America to have remained backward
in the field of tungsten alloys for so many years ?

Krupp, the German armaments concern, was in control of

basic patents for the manufacture of this material. But this case

is quite different from the story of I. G. Farbcn. Krupp did not

make use of the patent in order to prevent production in other

countries. It was willing to issue licences as a matter of strategy

and to be satisfied with the royalty payments. This policy derived

from very practical considerations. Production was not compli-

cated, and could easily be started by competitors. The basic

materials were, then as now, available in great quantities in most

countries ofthe world. And finally, the patents Krupp held would

have been declared invalid if they had been brought up before

the court. This was the conviction of all experts, and for this very

reason the patents were never tested—because such a decision

would have made it impossible for any producer to monopolize

the new product.



The Krupp firm itself was sceptical about the value of its

patents and did not believe that it would be possible to mono-
polize such an important material in America, where the control

of such a strategic key position by a foreign enterprise would
arouse powerful opposition.

Mr. laisk of (British) Thomson Houston wrote to Mr. Minor,
president of International General Electric, on December 23, 1935.

“We are as satisfied as one can ever be in connection with

any patent question that the Krupp patent is thoroughly bad
and that their action against us has no chance of succeeding.

As I have explained, however, on a number of occasions to the

Osram ^ people, and as I have also explained to Krujjps, we
do not wish to sec their patents declared invalid, and we have
been prepared to do anything which was reasonable to avoid

this.”

The foreign policy of Krupp w^as decided by one of its leading

executives, Dr. Alfred Klotzbach, who worked in close co-opera-

tion with the German Army Staff'. One of the advantages which
Krupp had over other German business enterprises w^as its inti-

mate tie with the supreme military leaders in Germany, who were

accessible to the Krupp executives without the red tape of the

Party bureaucracy, Krupp got a free hand from them concerning

the exploitation of the American patent rights for tungsten alloys

because of the conviction that competitive production could not

be decisively curbed anyhow^ Dr. Klotzbach was greatly aston-

ished when he found that from the narrow commercial viewpoint

it was profitable to refuse licences in America and to curb export

sales to this country. This peculiar situation arose because Gen-
eral Electric and its subsidiaiy, Carboloy Inc., sought the assist-

ance of Krupp in order to gain sole control of the industry.

Thus a situation arose which is quite unusual even in the history

of monopolies, where many strange events have come to pass.

General Electric decided to acknowledge the patents of Krupp
because they could be used to prevent competition in America.

Krupp received royalties and special payments for a guarantee

that the German armaments trust would not encourage produc-

,

tion of this strategic material in America. During the armaments
boom, when the entire German production of tungsten was

^ German corporation, large-scale manufacturer ofelectric articles, especially

bulbs.



needed by Germany herself, Kiupp was compensated by General
Electric for a promise not to export cemented carbide to America.
According to the agreement with the Krupp firm, Carboloy

had the right to fix the price at which all importers and producers
were to sell cemented carbide in America. Carboloy could suc-

cessfully carry out this policy because, however shaky its patents,

there were no competitors in the tungsten carbide field who
dared to pit their modest forces against the financial might of
General Electric in a long and cosily court test. When finally

Carboloy had reached the position where it was almost the only

producer, the “absurdly high price'’ was reduced.

Thus Carboloy gained a position in America where it could

dictate the price for the new material. The few competitive pro-

ducers were squeezed out by raising the price to such a high level

that the demand for the material sharply declined and made the

production unprofitable.

In 1928 the parties that signe^d the agreement visualized a price

in America of $50 per pound. But Carboloy first fixed the price

at $453 a pound, 50 per cent more than the then price for gold.

Between 1930 and 1936 the price was kept at about the same
level. Then it was reduced to $200, with special rebates for some
individual purchasers (Ford and General Motors).

Even Krupp protested against the price increases

:

“We cannot be satisfied with the present prices
;
according

to German concepts they must be considered as illegal usury

and the American public opinion seems to be quite similar.

These prices constitute practically a hindrance to our import

and are for this reason against our contract. Kindly wire us

proposals concerning much lower prices.”

Mr. Merrill, a research engineer employed by General Elec-

tric’s “Works Laboratory”, wrote to the executives of General

Electric about a situation which was mystifying to him : a sales

price of several hundred dollars per pound, while the basic

material costs only $6.25. There are no special difficulties in

the manufacture of carboloy.

“A great deal of mystery has surrounded the production of

this material since its inception. As a matter of fact, it is just

about as complicated as making a good grade of concrete for a

sidewalk: Grind up material, pass it through a mesh, put a
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certain percentage of binder widi it, press it into a cake and
bake it.”

Mr. Merrill also pointed out the absurdity of fictitious prices

:

“With the absurdly fictitious prices which are being main-
tained for carboloy tips, were they to put on enough of this

material to machine steel, they would of course sell much less

than they do at present, which to my way of thinking is just

negligible. Another absurdity in the present hook-up is in the

milling machine operations: A good-sized milling cutter of50 to

60 teeth wdth the necessary amount of carboloy to do a good
job costs the customer approximately as much as a new milling

machine to drive the cutter. These are a few of the high spots

in the present situation.”

Mr. Merrill did not understand that Carboloy wanted to keep
consumption of tungsten at a low level—as a matter of policy.

At this stage of Garboloy’s struggle for an American monopoly
the war broke out. The Krupp executives tried to liquidate their

foreign, assets and to capitalize on their claims for royalties from
Carboloy. Krupp always acted in accordance with the policies

of the Nazi government. It expected a war situation with the

result that America would not leave Nazi assets untouched.

G. E.'s representative in Germany wrote, on December ii, 1939,
the following letter to the American mother company

;

“Our friends at the Osram company informed me yesterday

that Krupp would be interested in capitalizing the royalties

now being received from Carboloy. In other words, they would
like to sell us exclusive rights under these patents until 1943^
with non-exclusive rights under the same patents thereafter. In
this connection, Dr. LouLs has asked for an appointment with

rrie in Zurich where We shall both be next week. They are quite

anxious that the Krupp name be kept out of any correspond-

ence particularly telegrams that might reach improper hands
and therefore I shall refer to them in the future either as the

European licensors under Carboloy contract or simply as Dr.

Louis. . . *

“P.S. Since writing the above I have received your message
through Mr. Minor also talked to Dr. Louis and Mr* Sefrur-

mann.
“They will now make us a proposition based on extending
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the contract to 1952 and our making a lump sum payment for

all hard metals—no matter what patents we use. I may get
this next week and shall telegraph it to you at once.’*

Thus we see almost a icpetition of the policy of Standard Oil

by another big American corporation. Garboloy’s policy in

general was openly based on an association with Knipp which
left control of all markets outside America to the Nazi firm. Dur-
ing the second war year Carboloy still made great efforts to pay
Krupp royalties for the allegedly invalid patents. Furthermore,
reports were sent to the Krupp representative in Switzerland indi-

cating the amount of tungsten produced or sold in America. This
report was an important source of information for the German
government on America’s capacity to produce armaments.
The Carboloy case exploded only by accident, as the result of

the complaint of a manufacturer, Mr. Firthe, who wrote to the

Federal Trade Commission on January 25, 1940:

“Our licensor is the Carboloy Company, Inc., of Detroit,

Michigan, a subsidiary of the General Electric Company.
“These cemented carbide tools and dies are a most essential

requirement of munition and mass-production manufacture.

Our present costs show that we should be able to sell at far

lower than the present prices. Large quantities of this material

are now being manufactured in Germany, England and France,

many times the total production of the United States. This situ-

ation is in our opinion brought about by the unreasonably high

prices at which we are compelled to sell and by the very unfair

scale of discounts which make it difficult and in some cases

impossible for the small user to use this material. In many csises

these prices are from two to three times what we consider a

reasonable price to smaller users. We do not complain of the

net prices brought about by the large quantity discounts to large

users, but we do complain that we are not allowed to extend a

relative discount based on true costs to the smaller user.

“We trust that some action can be taken soon as we have no

wish to be a party to anything which might be construed as an

unfair trade practice.”

Then the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice

started an investigation of cemented tungsten carbide, with sur-

prising results.
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Only after Pearl Harbour were relations broken off. The inter-

national tungsten agreements could no longer be maintained.

Garboloy had to stand on its own feet. It had the advantage of

being the only American firm which was prepared for immediate
increase ofproduction ofthe strategic material. Thus the domestic

position of Garboloy has become stronger than ever before. It

controls 8o per cent of the industry during the third war year,

compared with 6o per cent at the beginning. How will this posi-

tion be used in the future? Will this material—in war-time—find

such a widespread application that more producers will enter the

industiy? Or will Garboloy become the dominant world power
in the field of tungsten alloys? Garboloy has already become the

supplier of foreign countries which formerly were dependent on
German deliveries and which, as part of the United Nations,

have now to be supplied by America.

What happened to the shaky Knipp patents on tungsten car-

bide? Have they been turned over to General Electric on the

basis of a private understanding between both companies, or

are they in the hands of the American government’s custodian for

foreign properties? Mr. Zay Jeffries, president of Garboloy, who
ought to be especially interested in this question, gave a mystifying

answer to the Patents Gommittee

:

Ghairman: “Krupp had made some assignments of patents to

American firms at or about the time the war broke out. Were any
number of patents assigned to your concern?”

Mr, Jeffries; ‘T do not recall what the most recent one is,

but they sent some patent applications to us during the latter

30’s.”

Ghairman: “Did any of those assignments occur after the out-

break of the war in September, 1939?”
Mr. Jeffries: ‘T cannot say. That is, I do not know. But I

can say this. There has been no patent application ofany moment
that has come frpm Krupp in recent years.”

Have Krupp patents been transferred to Garboloy after the

outbreak of war, and under what conditions? Tliis question was
left without an answer by the president ofGarboloy, which gained

control of the industry by strangling pre-war production with the

help of shaky Krupp patents.



CHAPTER XVI

PLEXIGLAS AND PLASTICS

Has the “Iron Age” come to an end? Arc we today entering

the “Age of Plastics” ?

It is not yet certain how far plastics will supersede iron, steel,

(^her metals, cement, wood, and other natural products. Plastics

li^ave, however, already proved that they can replace wood, iron,

gvlass, porcelain, and many other materials. The finished products

Have completely new qualities which pave the way for radical

clhanges in the technique of manufacture and in construction

v'^ork. They also make it possible to eliminate much complicated

lachinc-tool work, replacing it by simplified machine casting,

lit is technically possible to extend the capacity to produce

plkstics within a short time. 'I’heir development to date must be

cAnsidereid only as the first step towards a new technical world

wyith practically unlimited possibilities.

When the war broke out production of plastics was still at an
fembry’oriic stage, yet patent monopolies and international cartels

•already curbed further expansion. They made it impossible for

r outsiders to compete with the small number of privileged pro-

ducers, wdth the result that production or extension of the

capacity to produce plastics was progressing only slowly before

the new industry had reached the mass-production stage.

Private monopolies, in particular those controlling plastics, arc

an important factor in total war. German corpotations, which

held basic patents for plastics of strategic importance, tried to

concentrate the,development of the new pnxluction in Germany.
They issued licences only under conditions which kept production

abroad at a low level.

The typical case is Plexiglas, a new material with almost

miraculous qualities. It is a glass-like plastic that does not splin-

ter
;

it can be sawed or carved like wood and can be treated like

soft metal. It is, therefore, greatly increasing the efficiency and

safety of military airplanes; cockpit enclosures, transparent

bomber noses, gun turrets, windshields, etc., may be made ofPlexi-

glas. When the war began, German planes were already equipped

with the new material. There was and still is only one company
in America that produces Plexiglas—Rohm and Haas, Inc., of

PhiladelphLa.

This concern, as was brought out at hearings of the Truman
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Committee, was in close association with the German firm of
Rohm and Haas A. G., which held the basic patents. The Ameri-
can and German firms had a world monopoly on Plexiglas, with

an agreement on a division of the world market which made Ger-

many the sole supplier ofthe new kind ofglass for Europe, Africa,

and Asia (excluding Japan).

The German firm was not allowed to sell Plexiglas in America.
It reserved for itself, however, the right to export finished article^

to all countries, including the United States and Canada. In 193!''}

Imperial Chemical Industries of Great Britain also received a
licence under similar conditions.

A special agreement with L G. Farben obliged the latter not tf >

manufacture Plexiglas or a similar product, while Rohm am 1

Haas agreed not to use their patents for the manufacture ( )f

articles which would be competitive with I. G.

This clause presented handicaps to important new technic al

developments. The basic material for the manufacture of Plex i-

glas is methyl methaciylatc, a synthetic product that can also b e

utilized for production of artificial rubber, dyestuffs, pharma
ceutical articles, etc.

The members of the Plexiglas world monopoly took great care

to make it impossible for any competitor to enter the new field

ofproduction. Therefore, the patents, it is charged, did not reveal

the ‘‘know-how” of production. They might possibly have been
declared invalid by American courts. But patent agreements in

which Imperial Chemical Industries and Du Pont participated

had consolidated the patent monopoly of Rohm and Haas.

The participants in these agreements were aware that they

might be accused ofviolating American antitrust^aws. Mr. Haas
wrote in a confidential report on a discussion with representatives

ofDu Pont (April 18, 1936)

:

“Copies : Mr. Haas
Mr. Kelton

Mr. Bergin

“April 18, 1936.

“REPORT—Mr. Haas

“E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.—^Mr. Wardenburg called with

their attorney, Mr. Haskell.

“We discussed the whole situation again. They repeated over

and over again that there is not the slightest possibility of the

I. C. I.’s coming into the American market, but du Pouts arc



afraid to write a letter to this efiect because in the case of an
investigation of their firm by politicians, the politicians might
make capital of such a statement, i.e., they might attempt to

point out that the world was divided up between I. G. I. and
du Fonts.'’

American government purchases of Plexiglas included a royalty

of 3 per cent for the German company. Royalty for sales to

Russia wtis lo per cent.

When war began in Europe, arrangements were made to con-

tinue “business as usual” and to enable the German firm to pre-

serve its dominant position during the war. Immediately after

the declaration of war in 1939, the German firm wrote to the

American company instructing the latter to

“deliver the overseas markets which have been reserved for

us . . . the Middle and South American States, Japan, China
and Siam. . . . For the handing over of these markets you
will pay us apart from the regular licence fee, 1 5 per cent on
all sales of Plexiglas to these countries, . . .

“At the time when wc will be able again to sell to the afore-

mentioned countries you wall let us have copies of all the bills,

price arrangements, etc., which are necessary for us in order to

get back into the business again. As far as possible, abide by
the prices which are known to you*.”

Another war-time agreement was concluded with the under-

standing that the American firm give back the above-mentioned

markets to the German company at the end of the w^ar, and even

pay for war-time sales a royalty of 3 per cent up to 25 per cent of

the sales price to Rohm and Haas in Darmstadt,

It is apparent that the executives ofRohm and Haas in Phila-

delphia did not w^ant to make any effort to develop the South

American market; for they expected that the Nazi company
w^oiild again be in control of the South American market after the

war. For the same reason, the contractual obligations for pay-

ments of royalties were as far as possible fulfilled. The German
firm received. reports on sales of Plexiglas in America even after

the enactment of the Lend-Lease Bill.

The reports which the Philadelphia firm sent to Germany on
sales in the United States and Canada served another important

purpose—they enabled the Nazi authorities to ket-p themselves

informed on the progress of the manufacture of equipment for

military airplanes in America.
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chapter XVII

A NEW KIND OF AMMUNITION
INTERNATIONAL

Private corporations which signed international cartel and
patent agreements had to make sure that contractual obligations

would be respected, German enterprises, subject to state regi-

mentation as they were, were especially insistent on guarantees

that conUactual obligations concerning production outside Ger-

many would be strictly fuHilled, Therefore participants in such

international deals had to engage special experts who made cer-

tain that their commeicial activities did not violate the content

or spirit of the international contracts.

A. F. Greene, for Instance, was a particularly conscientious

patent attorney and a key figure in the Remington Arms Com-
pany, one of the biggest peace-time manufacturers of firearms.

New’ contracts being negotiated by Remington Arms w’ere sul^-

mitted to him for approval.

Mr. Greene objected to w’ar-time shipments of ‘^certain revolver

cartridges” which are provided with lead bullets, and of two
million .38 S & W special cartridges to the government of the

Union of South Africa. As a result the sale was cancelled. The
same happened a few months later, when the British Purchasing

Commission again w’anted to buy ammunition from Remington
Arms. 'I'his American firm w-ould have been willing to sell sport-

ing guns for hunting lions in Africa or for shooting ducks in Eng-
land. But it did not permit its guns or ammunition to be used

‘'for military purposes”.

Why this distinction, apparently so strange for a largcrscale

manufacturer of arms? No ethical principles w’ere involved, but

only contractual obligations. Remington Arms had a privileged

position in the American ammimition industry because it held a

patent on tctracene. This chemical compound is used as priming

composition for cartridges or as a veiy successful sensitizer and
combustion initiator. Army men as well as hunters appreciate

the invention of tctracene.

Remington was the official owner of this patent in the United

States, but it did not have a free hand in making use of it because

of an international agreement with the original owner of the

patent, the Rhcinisch-Westfalische Sprengstoff und Dynamit
A. G. (a subsidiary of I. G. Farben)^ The latter showed consider-
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able foresight when it sold its patents on tetracene to the American
company under the condition that besides payment of annual
royalties, no expotls of “any military ammunition containing any
of the priming composition to any of the countries of the British

Empire” were permitted.

'riiercforc, Mr. Greene wrote from the Bridgeport office oi'

Remington Arms on January 23, 1941, in An inter-office letter tc)

the sales manager, D. F. Carpenter

:

“The further sale of tetracene-pi irned ammunition to the

government of the Union of Sotith Africa or to the government
of Canada is most undesirable, by reason of our tetracene con-

tract with Rheinisch-Westfalische Sprcngstolf VVerke”.

In a later letter, on February 10, 1941, Mr. Greene informed
the managers of his firm :

“In the event that the use of tet racene in such non-corrosive

priming is contemplated, attention is invited to the following

recpiirement of our tetracene contract with Rlieinisch-West-

falischc Sprerigstoff Werke

:

“Tetracene priming cannot be used in ammunition sold to

the British government or to any of the countries of the British

Empire”.

Until 1941 the German firm was able to influence foreign sales

of ammunition by Remington Arms. It had a claim on a quarter

of the royalties the American firm received from licensing con-

tracts in America. Even the United Stales government vv^as com-
pelled indirectly to pay royalties to the German subsidiary of
I. G. Farbcn foi the use ofa patent that was owned by an American
company.
When Flitler threatened to invade England, the American firm

continued to fulfil its contract with I. G. These agreements en-

abled the Nazi partner to influence the manufacture and sale of

ammunition across the seas. Yet Remington Aims w^as not a

branch of the German trust. On the contrary, the majority con-

trol was and still is in the hands of Du Pont. Furthermore, there

wme close relations wdth British interests. Remington Arms and
Imperial Chemical Industries of Great Britain wme joint owners
of a Brazilian company, Compania Brasileire de Cartuchosa,

S, A. Thus Remington Arms represented a new kind of ammuni-
tion international, owned by ,Du Pont, in partnership with Im-
perial Chemical Industries in England, yet partially dependent
on I. G. Farben, a great German corporation.
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This strange combination was to be kept intact. When war
broke out in Europe, Remington Arms stuck to the letter of the

law in honouring international agreements between itself and the

corporations for the joint protection of patent rights and market
control. The makers of tetraccne ammunition also expected their

contracts to survive the war. When Great Britain needed Ameri-
can ammunition to meet the threat ofNazi invasion, the American
subsidiary of Du Pont was forbidden by the Nazi trust to sell

ammunition, made in America, to Great Britain. Of course, this

was only in accordance with the patent ngreement between these

private corporations. On the other hand, tctracene is not so

essential for total war as synthetic rubber or oil.

“In fairness to Remington it should be stated vvx' do not be-

lieve that Remington’s agi cement with Rheinisch-Westfalischc

SprcngstolT A. G . not to sell military ammunition containing

tctracenc to the countries of the British Empire has in fact oper-

ated today as a serious impediment to the Allied w^ar effort”

.

(Statement of Allen Dobey, Special Assistant to the Attorney-

General, Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice.)

The history of tctracenc is only one case among many others.

It reveals how, at the outset of the World War II, the lure of

privileged market positions or monopolistic control helped to

establish international ties which played into the hands of the

Nazi dictators.

CHAPTER XVIII

WORLD CONTROL OF MILITARY OPTICAL
IN.STRUMENTS

o NLY TWO enterprises in Germany or America were prepared

to manufacture military optical instruments when the Second
World War started. For other firms which might have entered

this field of precision work would have violated patent rights of

Bausch Sl Lomb (American, allied with Zeiss), or of Zeiss itself

(Gennan). This latter company has a world-wide reputation as

a maker of photographic and optical instmments. Its products

are high-quality and precision goods^ relying for the most part

on extremely skilled labour which cannot easily be replaced.

Therefore, it is difficult to expand production quickly.

The American firm had to pay Zeiss a royalty of 7 per cent for
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the first ten years (then gradually declining) on “total sales in the

military line”. In return, Zeiss had signed the following agree-

ment with Bausch and Lomb : “Both parties shall, in the military

line and in all other lines, where they co-operate technically

within the provision of tliis agreement, exchange their manufac-
turing experience ajid give access to their respective manufactories

to each other's confidential representatives”. Who were the “con-

fidential representatives” who were granted the privilege of close

control of each other’s production? In Germany, Zeiss was of

course in close collal:)oration with the Army and Navy C{)mmand,
and they could send their agents to America to inspect the works
of Bausch and Lomb.

Z(Mss also watc'hed Bausch and Lomb’s business activities in

order to ascei tain that Amei icaii military optical instruments w^erc

sold only on the domestic market. The Amta'ican enterprise was
not allowed to export optical instruments in “the military line”

to any foreign country. This was the. privilege of the German firm.

As a result, Zeiss was well inlhrmcd all over the world on the i}rn-

gress of naval construction and military equipment which de-

pended on the use of complicated optical instruments. It made
quite sure that Bausch and Lomb, on the otlier hand, was ac-

quainted only with conditions on the American market. Other
American enterprises did not enter the restricted field of optical

manufacture.

The “division of the world” a.ssured Zeiss that it always re-

mained in a superior position. The American manufacturer
always had to restrict himself to a fraction of what was produced
in Germany. For the entire world outside the United States was
more or less dependent on Zeiss. The latter company could ex-

tend its industrial capacity to supply the world market, while the

American industry had to limit itself to domestic sales.

Bausch and Lomb was a business enterprise w^hich had to uphold
its patent agreements with Zeiss in defence of its own privileged

position in America. Therefore, the international patent and
price agreements were to remain effective even in war-time.

Bausch and Lomb sent reports of sales to Nazi Germany, though

from 1932 these were not itemized, and Bausch and Lomb con-

tend tliat these lump figures did not disclose the extent ofAmerica’s

armament programme. But even after the outbreak in Europe of

the present war, Bausch and Lomb refused to sell to Britain or to

other foreign governments, without the consent of Zeiss, instru-

ments which could be used for military purposes.
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This international cartel was broken only when the Antitrust

Division of the Department of Justice intervened. S. S. Isseks,

Special Assistant to the Attorney-General, pointed out in the in-

formation resulting in the indictment against Bausch and Lomb
that

“Bausch and Lomb and Zeiss had agreed to divide tlic world
market for military o})tical instruments into certain geographi-

cal areas, the exclusive territory of Bausch and Lomb to be the

United States of America, and the exclusive territory of Zeiss

to be the rest of the world
;
not to sell directly or indirectly sricli

instruments for use in the area or territory allotted to the other

without the prior consent of the other; in the case of sales made
by consent for use in the territory of the other, to fix, maintain,

and control arbitrary, artificial, and unreasonable prices and
terms of sale of such military optical instrumems; . . . that

Zeiss would not permit any person, firm, or corporation which
was engaged, or which wished to engage in the United vStates

in the business of manufacturing and distributing military opti-

cal instruments in competition with Bausch and Lomb, to use

any of the devices, information, instmments, machinery, or

equipment of Zeiss on any terms in connection with such manu-
lacture and distribution even though such persons, firms, or

corporations were ready, willing, and able to compensate Zeiss

for the use ofsuch knowledge, information, devices, instruments,

machinery, and eepupment, and . . , that Bausch and Lomb
would not permit any person, firm, or corporation which was
engaged or which wished to engage outside the United States

in the Viusiness of manufacturing and distributing military opti-

cal instruments, to use any of the devices, information, instm-

ments, machinery, or equipment of Bausch and Lomb on any
terms in connection with such manufacture and distribution

even though such persons, firms, or corporations were ready,

willing, and able to compensate Bausch and Lomb for the use

of such knowledge, information, devices, instruments, machin-
cr)^, and equipment.’’

The international patent and price cartel of Bausch and Lomb
and Zeiss had started as a commercial arrangement, Bausch and
Lomb was thus enabled to escape' the competition of a powerful

German firm which could rely on an international reputation for

quality work, and on extremely cheap skilled labour. The Ger-
man firm, on the other hand, had lost its world monopoly of pre-
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1914 days after the First World War. Competitive industries had
arisen outside Germany, in particular in the United States. Zeiss

could not turn back the wheel of history, especially after a lost

woi'ld war, for it lacked financial resources. Therefore, Zeiss was
in a po.sitiori similar to that of I. G. Farhen. But international

patent monopolies became a new foundation for the rcconqucst

of a dominant world position. These were utilized to make a bar-

gain w’ilh a foreign partner who was granttxl a j)rivil(^ged position

in his domestic market, with the understanding that the rest of

the w'orld belonged to the German firm.

We coidd devote many additional pages to a study of sp)heres

of our industrial life which Nazi corporations have exploited for

their own purposes. But sufiicient examples have been given to

show the iicutcncss of the problem. The q\icstion now^ arises, what
conclusions should aa e draw from the evidence presented in for-

mer chapters? We shall find an answer if we study the wwld-
wide aspects of the crisis of the patent system.

CHAPTER xrx

Tl-IE CRISIS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
PATENT SYSTEM

The crisis of the patent system w^as almost ignored before

the war. Only ‘^crackpot” inventors, social reformers, and
occasionally Congressional committees dealt with it. The latter

had collected an amazing amount of evidence revealing the

deficiencies of the patent system and also its effect upon national

defence, but the public was not alarmed, for the reports were

known only to a few experts.

Most big corporations considered criticism, of the patent

system a serious menace to their investments. The relative

stability wdiich they had achieved w^as largely sustained by patents

and international patent agreements. Even high-ranking .military

experts dealing with the problem of national defence felt helpless

in their attempts to remedy a situation where strategic industries

were under control of patent monopolies which impeded technical

progress.

The war has finally brought out into the open the international

crisis of the patent system. Patent rights sustained international

agreements which divided up the w^orld market and provided for
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the strangling of strategic industries in America. The patent

system forced the United States to assist in the curtailment of

new technological developments vital for national defence.

Patent rights were a solid basis for international cartels of a

peculiar type. The German owner of a patent controlling in-

dustrial processes could select his American partner by offering

him a privileged market position in America. We have seen how
German corporations could offer to sustain American domestic

monopolies as part of Avorld-wide agreements.

Is it accidental that the reverse never happened—^American

corporations preventing technical developments in Germany?
This was impossible because the Nazi state itself was in control

of pru atc euter])nscs.

The I'hird Reich was a member of the International Patent

Convention. International reciprocity was formally guaranteed,

Lawrence Langner, an eminent expert on international

patent rights, p^raised the ‘‘‘democratic’’ constitution of the

International Patent Convention before the Temporary National

Economic Committee : “Forty-live countries of the w^irld, in-

cluding all of the industrial countries, arc parties to that con-

vention, and the theory behind that convention is this : that no
country shall give to its own national benefits w^hich it does not

give to the national of other countries”. This world-wide
agreement was renewed in London in 1934.

As one of its leading members, the Nazi gpvernment was
careful not to violate the letter of the International Convention,

But theory and practice sometimes conflict, and those who read

only the text of laws and court decisions may be easily misled.

The Nazi state could guarantee equal rights to American
patent-holders in Germany, and easily avoid discrimination.

But the German patent-holders themselves were not citizens

who could freely act. The formal equality which the totalitarian

state granted to the foreign patent holder was the equality of

state-regimented individuals (or enterprises) who had to con-

form to the demands of the authoritarian state.

The record shows that there was not one single case where an
American-owned patent was used in order to curb technological

developments in the Third Reich. The latter’s strategy, on the

other hand, was to use American patent laws to control new
technical developments in this country, or to enable American
corporations to monopolize new^ industries. Therefore, the Final

Report of the Temporary National Economic Committee stated

;
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“Ample testimony on cartels before the Temporary National
Economic Committee and other information which has come
to the committee from governmental sources indicate that the

interchange of patents Ijetwceh American and foreign concerns

has been used as a means ofcartelizing an industry to effectively

displace competition. The production of vitally important
materials, such as beryllium, magiKisium, optical glass,

and chemicals, has been restrained through international

patent controls and cross-licensing which have divideef the world
market into closed areas. As a result, the capacity ofAmerican
industry to produce these materials is not adequate to meet the

needs of the defence programme, llie yjresent international

emergency further attests the need fbr a strong policy with

respect to the control exercised by foreign governments and
their dependent industries over American concerns through the

patent system. The committee decries this situation and re-

commends that appropriate legislation be enacted to rcmcd\^ it.”

When the Second World War began, careful arrangements
were made to keep most international patent agreements alive.

Secret supplementary agreements were signed in order to

preserve vested interests liased on international patent pools.

These were an important factor in Nazi strategy. In America,
moreover, they became a serious obstacle to the war effort.

Thurman Arnold came to such a conclusion in the Final Report
of the Temporary National Economic Committee (p. 103)

:

“For the past two years the Antitrust Division has been
investigating industries directly involved in the present

national defence effort. The results of this investigation

indicate that

:

“i. The United States Government has been charged

excessive and unreason^ible prices for essential war materials

as a result of agreement between domestic and foreign com-
panies, and collusive bidding on Army and Navy contracts.

“2. Foreign companies have taken out patents and entered

into cartel arrangements in the United States on essential war
materials for the purpose and with the effect of blocking

American development and creating serious shortages.

“3. There have been divisions of world markets by patent

agreements between domestic and foreign companies which
give foreign interests the right to determine where and how
the American companies may sell certain military supplies.
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“4- sctems probable that vital military information has

been disclosed to foreign companies through the requirement

of kemized descriptive royalty payments in patent licence

agreements.’*

A long lime l^eforc the Nazi air armada flew across the skies

of Poland, France, and Britain, General Mitchell, the first

American military aircraft expert, a lonely and unpopular
figure among his colleagues, was fully aware of the new character

of warfare. In 1935 he stressed the supreme importance of air

power in his testimony before the Committee on Patents (House
of Representatives) :

‘'National defence is now measured primarily by air power^

because a military threat against a country must be against

its population and resources, not against its army and navy,

A navy exerts its power through blockade. The aircraft

attached to a navy are merely for the protection of the navy,

nut for the protection of the country. A navy acts in an
indecisiv’e theatre and is subject to comparatively easy de-

struction at the hands of aircraft. As long as a. navy exists,

of course it will have to have suitable aircraft for its own
protection.”

General Mitchell was especially emphatic about the fact that

America’s aircraft industry was not progressing as fast as those

in foi eign countries, in particular in Germany and Japan, where
better types were manufactured. How was this possible? America
had more experience in mass production of motors than any
other country and seemed destined to take over the world
leadership in aircraft manufacture. But patent monopolies

sought protection for the status quo for an industry which was
vital for national defence. Thus we heard General Mitchell’s

outcry before the Patents Committee four and one-half years

before the Second World War began

:

“Today, United States Service engines, the heart of our
aircraft, are practically monopolized by two firms. The
largest engines they make are about 750 to 800 horse-

power. These are ordinary gas engines. In Europe, Diesel

engines arc now flying in aircraft. Gas engines up to 3,000
horsepower have been made in Europe. They have super-

chargers which give their service aircraft a ceiling of 35,000
or more. There is no necessity for our being left in the lurch.



If the United States would provide a personnel of public

servants drxlicalcd primarily to the development of air power,
not to the Army or Navy or the Manufacturers Aircraft

Association, wc would i^et somewhere, as we have proved in the

past, ])ui it cannot be done under present conditions/'

Most autliuriti(‘s denied the correctness of these statements

until the Blitzkrieg proved that there must have been miuh
iriitli in them. The d(day of plane manufacture at the Brewster

plant and its temporary management by Army authorities also

threw iK^w light on the hearings l)cfbre the Committee on
Patents in 1935. We quote from those proceedings:

Chairman: “Why is it that the Diesel engines which have
been developed in this country liave not been adopted in com-
mercial or scrvic:e-tyj'>e airplanes?”

General Mijchfix : “C3n account ofthe manufacturers here.”

(JIhairman: “IVxjiing ofpatcnts.”

General Mitcheli. : . . 'Phe people who control the

engine arc manuractuiers of aircraft who are in the ])atenf
j
30ol

and th(‘y have about controlled the development of engines in

this country.”

Chairman: “PratV and Whitney.”
(.iENi:RAL Mitchell: “Pratt and Whitney and Curtiss, the

only two organizations that make any great number of vService

engines. Ifwe were allowed to proceed with the (‘xperimentation

we had a povrer engine in 1921 of 2,000 horsepower, a 2,000-

horsepower engine. So we would have long ago perfected in

our experimental work if it had not been stopped.’’

1 he military experts in Nazi Germany and Japan received the

text of American patents and processes which were suppressed

in America. Thus technical improvements were prepared in the

United Stales but applied in Japan and Germany, which wei e

eager customers ibr the latest types of American planes.

Another portion of the testimony before the Committee on
Patents in 1935 is illuminating. The witness is Captain James V.

Martin, of the Martin Airplane Factoi'y, Gaiden City, N.Y.
Chairman: “Is Japan aware of all the patents we have, and

do these organizalioiLs sell Japan their bombing planes that wc
ought to have and they could furnish here?”

Mr. Martin: “Just as fast as we independents or wc in-

dependent inventors can submit data to the Air Corps of the

Navy, the National Advisory' Committee has transmitted, and as
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I was testifying to you, a man writing to me this morning, just

another case ol‘ where that is done in the last two years, trans-

mitted to the Air Trust, transmitted to the Gurliss-Wright

Company, to the Pratt and Whitney Company, and the Pratt

and Whiiney Company, of Tokio, get it. Japan gets it directly,

and our Army and Ni^vy funds pay f<u' I hat stulf, even paying for

the transmission of it. Mr. Chairman, this matter is so much
more dia})(i]ical as to facts than anything I have testified to before

so far, tlint it is unl)(^licva])le. Seventy-five carloads of airplanes

bought and paid for l)y our country w^cre sent to Jajian labelled

‘furniture', ‘household furniture', and this ^vas done under the

company of the Air Trust, the largest i;onstructing company
in the country, and the subsidiary of a Japanese agency, the

Mitsui Company, was at one time the fiscal agent of our then

enemy, Germany.”
Cn.MRMAN : ‘Tn other words, our taxpayers are paying lor the

national defence ofJapan.”
Mr. Martin : “They certainly are.”

Even in new industries which sym]:)olized the l)cginning of a

second technical revolution further technological changes were
frozen. These young industries w'ere surrounded l^y a thick wall

of patents before the start of mass production. Outsiders w’ere

iorbidden to invade the new industrial sphere and had to re-

nounce technical changes w'hich might have re.sullcd in “dis-

placement of the industr}^”.

The radio industry was a typical case. The Chairman of the

Committee on Patents reported to the House of Representatives

on March 7, 1935

:

“The defendants, Telephone Company, General Electric,

Westinghouse, and Radio Corporation, have pursued the

practice of endeavouring to acquire or control patents covering

every device or conception valuable or useful in the radio

field. They have between them secured and are now the

owners of or control more than 4,000 patents purporting to

cover inventions in that field. Many of said patents are invalid,

either w^holly or im respect of some of the claims thereof, and
are knowui and believed by said defendants to be such. Many
more of said patents are of doubtful validity, either in whole
or in part, and are known by said defendants to be of that

character. Said patents are owned or controlled by said

defendants severally, but, by virtue of the agreements between
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them, have been combined as to thii*d persons into a single

accumulation or pool. This accumulation or pool said defend-
ants have used to dominate, control, and monopolize the

manufacture and sale of radio apparatus and devices in the

United States.

'‘By agreement between them said defendant.s have con-

fined and limited the granting by them, either jointly or

.severally, of licences to third persons to manufacture and sell

under any of the patents comprised within the pool and have,

with possible minor exceptions, confined the granting of such
licences to licences to make and sell receiving sets and electrical

phonograplis for non-commercial use in homes and to make
and sell electrical amplifying apparatus and vacuum lubes for

use in or in connection with such j eceiving sets or phonographs.
Likewise, by agreement between said defendants, the making
of such licences has been entrusted excluswcly to the Radio
(Corporation.”

Something must l)e said hereon the peculiar nature of patents.

The Constitution of the United States slated as the purpose of the

patent and cojwTight Jaws ‘ho j^rornote the progre.ss of science and
useful arts by securing for limited time to authors and inventors

the exclusive riglit to their rcspccthc waitings and discoveries’

\

The owner ol'a patent can decide whether and how' far he will

let other producers make use of his invention—in theory. For in

practice a great deal of money is usually required to make a

patent effixtive. And, vice versa, it often happens that financially

strong companies can ignon^ the patent rights of inventors wdio

do not possess the financial means to make their patent rights

efrectivc. The relative case with w’hich patent rights can be

filed in the United States lias also olUui resulted in the practice

of registering shaky patents to intimidate financially weak
competitors or independent inventors w'ho cannot afford to

finance a patent suit. Thus ’many shaky or “protective” patents

have become w^eapons against production and against new
technical developments. It is extremely difficult, and probably

even impossible, to remedy this situation witlioul changes which
might make the patent system as such ineffective.

It is useful to distinguish among three types of inventions:

general ideas, practical devices which make the general idea

workable, and, finally, improvements which simplify production

and extend the practical use of the invention.
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According to the illuminating report of the National Resources

Committee on Technological Trends and National Policy^ published

in June, 1937 (p. 6)

:

“The idea of the invention is first conceived with some
definiteness. It may then be demonstrated as a plan on paper

or in the form of a model. Many years may be required before

it takes concrete form. Then follows a peri(xl in which" the

design is constructed in a form that is workable. Improvements
are then made and sales promotion efibrts applied. If these two
developments are successful, a point is finally reached where
the invention is marketable. Only some time later does it

become sufficiently sturdy, simple, and low priced that a

relatively large sale is possible. The process is generally

to be measured in decades and sometimes in centuries.'^

“General ideas” are still the contribution of individual in-

ventors. They also often construct designs which make a general

idea practical. The final stage, however, where improvemcnls
arc made and the “know-how” is discovered, usually arises fi*om

the co-operative research and experimentation ofmanv^^scientists,

technicians, and other workers. Yet the law recognizes only one

type of inventor, and the invention as the achievement of one
single individual. Furthermore, the inventor who only dis-

covers an improvement at the last stage of a new process is often

able to control the practical use of the invention as if he were the

sole inventor.

The discovery of important new processes, especially in the

field of synthetics, or the exploitation of physical forces which
are at present wasted by nature, require large-scale co-operative

experimentation with huge expcndiuire which no single in-

dividual can undertake. Such new^ discoveries cannot be ascribed

to one individual geni\is. They are the result of the co-operation

of many scientists and research w^orkers who ha\ e contributed to

the new discovery.

In a war-time economy the third type of inventions is c.specially

important. New technical devices must be derived more or less

from general ideas wffiich have already passed the second stage of

practical application.

The w’ar economy cannot utilize new' ideas which may become
practical only after years of research and experimentation. It is

possible, however, to speed up this process. Some war-time
inventions are utilized before they have reached real maturity,
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causing considerable wastage of capital and often also of human
lives. 'I his also applies to “general ideas’’ which were known in

pre-war times and which were buried in the patent files of
corporations.

It is impossible to find out how many patents are “buried”
because vested interests do not want to use them. There are

thousands of patents which cannot effectively he used in mass
production. They arc held because they may become important
later at a more advanced stage of technique.

I’he case of beryllium, with which we dealt in a previous

chapter, typical. Mr. Andrew G. Gahagan interrupted his

reseaich on this new light metal when he discovered that beryl-

lium patents had already been filed by someone else. During the

next three years he spent the greater part of his time on attempts
to obtain a licence. This case illuminates the crisis of the inter-

national patent system and reveals how Nazi interests utilized

fonagn })atent laws as part of their strategy.

Thurman Arnold stressed the existence of “umbrella patents”

in his tesiimony before the Patent Committee: “They contain

such ambiguous claims that they tend to cover an entire industry”.

Knipp, the German armaments firm, for instance, held such

umbrella patents in America. They were utilized as a legal

basis for lawsuits’against Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

in order to compel this chemical enterprise to join a patent cartel

with Krupp. The Nazi firm offered cancellation of the lawsuit

as its quidpro quo.

One trend which is dangerous from the j)oint of view of techno-

logical progress should be noted. The patent may be used in

order to monopolize permanently the results of technical research.

As a result, all enterprises which do not possess the patent but

have merely obtained a licence, have no interest in spending money
for experimentation, since the patent owner alone would profit

from this. The owner of the patent centralizes and controls the

research of the entire industry, thus perpetuating his mono-
polistic control beyond the duration of the patent itself.

Thus a number of private coi'porations have monopolized the

“know-how” for important industrial processes. It seems to be

of the utmost importance for the efficiency of the war economy
to communicate the “know-how” to all enterprises which can

make use of it. Therefore the “consent decrees” also provide for

communication of all detailed technical knowledge to the

enterprises engaged in war production. The communication of
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the “know-how” to future or potenlial competitors necessarily

weakens the relative position of the former monopolist more than

the mere syspension of a patent. The latter will be made effective

six months after the w'ar
;
the “know-how”, however, cannot be

withdrawn. Therefore, corporation executives who are con-

cerned about the future of their private enterprises are reluctant

to give away technical experience essential for the smooth
w'orking of complicated luocesses. Standard Oil, for instance, is

obliged to give without charge its “know^-how” in the field of

Buna speciality rubber. But an industrial enterprise must have
considerable technical experience in the new industi^r in order

to ascertain how far it has really ol^taincd the entire detailed

knowdedge essential for (dlicicnt work. There is no agency Avhich,

as a disinterested third party, can effectively decide how far

the “know'-how” has really been communicated.
The Nazi state has tried to solve this problem in two ways.

There are huge scientific research institutions financed by the

government with w^ell-cquipped laboratories. They are w^orking

on tasks of special interest to the military authorities. The
results of this work are made available to “the industry”.

Secondly, government institutions check and compare the results

of experiments at private laborjitories. I’hese may be required

to co-ordinate their research wdth other enterprises in order to

discover a missing link in a new invention wdthin the shortest

possible time.

In America scientific research, even in war industries, still

remains largely the task of private enterprise. Similar experi-

ments are made in numerous laboratories. The longer the war
lasts, the more it will become necessary to co-ordinate scientific

research and to economize the wastage of technical knowledge
and the expenditure of scarce materials caused by the un-

necessary duplication of experiments.

The question arises how^ far peculiarities of the American
patent system have contributed to the crisis.

There are considerable legal differences between patent laws

in America and in Germany. These differences are, however,
of less importance than the modifications as a result of different

political and economic conditions.

The United States, for instance, is the only industrial country

with antitrust legislation. As a result, patents have to a great

extent been used as a cloak for monopolies which would other-

wise conflict with the Sherman Act.
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The report of the Science Advisory Board of the National

Resources Committee pointed out as the main weaknesses of the

American patent system

:

“There are three primary defects in the system as it stands

at present, considered in connection with the functions which
it is called upon to perform in a modern complex technical

world. The first defect arises by reason of the issuance by the

Patent Office of an enormous number of patents, many of

which should never be issued, due primarily to an unduly low

standard of invention. The second defect has to do with the

excessive cost and delay in the litigation of patents, by reason

of the present system of appeals. The third results from the

difficulties met by the courts in handling scientific or technical

questions without competent non-partisan assistance.”

Is it accidental that patent law^xrs play a greater role in the

management of American industrial enterprises than in most
other countries? I'he control of patent rights is an important

factor in most industries. A relatively large numlier of patent

attorneys have become executives in large American corpora-

tions, because one, of the features of the American patent system

is that it is relatively easy to obtain patents, but difficult to make
them effective. This often requires expensive lawsuits which

only financially strong companies can afford.

In America the structure of the old patent laws still exists during

the present war, and in many cases is curbing technical progress.

In strategic industries patents have been released or the patent

owners have been forced to grant licences. These rneasui f^s apply

only to war production. A manufacturer, for instance, may use

half the capacity of his plant for production of war materials for

the government, while the other half of his production consists

of goods for civilian use. In this case he can use the patent

which docs not belong to him, but w'hich, howe\^er, has been

released by a consent decree, only for half of his output (war

materials). The owner of the patent may refuse to grant a licence

for the manufacture of “civilian goods”.

What does this mean in practice? In a war economy it be-

comes increasingly difficult to differentiate between goods for

“civilian use” and war materials. It is obvious that both are

interdependent.

The attempt to maintain the fundamentals of the old patent

system has come into conflict with the war effort. Patent niono-
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polies which are temporarily suspended still excit a tremendous
influence because their owners expect the restoration of their

“rights'" after the war. Their future patent rights cast a dark
shadow upon the war economy of today. The owners of these

patents in suspension are able to maintain privileged positions

within the w^ar economy by withholding the “know'-how"’.

Competitors who w^ant to employ a patented process may ask

for the “know-how^"'; but they cannot ascertain whether they

have received all technical details.

I-knv will the conflict between the economic necessities of war
and the structure of the patent system be solved? Attempts arc

being made to stex^r through some middle-of-the-way course

which will facilitate a return to the old patent system at the end
of the war. Pursuit of this middle-of-the-way course often

clashes w ith the need for greatest technical efficiency.

At this stage of the war economy essential parts of the patent

system are “in .suspense”. They are to be effective again after

tlie w^ar, with the result that the old patent monopolies would
then be stronger than ever before, concentrating in their hands
more efi’cctivc control over industrial dcvelo])mcnts than in

pre-w ar timers.

, A return to tlie past and to impeding technical progress w’ould

have far-reaching consequences. It w^ould mean that the United

States, even if it won the Second World War, would soon decline

to the position of a third-rate Powder unless technical progress

w'ere strangled all over the w^orld. If wc maintain or reconstitute

'lh(* old system, curbing technique here, wdiile foreign countries are

not restricted or are restricted less drastically in their development
of industrial techniques, then w'c must assume that America will

soon fall far behind other countries as an industrial power.

CHAPTER XX

DOOM or PRIVATE WORLD EMPIRES

M ANY EXE c u T IV E s of Corporations with world-wdde intentsts

entered the Second World War under the illusion that they cot^d

preserve their net of su))sidiaries and international cartels.

Until Pearl Harbour their business policies were guided by the

idea tliat the international agreements wdiich they had signed

wath foreign Powers would somehow sui'vive the war.
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Most of these corporations with extensive investments in aieas

under the control of fascist regimes emphasized that their attitude

was that of businessmen who wxre interested only in “business

as usual”. This attitude has been best expressed in a heretofore

unpublished letter of Alfred P. Sloan, chairman of (Jencral

Motors, addressed to a stockholder under date of April 6, 1939.
We quote from it in part

:

“General Motors Coqxnation is an iiUcrnationaJ organiza-

tion. It operates in practically every country in the world
where motor cars are used, and that, to a more or less extent,

is practically e\^eryw)iere, as of course yon know. . . .

“Now I believe that if an international business such as

General Motors engages in the commercial activity of any
country w ith the idea of making a profit both in that country,

as well as on such ])art.s as it may export i'rom this country,

that it has an obligation to that country, both in an economic
sense as well perhaps as in a social sense. It should attempt to

attune itseJf to the general business ol’ the community; make
itself a part of same; conduct its operations in relation to the

cu.str)ms, and design it.s products so as to meet llie needs and
viewpoint of each community, so far as it can. I believe further,

that that should be its position, even if, as is likely to happen
and parlicularl)’ as was the case during tlu^ past few’ years, the

management of the Corporation might not wholly agree with

many things tint are done in certain of these coimtrics. In

other words, to put the ]:)roposition rather l)luntly, such rnalit rs

should not be considered the business ol* the management oi'

General Motors.

“According to my belief, it should subscrifx' to that jahiloso-

phy, or else it should not do any export business at all. 1 will

go so far as to say, if it did not subscri])e to thru philosophy it could

not do any exj^ort business, or any to amount to anything.

“Passing from the general princi])les invoh ed to the case

at point, many years ago, General Motors—before the present

regime in Germany—invested a large amotmt of money in

Adam Opel A. G. It has been a \*cry profitable investment,

and I think outside, of the political phase, its future poieniialilv

from the standpoint of development and probt, is equal to, if

not greater than many other investments which the Corpora-

tion has made. It enjoys about 50 per cent of the business

in Germany—a little less than that, to be exact. It employs

Gennan workers and consumes German materials. . . .
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“Having attained the position which wc have, through

evolution, hard work, and, I believe, intelligent management,
of approaching 50 per cent of one of the most important

industries in Germany, I feel that we must conduct ourselves

as a German organization, involving German capital. . . .

“It is true that we cannot, at the moment, withdraw profits

accrued in the German plant and transfer them into American
currency, due to exchange restrictions, therefore we do not

include such profits in our operating result. But that situation

is not in any sense limited to Germany. There are several

other countries in which we arc conducting operations in

South America or othewise, in a broad way, from which
likewise profits cannot be withdrawn, hence such profits are

not included in our operating results. Germany is only one
of many other countries.

“The abo\ c are the reasons why T think that the policy

we are following, is a sound and desirable policy; why I l>e-

lieve it is to the interest of the stockholders, and wdiy I believe

it is entirely consistent with the general ecpiities of conducting a

business of this magnitude with its responsibilities as I said

before, in all markets in which automobiles arc sold.

“What I have said above, however, probably could be
summarized by stating it in principle form; viz., that an
international business operating throughout the world, should

conduct its operations in strictly business terms, without rcjgard

to the political beliefs of its management, or the political

beliefs of the countries in which it is operating. It should,

however, govern its operations, wherever they may be, in

accordance with the foreign policy of the United States. That
policy, and the kuvs emanating as a result of that policy, should

be respected irrespective again, ofwhat the political beliefs ofthe

management might be, with respect to the question at issue.

“Very truiy yours,

(signed) “Alfred P, Sloan,
“Chairman.”

Mr, Sloan did not write off General Motors’ investments in

Germany when Hitler came to power because -even in 1939 ---he

still expected the Third Reich to protect General Motors’ stake

and eventually to pay dividends. It is scarcely true, however,

that the German investment of the American company has ever

been “a very profitable investment”. A. Opel, the former owner
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of the enterprise, sold his stuck to General Motors on the eve of
the world economic crisis, when German automobile plants

were running almost at full capacity. A short time later the
greater part of the works was shut down, and the value of the

holdings in Opel declined to only a fraction of the money
(100,000,000 marks) General Motors had paid for them, Mr.
Opel was the winner, and General Motors the loser. Three years

later Hitler came to power. Under his regime, General Motors
lost all control over its Ciennan enterprise. Even new technical

developments in its German subsidiary remained unknowm to

the Amta ican mother company which still registered the German
plant as its investment.

The foreign policy of General Motors which Mr. Sloan so

clearly expressed in his letter is of great interest. He indicates a

point of view' with which any progressive may heartily agree.

A private investment should be considered as a mere commercial
affair and should not be the cause for political intervention in a

foreign country. But the Nazi state is interfering with the

international stake of private corporations and has succeeded in

utilizing them for economic and political purposes. Financial

interests which served the totalitarian state have been granted

special privileges and protection.

A German author^ emim^^rated ninety-seven “important'’

iuternalional 'carlels functioning in 1936, with Germany as a

leading partner (total number of “important” inteinational

cartels: 12B). In later years, the Nazi goveinment showed great

interest in these international cartels. Their efiectiveness w'as

sponsored by the totalitarian state. The Third Reich, Ibr instance,

was extremely active in the International Chamber of Commerce.
This institution encouraged international cartels which were to

curb world market competition, “stabilize” prices, “organize”

markets—in short, protect vested interests and prevent early

depreciation of capital. The most important function of these

international cartels vwas to keep prices up and production dow n,

and to support the effccliveness of private monopolies outside

of areas under fascist control.

Only after Pearl Harbour did these circles finally realize that

as private business enterprises they had to withdraw from the

outside world and rely on their home markets. Then the question

arose whether this retreat was only temporary and how they were

^ Fritz Werr, International Economic Combinations {Cartels and Concerns) and
State as Partners

y

Berlin, 1936.
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to adapt tl;cmselves to tlie needs of the war economy, Thus
Washington became a hotbed of a discussion which throws new
light on th<^ proldems and aspects of the war economy. During
these discussions three points of view wore presented, w hich we
may define as Ibllows: (i) for a return ''to “business as usuar'

policies, or for prhatc enterprise w'ith full rights to orgatiize

patent pools, international cartels, and other restrictions against

pi ciduction
; 12) for a return to “free enterprise” but with special

restrictions against private monopolies and private world
empires that circumvent the power of the national state and im-

pede free competition; (3) for state supervision of large-scale

entei'prises that control economic key positions and for national

planning wliich enables the use of “idle capital” in production.

d'liis discussion where the above three points of view^ were
expressed has not dealt with a question w^hich arose in most
monopoly cases and patent pools - the world-wide implications.

'The Nazi state has tried to find an international solution by
exterminating all national stales and establishing the domina-
tion of the eriur(‘ world by one single state. This attempt will

not succeed. The totalitarian state is doomed. We may conceive

that the victorious Powers will try to make certain that the

Clcrman state ne\'cr rises again to resume the struggle for world
empire. It is, however, doubtful w^hether even if Germany is

divided up and prevented from surviving as a national state the

intornaiional power struggle will be ended.

It will not be suflicient to cripple German industrialism in

such a way that it cannot challenge the foreign wm!d again.

Th(^ result would, of course, be a decay of industrialism in

C'cntral Europe, As a consequence w-e would then probably
itness a new^ mass migration of engineers, chemists, and highly

skilled workers wdro would not remain in a starving Germany
that did not need their knowledge and their labour. They w^ould

seek new' homes in countries where they could utilize their

teclmical skill, d liey would be received with open arms in India,

China, Latin America, and others of the “young” countries,

which offer a virgin field for completely new industrial develop-

ments without the curbs created by an outdated industrial

structure and vested interests which own patent rights' or mono-
polize technical experiences in their owm countries.

This grave danger would have to be faced by the United States

if it returned to a status quo where only slow technical changes

are made. It could then maintain its dominant world position



only if the second industrial revolution, heralded by light metals
and the new synthetic processes, were strangled ail over the
world. Such a policy would require permanent occupation by
military forces of all key positions in the world and tlie support,

of foreign dictatorships which w'ould stifle the. growth ol* new
industries and of new techniques. But what guarantees could
be given that sucdi dictatorships would not rejx'at tlie example
of Hitler and rearm, at first secretly and tlien openly challenging

the old world powers?
'J'hus return to the status quo for industry would not mean

return to an era of peace. On the contrary, huge armies and
military expenditure on an unprecedented scale would become
permanent peace-time affairs. Under such conditions, private

enterprise w'ould have to expect regimentation and state regula-

tion even cxftcv the war, for otherwise the at tempt to “stabilize”

world economic conditions and protect privat(‘ moiurpolies at

home and abroad w'ould inevitably fail.

These are c(3jiscqucnces rrftim not visualized Ijy the “back to

normalcy” group.

There is little chance that the ])rospects wa*. described above
will become a reality. Other countries and continents have already

tasted too many fruits oi* modern industrirdism and arc insisting

on their riglit to develop them freely in their own interests.

They have come far from the backward stage of fifty ycrirs ago.

I’hey have been dragged from their economic isolation into

W'orld wars and have been showm new' worlds of technology.

The logic of the .situation will force them to use the new^ in-

dustrial tcchniqties to climb from the misery into wTich they have

been plunged by war and to reach the highest stage of social

and technical organization.

It is absurd to imagine that international patent law's and cartel

agreements will be able to cope wdth these so-called backward
nations. Not all the force in the world will hold back their

will to live.

The second alternative presented in the discussion of inter-

national monopolies and patemt agreements does not lead to

more hopeful prospects.

Thurman Arnold, Assistant Attorney-General of the United

States and head of the Antitrust Division of the Department of

Justice, made himself very unpopular with big corporations by

his indictments of leading companies for monopolistic con-

spiracies in violation of the Sherman Act. He believes that Iiis



fight against the monopolies will help to reconstitute free com-
petition after the war.

“I'herc is a very fair chance”, wrote Thurman Arnold in

Democracy and Free Enkrprise (p. 67), "^‘that the great effort of the

war is going to force so many people into production of things

useful alike in peace or war that it wall be impossible to maintain
the cartels' domination in the face of the vast productive plants

which will Vjc built.

‘‘To make this hope come true we need to continue during the

war the long-run economic policy of the Sherman Act -to

prevent existing private groups from getting sufficiently into

control of our vast w^ar production to^hut it down when the war is

over. Their efforts to get that control today are unceasing.

For example, in magnesium, plastics, glass, synthetic rubber,

machine tools, glass containers, military optical instruments,

acetic acid, nitrogen, beryllium, dyes, all substances useful in

peace, the Antitrust Division finds that through the failure to

use, or through the improper use, of patents, production has been
retarded, patents have been pooled or exchanged subject to

revision, or arbitrarily withheld from use, all for the purposes

of creating a dominant position in the industry and in some
private groups building a Maginot Line around the industry to

protect it from new enterprise.”

In answer to a question I asked him during an interview,

“FIow^ can you expect to return to the old stage of free com-
petition in our era of advanced mass-production technique?”

^Ir. Arnold expressed his belief that he can arouse public opinion

on his side to stamp out monopoly control over production

and to revive free enterprise with its expansive forces. Once
monopolistic obstacles w^ere removed the expansive forces of

free enterprise would promote a technical revolution all over the

w'orld which would usher in a new era of prosperity. Mr. Arnold
also expressed the view that we are moving in long cycles.

After the rise ofmonopoly powder growing out of the old technique,

-we enter a new cycle w'herc free competition is the vehicle of the

new technology.

Most of Thurman Arnold's critics have pointed out that he

w^ants to turn back the wheel of history. Such an interpretation

overlooks the w^orld-wide implications of his theory that formerly

backw^ard countries could or should be industrialized under a

system of private enterprise.

This vision of Thurman Arnold finds a parallel in ideas of
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Oswald Spengler in Germany. The author of The Decline of the

West also believed in new industrial revolutions in formerly
backward countries, which would use the industrial technique
of the West in order to turn against their former masters.

“Something terrible is happening. In 1880 coal deposits which
were exploited existed only in Northern Europe and Northern
America. Now they have been discovered and exploited all over
the world. The coal monopoly of white labour has come to an
end. Furthermore, industry has to a great extent freed itself

from its dependence on coal through water power, oil, and
electricity. Coal (and electrical energy) can migrate and they

are doing it, everywhere away from the areas from white trade-

union dictatorships to countries with cheap) labour. . . . The
flight of the highly developed industrial methods to the coloured

peoples is expanding, and the white luxury wages are becoming
mere theory because this labour is not needed any more.”^

Under conditions of free competition the formerly backward
countries have obvious advantages over the old industrial world
of the White Man. They can apply the latest achievements of
new^ technique without being burdened by the weight of an
out-dated industrial structure. They have an abundance ofcheap
labour wdiich can quickly master the new techniques.

Spengler’s conclusion was that the industrial competition of

formerly backward countries, ijsptxially of Asia, would force the

Western countries to defend their competitive strength by com-
pelling the masses to "give up their relatively high social level.

Wages of white skilled labour must be cut in order lo avert the

fact that the White Man’s production becomes too expensive

and cannot complete with the newly industrialized Asiatic world.

Spcngler’s pessimism is countered by Thurman Arnold’s ojjtimism,

but both derive their view^s from the same basic idea that new
industrial revolutions wall occur all over the W'orld, spreading

and reviving w'orld economic competition.

There is a third group w^hich seeks a different solution for the

problem of private monopoly control. It is represented by those

New Dealers who believe that the state should take over essential

monopolies such as transport, utilities, and perhaps even iron,

steel, and coal industries. At the same time the state is to in-

crease spending and utilize “idle capitaP’, thus guaranteeing full

employment and a buying power for the population sufficient to

absorb all consumption goods.

1 Oswald Spenglcr, Jahre der Entscheidung, Munich, 1933, p, 122.
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The SQcial-planners-on-a-national-scale also ignore the rest of

the world. They are not concerned about the fact that our in-

dustrial technique was more or less moulded by an international

division of labour with industrial countries as centres of world

empires, and that the dissolution of the old order results in a

crisis of industrial technique which needs a new world-wide

foundation. Any attempt to find a solution of our social and
economic problems on a merely national basis does not recognize

that the end of the old international division of labour would not

end the dependence of national planning on developments in

the rest of the world. It was not accidental that everywhere

national planning as a "‘social experiment*' ended in armaments
races and militarization. We may expect that the same will

happen again if the further development of technology and of the

industrial strength of a country depends on investment policies

of national states.

A return to ‘Tree enterprise", on the other hand, would enable

private monopolies to curb or eliminate competition with the

result that technique would suffer stagnation. Some economists

have approved this “control” or slowing-dpwn of technical

progress because the prescr\"ation of the old technic[ucs permitted

the use of old machines until they became scrap iron. There
was no waste of capital that had prematurely to be replaced.

Thus private monopolies could reduce their rates of amortization

for the old capital and economize on costs of production. (Greater

competitive pressure, on the other hand, enforcfxl quicker re-

placement of the old capital, a rise of amortization rates and
of costs of production. From the point of view of the private

investor it therefore seemed irrational to introduce technical

improvements which reduced the value of the capital, A new
invention which enabled us to produce more goods at lower

costs did not pay if old values were greatly affected by it.

But the observation of the accountant does not necessarily

indicate real waste of human efforts. It is possible for old

technical implements to lose their investment value and remain
physically in existence. They may be utilized for further pro-

duction, though chey represent only a fraction of their old values,

A private corporation which has written off old investments may
still utilize them in production. Then a decline of costs of pro-

diiction may be registered because there are no funds to be set

aside for amortization. In cither case, liquid capital that seeks

reinvestment is accumulated.
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As a result, a paradoxical situation arose. Private corporations

whose monopolistic control of an industiy enabled them to re-

duce amortization rates, accumulated hn^e liquid funds which
had to be reinvested. The abundance of liquid capital should
have facilitated the financing of new ventures based on the

utilization of progressive techniques. But the investment policies

of these private monopolies were based on the principle of re-

slricting technical changes.

Thus we witnessed a growth of ‘‘self-financing”, especially

of corporations w^hich profited from the restiaclions of com-
petition dining and after the depression. They needed les.s

capital for reinvestment while they accumulated more funds- -

which, in turn, enabled them to invest more capital.

'Phis piT'blem has been modified under wartime conditions.

All enterprises engaged in ])roduction of war materials arc able

to amorlizc' their cajiital at a (piirker pace than ever before.

I'heir liquid funds must be reinvested or arc absorbed by the

state, which enlorces the construction of new works and in-

dusti ies. Arc they mere emergency plants to be left idle afier the

war, or do they mark the beginning of a second industrial

revolution?

The attempt to delay cpiick technological changes may’ i;ost

millions of human lives. It may result in losing battles and even

the war. Ih'om this point of view it is necessary to be prepared

for radical chaiigi's in technical niftthods, without consideration

of patent monopolies or vested interests, and witliout any ullua'

restrictions against beginning a second industrial revolution.

CHAPTER XXI

THE SECOND INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

WAR has initiated many technological changes that

would have been impossible in pre-war times. Before the prirscnl

war the idea of a second technical revolution seemed to be a

dream which might become reality only for later generations.

The revolutionary consequences of the progress in chemistry,

physics, and electricity were already being discussed, but a new
technology seemed to be mere vision. The deadweight of the old

industrial structure discouraged quick technical changes.

During the two decades betw^een the First and the Second



World Wars industrial technique did not stand still. Everybody
knows about the rise ofAmerica’s automobile industry. Each year

a new car model appeared on the market with different colours

and more attractive accessories. Other industries showed similar

developments. The production ofmany articles w^hich before had
been turned out only for luxury consumption reached the mass-

production stage, Though many corporations spent considerable

amounts of money for experimental work and research, especially

in fields where competitors might be expected to make quick

advances, the progress did not begin to correspond to the inherent

possibilities of the situation. The old industrial superstructure

was slowly modified without startling new inventions which would
have revolutionized traditional methods of production.

Charles N. Warner quoted the late Dr, Reginald A. Fessenden,

America’s foremost radio physicist and inventor, before the Ilouse

Committee on Patents In 1935:

‘'The greater the contribution, the more certain is it to be
denied recognition by the entrenched corporations and their

ser\nle laboratory staffs. And the lack of such recognition,

coupled w ith the lack of properly developed models to convince

by demonstration those wdio cannot understand technical pre-

sentations, explains the shameful spectacle of every single one
of lh(‘ world’s great inventions having been forced to lie idle

until outside competition had forced their adoption despite the

cunning and conspiracy of the great corporations in that field

—

and often only after the inventor was no longer here to receive

his due rew^ard.”

Professor Fessenden was a first-rate radio pioneer who sued the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Radio Corpora-

tion of America, General Electric Company, Westinghouse p].lec-

tric and Manufacturing Company, and the United Fruit Com-
pany for infringement of his basic patent on the Heterodyne
principle. This group had formed a monopoly to control wireless

and wire apparatus in the United States, according to Professor

Fessenden’s complaint. The suit w^as settled out of court—it is

reported by a payment of more than $5,000,000 to the inventor.

In his autobiography Dr, Fessenden summarized categorically

the first law of invention :

“No organization engaged in any specific held of work ever

invents or adopts any important development in that field until

forced to do so by outside competition.*’
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Mr. Warner gave a short summary of the fate of important in-

ventions before the Committee on Patents (1935). First, the tele-

graph company rc^fused to recognize the work of Field, even after

his first cable had been laid. Second, the telegraph and cable
companies did not accept the telephone when it was offered to

them by Bell. The late J. Pierpont Morgan and officials of the

Western Union Telegraph Company, together with their engin-

eers, after a demonstration by Mr. Bell, in which Mr. Morgan
acted as spokesman, said : “Mr. Bell, after careful consideration of

your invention, while it is a very intcaesting novelty, we have
come to the conclusion that it has no commercial possibilities".

Third, the telegraph, cable, and telephone companies did not

accept the wireless telephone for a long time after it had been
offered to them for §250,000. F’ourth, the balloon tyre w^as offered

to every tyre comi>any in this country in 1914 ;
it was not adopted

till 1 926. It is said that the chiefengineer ofone of the big rubber-

tyre manufacturers lost a S25,ooo-a-ycar job because he turned it

dowai.

As a kind of curiosity scientists were maintained in universities

and in laboratories, working on “problems of the future”. Was
it mere accident that their investigations were often so far removed
from the earthly scene that they could not become dangerous to

conservative interests clinging to the status quo'^ In feudal times,

too, the super-lord or absolute monarch sometimes engaged scien-

tists and skilful artists on experimental work which often resulted

in the creation of instruments anticipating later industrial de-

velopments. But they did not change technical or social condi-

tions of the countiy
;
the new'^ machines were only toys for the king.

The pre-war society contained technically progressive forces

side by side with coiisei'vative forces which wanted to put new
techniques into chains. The brakes which impeded quick techno-

logical advances were lifted only when total war made radical

measures for the inert^ase of production and for the creation of

new types of materials or machines vital for national defence.

Then suddenly we became aware of the fact that technology had

progressed only at a snail’s pace during the two decades which

preceded the war.

It is possible to utilize the technical heritage of the past in order

to build up the technical basis for a new future. This may be em-

ployed for better or for worse. It may be used to build up co-

operative society w ith a technology which raises human values

and individual life to a higher level, or an authoritarian dictator-
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ship^ or to create a militaristic state. History must make a turn in

one (>r these directions. I’he present status of technology has

opened the road to new techniques which may modified in

many ways, subjtxL to social interests and power groups. The
decision cannot be mad(! according to blueprints of a bureau-

cititic agency, nor is it subject to a mere vote of a new ‘‘League

of Nations’’, ov the will of a leader.

d otal ^\ar has liecome a gigantic technical and social experi-

ment. It has supplied ns with the proof that we are able to per-

form quick technical changes in line witli a changed structure of

society. Such changes can be initiated by private corpoi'ations,

by ]:jlanning boards, b)' government agencies or pressure grouyjs,

by democratic institutions, or by authoritarian leaders. Ofcourse,

each of these institutions represents diflercnt social groups and
interests which modify the character and the extent of techno-

logical changes.

If America offers assistance to new plans for world economic

co-opcraiion and industrialization that does not create new com-
petition and rh'alries, the social forces abroad supporting such a

plan would be immensely encouraged. We shall not offer a blue-

pj'ini for a new society but will endeavour to show how new
techniques ar e dependent on a new social order.

Thi' first point wliicli must be stressed is that wc have reached

a stage of technique where we have the means to create a new
industrial structure within a ndativcly short time. Wk^ can utilize

the old industrial capacities in order to construct factories, labora-

tories, and t)ilot plants and to open up new forces of production.

1 Ills deveIo|)mcni may be curbed or stimulated. But we are not

free in our clioice cither as individuals or as a national group.

VVe are subject to world conditions which no single country, no
social grouj), and no individual can ignore.

The second point which must be stressed is that we may insist

on a return to free comjictiiion or wc may reorganize society

according to national plans with state regimentation of economic

life, or wc may create; a new social order based on the co-operation

of communal, regional, and international co-operatives. Wliat-

ever .path we follow, we must be aware of the fact that develop-

ments in the rest of the world will vitally affect our own destiny.

A national economy cannot exist as a self-suflicient unit un-

affected by events abroad. Therefore, the idea of the formation

of ‘‘geopolitical blocs” in which countries or entire continents

cease to be parts of a world economy and can develop their areas
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in complete independence is an illnsion. The same applies to the

idea of a “managerial revolution” where a state bureaucratic

“managerial class” organizes some kind of national socialism or a

national trust according to a l^lueprint for a new society,

'J'hosc who es})ouse the cause of the managerial revolution, ex-

pecting th(' ‘blew order” to come in the form of an autarchic state

tmder the guidance of the industrial planners and directors, have

overlo(>ked tlic fac't that their state cannot rise al)ove the structure

oilhe international power system. The logical ccjiiseciuence of tin*

rise of autarchic states is that instead of price struggles we would
have ‘'power struggles” between states, with the result that

national planning will always (aid in a new armaments race.

I'he lliird point to be taken into consideration is that the foreign

world is as much dependent on the social and technical chang(’s

in our own country as wc are dependent on them. It is im]ao.ssible

that a new industrial revolution be promoted at home without a

profound reaction abroad, causing the political and (xonoinic

leaders in cjlher couritrices to modify their plans for their countries

accordingly. This does not mean that one single country will be

able to mould oj' regulate the entire wxfld, but that the whole
globe is now interdependent.

'J’he various possibilities for the new development of technology

are not mere abstract ideas. I’hcy will lie jiresentcd and imple-

mented as the programmes of various social interests.

Technically it is possible to create a new industrial system with

utter centralization of power or a system where authoritarlaji

power disaj)pears, and where industrial world centres which wer e

necessary for the old technical structure become of minor im-

portance. Europe’s industrial labour and t (clinical intelligentsia,

for instance, must be prepared to initiate the reconstruction of an
(ritire continent on the basis of a new technical revolution, with

co-operatives which run industries and eliminate the imperialistic

power struggle and enable the highly industrialized coiuitiics lo

exist and to progress on new lines without "agrarian liinterland”

or countries and continents which are mere raw-material sup-

pliers.

We find ourselves at the end of one era of industrial technique
and of a wxrld order wdiich concentrated modern industry at a

f(nv world centres. But we have not yet evolved the new era, for

the old technical stiaicture still prevails.

Patent pools, cartels, private world empires, and corporate

interests w hich arc opposed to the removal of restrictions against
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the new technical revolution have been ‘‘suspended’^ during the
war. But their structure exists, often retarding the technical

changes which might enable us today to bring the war to a quick
end, and which may pave the way tomorrow for a new' social

order,

America is capable of developing and applying new technical

processes or inventions on a greater scale and more rapidly than
any other country in the world.

In the total war it has become necessary to eliminate obstacles

to technical creativeness and to remove the letters of production
which are heritages of the past. The removal of tliese o])stacles

will create a vacuum into which the Ibi ces of the future or of the

past must rush.

APPEND!

X

FROM STANDARD OUTS S T O C KFl O LD E RS ’

MEETING, 1942

( From die stenographic report of the annual meeting of Standard Oil of New^
Jersey held on June 2, 1942- The questions were asked ol'W. S. Parish, presi-

dent of the Ckmipany, by liovvard W. Annbru.sler, represtmting a minority
stockholder.)

A PROXY holder: Would you or the other officers of the company desire

to state to this meeting when you first became convinced or suspicious that

the activities of the German 1 . G. Farbcn in its relationship to Standard Oil

of New Jersey were hostile to the national security of the United States? At
vvh^lt time did you first become suspicious of that fart ?

Mr. Farish: That is a hard one!
Comment: It is very simple, Mr. Farish.

Mr. Farish; I can’t answer for anyone else, but I can tell you that as late

as the .summer of 1939, their representatives were here with samples of rubber,
trying to get the people in the rubber companies in the United States interested.

So from rny own point of v iew', 1 never had any idea that the I. G. Farben-
indu.strie, as an organization, w-as hostile to the United States.

Question : Have you any such idea now? I am asking the question. If you
don’t care to answer it, it is perfectly all right; you are within your rights.

Mr. Farish: I imagine today, being Germans, they arc hostile, certainly.

Question: You arc willing now' to admit that their desires are hostile?

Mr. Farish: .Naturally.

Question : But you had no information or suspicion previous to Pearl Har-
bour that they had any hostile intentions, is that your answer?
Mr. Farish ; No, that wasn’t your question.

Question: What is the date w'hen you became suspicious of their intent?

Another stockholder ; Wm are not here to be cross-examined, Mr, Farish.

Mr. Farish : I don’t think the question is proper. I have tried to answer it

in the spirit in Vhich it w'as originally put.

Comment: You don’t care to answer the question? 'ITat is satisfactory.
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